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AlcJIJ PJrk, 5Jn Di·5o, California 92110 714/291 -6130 
. ' . 
ilrry Stewart · t TV-Radio ,, I I I .• •. . 
uddenly, Oxy Hits BiQ. Tiine 
I ,I I - • 
At Occlclental Collere, the football team has only two Gross. Filming starts inJanuary
1 
airing in April . . 
, ~ r.ensive starters who weigh more than 200 pounds, The shows will feature sports debates, such as, who is 
. d one of them is only 201. · better, Garvey or' Carew? Or, who was better: O.J. or 
.:The defensive coordinator is also the school's sports Brown? After bearing arguments by teammates and 
9rmation director. coaches-some of the biggest names in sports-and 
.-There are no recruiting scandals. No ticket scalping. watching film clips, a jury of sportswriters and sports-
o-scholarships, either. • • ·. ' casters will vote . 
.. Randy .Braum, a starting linebacker as .a freshman. Steinbrenner is a fan of Gross' "The Way It Was" and 
we years.ago, decided he would rather film the games some of his other work. That's the main reason be 
ut season.Now he's a cheerleader. . agreed to bostGross' new llhow. · · • 
·:::OCcidental's fourth game of the season, at home "His main concern was whether he v.:ould do a good 
• inst the University of San Diego, normally would 'job," Gross said. "I think he•n be fantastic." 
dt'aw no more attention than any of its other games. Steinbrenner: "For once, I'll be in the eye of· a'. con-
-S ut CBS is televising it Sunday and giving it the full troversy without being the controversy." · 
tment-five earner~. an NFL production crew and ■roe•eut Nete1 
L announcers. Suddenly Occidental is big time. If the Dodgers 1<>mehow make It to the playoffs, Via 8'11111 'will 
:Veil, not quite. The CBS people this week asked for be on KABC along with Jen;, Donett and 8- Porter. Scully will 
·yer profiles, known as bios, complete stats and depth work only the World Series for CBS Radio, which la also covering 
S Etch told the playoffa. Uthe Dodgers are In the World Series, KABC will pick . "No problem," coach/ ID Gary ever:ry up1he ~ feed with Scully and Spark, Aadeno■ . .. The Angela 
• . The only problem was he didn't have bios, depth will 111e announcen ... Starr and Bo■ F•lrlr and broadcut the 
. harts and com~lete stats. games on KMPC during both the playoffs and World Series If they 
_Etcheverry handed out questionnaires to the players . are In them • . . KNX will broadcast only playoff games that dQn't 
~ · d ld th h eeded th filled Involve the .Angela or Dodlera but will broadcaat the Series no • e. other evenmg an to em e n em matter wbo la In It . . . Dodgers got • 23.3 Nielsen rating Wednea-
ut and returned the next morning. Now he hopes the day ntghl Angela got an lmpreatve 20.2.' their·bighest ever . •. 
CBS people will be able to rea~ them. No·time to print . Let'• hope that college games on~ and ABC won't usually be 
p bios. · ·· · · · aired head to head u they are Sa~. ABC hu the more attrac- . 
And what about game data? "They're used to get~ , tlve pme with San J01e State and Cal at noon. ~ ii alrlni New 
" Etch said "W • Mexico and Air Force ·•t 12:45 p.m. • • • TBS hu added Saturday ·ts after every quarter, everry;, ere night'• Bravea-Padra game to Ila IChedule. The game will be 
lutjty if we get stats by Mon~ morning. . Joined 1n ]lrOlrea followln, the 5 p.m. TCU-Arkanau football '~ * . · ·· . . . .. pme. At lta eonclUlllon, It will be replayed In lta entJrety . , 
~In St~lly, If he were still doing · footbaW for CBS,.' ~BS ta ~elnlslar· Divisio~ rri games Sunday instead \ 
wouldn't have been too pleased had }le been stuck at a . of .Division I games because of a power play by Ted 
Ditision m game on a day when the Dodgers conceiv- Turner'IJ cable network TBS. 
ably could be deciding theu;,postseason f~~-"1,think-1 _ :-flow is IUhat powerful CBS and ABC as well as the 
W'oold p~t a gun to my head, he said . . i. _ NCAA had to accede to the wish~ of Turner's relative-
But Dick Stockton, and H~k ~. assigned w the~ ly small network? · . - , 
-USD game, aren t complaining. Tom Hansen, NCAA TV program director, said that 
::This will ~ a thro":~ack to sports~ 1!1ey were be- when Turner's network purchased the rights to ~ a 
f?~T~andbigmoney, Stocktonsaid Itsa~tyand supplementary series, paying .$17.6 million for two 
I m exctted about it. · · · t ears those rights were based on the fact that ABC and 
•~It's going to be a test, withou(ql!esti_on tougher than: CBS ~ere each limited to J4 telecasts in each market 
doipg an NFL game, where everything 18 served up on a_ area per season. . - . 
silver platter. ~ represents ~. challenge any broad- , . "Our legal counsel advised us tfiat to increase that 
caster should dive mto full force. · • · nirutation affected TBS' rights and that the network 
.. Stram_: "I ,think it'_s going to be fun. ,rm l~king for- should be consulted and had to approve," Hansen said. 
w4ll'd to 1t. It ll be a ru~e change of pace. . CBS Sports President Neal. Pilson said; c•It'e very 
:Stockton and Str~ are in San Di.ego today to w~tch frustrating for us." _ · · 
USD practice. They U watch Oxy practice Sat~y. · . But why is CBS televising Division m football? "We, 
believe Uie American public wants- to see livt football-. 
and it is the only football available to us." Pilson said. -
Last Sunday's Canadian telecasts on NBC got slighUy 
better -rating than the replay of last JanWtrY'~ Super 
'BowhmCBS. . . 
· :CBS is using its. NFL 'people on the Division m -~le-
ca'sts because most are under contracts that pay them 
~t,twar. . . . 
' - · 'le . . 
. ' ifew TV penonallt7: What next for George Stein-
brenner? He's going _to host a. new TV show. -
. · ·lt's all signed and sealed. He'has ~~ to host a s>:!1--
dicated show "The Great American Sports Debate, a· 
• creation of Emmy Award-.~ producer Gerry_ 
l ...... •• J,, 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 3 1~ 
Sandlot To Neon: 
·USD, Oxy On TV 
· Because both are Division III teams, and because nei-
ther is particularly well-known outside Southern Califor-
nia, the annual contest between the University of San 
Diego and Occidental seldom draws much ·attention be-
yond the campuses of the schools involved. 
Today, however, several million Western States 
viewers are expected to join 1,500 fans at Occidental's 
Patterson Field to watch the contest that CBS will 
televise from Los Angeles in lieu of its usual National 
Football League game . 
. Dick Stockton will provide the play-by-play.., Hank 
Stram the color as USO and Oxy make their first appear-
ances on network television. The game starts at 11:45 a.m, 
and locally may be seen on Channel 8. · 
CBS approached the schools Monday when it became 
· apparent the NFL players' strike would still be in effect 
this weekend Offered $15,000 each, as well as extraordi-
: nary exyosure, San Diego and Occidental readily moved a 
, con~t scheduled for last night to late this morning. 
"Obviously, we're excited," said USO coach Bill Wil-
liams. "When you come to a school like ours, you don't 
figure you're going to get a whole heckuva1ot of atten-
tion. To know you're going to play on network television 
. .. well, it feels big time, rll tell you. We're seeing how 
the other half lives." · 
· USO, which advanced to· the NCAA's Divisi9n III 
playoffs a year ago is unbeaten and bas outscored three 
opponents by a combined 102-13. The Toreros have w9n 15 
straight regular-season games; their only loss last year, 
to St. Mary's. occurred in the first round of the Division 
III playoffs. . 
USD Quarterback Eric Sweet has completed 35 of 67 
passes for 615 yards and four touchdowns this season. 
Defensively, USO has allowed opponents only 581 yards 
in Jhree games. The Toreros surrendered their first points 
when Pomona scored a touchdown with four seconds to 
play in the third quarter last week. . 
Occidental, 1-2 after beating the University of San 
Francisco last week, is known for its aerial game. Oxy 
quarterbacks attempted 70 passes against USO in losing 
38-13 a year ago. · 
( 
( 
E-2 THE TRIBUNE San Diego, F 
OCT 1 198Z 
J:½ZEt crow 
TRIBUNE SOCIETY EDITOR 
THE MUSICAL LINE "There's No Business Like Show Business" could well apply to the multi-media presentation of fashions for fall · and 
winter yesterday at the San Diego Hilton Hotel Th 
University of San Diego and Robinson's teamed up \ 
present a capsule Broadway musical t~at brough 
wide applause from the 675 guests. 
There was singing and dancing on a multi-leve 
fashion ramp as well as song and dance and othe 
Broadway bits projected on two large screens angl 
for viewing around the room. Right there was Gen 
Kelly "Singing In the Rain," Fred Astaire dancing u 
a storm and some other vintage film footage com 
plete with sound track. 
Theme of the day was "High Society'' and the fash-
ions covered the scene from "City Classics" with a 
New York City backdrop to '"Pure Luxury" of mink, 
sable and lynx fur coats. The show opened with late-
day wear and wound up with "Gala Evening" - the 
latter ranging from taffetas to floating chiffons and 
included a number of sequined and beaded dr~ 
· -In addition to the fashion models, the show was 
interspersed with some Broadway-style routines by 
a troupe of male and female 'dancers, ,vocalists on 
stage as well as the taped musical background, and a 
finale featuring photographs of some facets of cam-
pus life at USD on the big screens. 
' There were even photographs of committee mem-
bers starting with the day's chairman, Mrs. William 
H. Edwards Jr., .and her co-chairman, Mrs. Kenneth 
B. Brown. This was the auxiliary's 26th annual fash-
ion ~how and proceeds will benefit the USO student 
aid fund . 
. Festivities began with social hour on the poolside 
terraces; the warm $nshine with a hint of autumn in 
the air was so tempting the hostesses had a bit of 
trouble getting the crowd inside the ballroom. They 
did prevail and guests cast admiring eyes at an ice 
sculpture of the man•~ top hat and more admiration 
.at the new Cornice convertible Rolls-Royce parked 
in the foyer. The car was there courtesy of Roy 
Carver to add one more "~h. Society" touch to 
pr~c~g~.. . . . 
Luncheon tables were covered in mesh lace cloths 
and centered with a round mirror holding a. replica , 
of a black top hat filled with white carnations and 
daisy chrysanthemums. Programs were white with a 
black topper and a long-stemmed carnation sketched 
on the cover. Napkins were tied in silver ribbon and 
table favors were silver boxes of Bill Blass choco- I 
lates. 
Mrs. Richard Reilly, ,:auxiliary president, wel- 1 
corned guests and thanked them for their support of 
the USD programs. Monsignor I. Brent Eagen, chap-
lain for the auxiliary, gave.the invocation and among 
the blessings he asked was for the USD football team 
in its meeting with Occidental College on Sunday and 
on national TV (made possible by· the Joss of NFL 
games because of the strike). 
Later Mrs. Edwards took the microphone to thank 
members of her committee, Robinson's for its partic-
ipation and the Hilton. Just happens that her husband 
is the general manager, so things were expected to 
go right, and they djd. Mr. Edwards mother, Mrs. 
Wiliam H. Edwards of Beverly Hills, brought a group 
of guests including Mrs. Paul Masterson, Mrs. Alvin 
Herd and Mrs. Carole Emmett. 
1 HEN THE NAME ROBINSON'S flashed on the 
screen Mrs. E.J. Brunick felt .a pang of 
nostalgia - her late father had worked for 
the firm for 50 years. The day was an auspicious one 
for Mrs. Brunick in another way. From the luncheon 
she was going to see her husband's. offj,::e for the first 
time, and last. · 
The occasion was a farewell ceremony for general 
manager "Bud" Brunick who retired from Pacific 
Telephone after 45 years. As a surprise for Mr. Brun-
ick, the couple's son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. Bill Brunick, came from Redlands "for the cere-
mony and were · joined by the Brunicks' son-in-law 
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Eric Thomason, who live 
here. And, yes, it really was Mrs': Brunick's first visit 
to her husband's office. 
The senior Mrs. Edwards (whose husband is presi-
dent of Hilton Hotels) was one of numerous guests 
taking patrons' tables for the event. Some others 
were the Mmes.Paul A. Vesco, George J . Soares, Lee 
Bartell, Leo Roon, C.R. Harmon, Frank D. Alessio, C. 
Terry Brown, John McBride Thornton, John Alessio 
and M. Glenn Phalen. -
Organizations taking tables included Mercy Hospi-
tal Auxiliary, All Hallows Roman Catholic Church 
Women's Guild, College of the Third Age, Social Ser-
vice Auxiliary, Rancho Bernardo Friends of .USD, 
Ladies of St. Theresa Parish, Ladies of the Immacu-
lata, USD Friends of Music and The Coronado Group, \ 
Home Federal Savings · and Loan, USD Philip Y. I 
Hahn School of Nursing, Starlight and University or 
San DiP<'r'> Hi rrt· <:,,ho<>' • . / •• ' · , · ' .. . 
t>" .:,h ··""- .,1. I - ... - ,,... 
Mrs. John H. Parrish was adviser to the planning 
committee and Mrs. Jonathan C. Tibbitts Jr. headed 
the decorations committee. Others helping with the 
project were the 11 mes. David M. Jacobson, Frank J. 
O'Connor, Rudolph Regalado, Leo J. White, James F. 
Mulvaney, Robert . Sexton, John A. Waters Jr., 
Edwin L. March and Edward T. Keating. 
Mrs. Waters was cn:tinnan of hostesses who car-
. ried a cluster of l:Jcl~ and white balloons as they 1 
welcomed guests at poolside. 
The black and w ite eme was carried through in 
one of the show's dance routines - men in top hat 
and tails and "chorus girls'_' in mesh stockings, black 
tights with rhinestone trim and carrying large white 
ostrich feather ans just like in a Ziegfeld Follies. 
Oh, yes, the bl. cl ;:.rid vi' .i e theme was followed in 
another segment of he ~.'City Classics' - ~o models 
came on stage in winter coats leading highly 
groomed French poodles, one white and one black. 
And it all ended with the music "You're the Tops," 
very much like one of those Broadway musicals. 
..... 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
OCT 1 1982 
Beiflt Featival · -
~ festival to benefit the Famine Relief Agency of I 
aW: ·~;.!1!,~h= ~I:~~ to 5:30 p.m. Sunday at 
Th~ e~tival will feature Curt Sparus' Big Band and 
lhbel C~eron-Hollis_ Gentry Quintet Tickets are avail- ( 
, .a • e aH he USD bookstore box office. 
1NING TRIBUNE 
J CT 2 1982 
;ELIGiON ROUND-UP 
1 
Seminar on tuition tax credits! 
A seminar on tuition tax, credits wlll be held 
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday in Camino Hall 1 
at the University of San Diego by the San Diego 
1 
County Ecumenical Conference and other 
groups. The speakers will. be the Rev. Dr. 
George Walker Smith, pastor of Christ United 
Presbyterian Church and for 16 years a mem-
ber of the San Diego Unified School Board and 
the Rev. Dennis Clark, superintenden't of / 
schools for the San Diego Roman Catholic 
Diocese~-~- , · 
SENTINEL 
OCT S 1982 
plailned at USD 
-
Author to visit USD 
"Mark Twain on private life. Three hours 
Tour" will be presented of make-up applications 
by Ken Richters at the are needed to transform 
University of San Diego Richters, who is in .his 
Oct. 5 at 8 p.m. in Cam· 20s, into a man in his 
ino Theater. 70s. 
Tickets for the per- In his charactem.at-
formance can be pur- ion, Richters takes the 
chased at the door. audiences back to the 
· "Mark Twain on Tour" . days of the California 
is being sponsored by Goldrush, the Civil War 
the USD Associated Stu- and the simple life on 
dents in. co-operation theMississippiRiver. 
with On the Road Pro- Richters has appear-
ductions. 1 ed in a number of tele-
Richters has been vision programs, mov-
touring with his one- ies . and stage product-
·-man ·-show for . five ions, including "Prom· 
years, following nearly ises, Promises," "Dog 
three years of research Day Afternoon," and 
into Twain's public and "Carrie." 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 3 1982 
SD BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 
OCT 4 1982 
Founden Gallery: University of 
·-san Diego. Monday-Friday, 10 
am. to 4 p.m.; Wednesdays to 9 
p.m. 
ERNEST W. HAHN, chairman of 
the board of Ernest W. Hahn Inc., was 
recently elected to-the board of trustees 
._· at _!he University of San· Diego. 
,OCT 4 1982 
SAN DIEGO BUSINESS J_OURN~L 
SEMINAR: USD Breakfast Upd~te: 
What to Expect in the Coming 
EconoQlY• and How to Deal With It 
DA TE: Oct. -S 
TIME: 7:30-9 a.m. 
LOCATION~ Little America_ Westgate 
Hotel ' 
FEE: $20 . . . 
SPONSO~: ·usD School of B_us1~ess 
Administration and Continuing 
Education 
CONT ACT;_293-4585 
. SEMINAR: USD Breakfast 1:Jpdate: 
Productivity and Praise: Does a Pat on 
the Back Really Help? 
DATE: Oct. 8 . 
TIME: 7:30-9:00 a.m. 
LOCATION: La ~olla Village Inn 
FEE: $20 . 
SPONSOR: USD School of B_us1~ess 
Administration and Continuing 
,-Education 
CONT AtT:·293-4585 .... 
BLADE TRIBUNE . 
OCT 4 1982 
.. Microcon,pu_ter-s. 
?ubiect . Of Co~rses 
SAN DIEGO - "Com- tional Settings" is schedul 
puter Resources for for Saturday, Oct. 16, I 
Educators," . a series of persons with . no previfl 
one-day courses to train microcomputer experien1 
educators in the use of The ,advantages • 
microcomputers, begins its micror.omputer use a 
fall . program at · the Un- operational instructions v 
iversity of San Diego be presented. 
Saturday, Oct. 9 from 9 a.m. On · Saturday, Oct. _ 
• to 6 p.m. . ·_"Advanted Basic, P 
Tuition ·fees ·are $50 per gramming for· Microco 
course, with an additional puters" presents techniq1 
$25 · for those courses re- needed to write' progra 
quiring extensive laboratory for personal . and p work. All courses in the fessional use and Is desigi 
series sponsored by USD's for participants with · p 
School of Education Conti- vious experience , · .w 
·nuing may be taken for pro- nti~rocomputers. . . 
fessional development unit ln addition to courses 
· credit. For information and fered at the university, 
registration, call 293-4585. custom designed in-hou 
All classes in October are program can be arranged 
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. On The series of microco1 
Saturday, Oct. 9, "Introduc- puter courses continu 
tion to the Use -of Logo," through November and D 
provides an introduction to cember including a cour 
.th.e' use of APPLE WGO on Nov. 6, "Assessing y, 
_with hands-on experience Computer N~;" ~ov.: 
with graphics and text ])ro- "Introduction to Word P· 
gramming. cessing;" Dec . 
.. 'Introduction to the Use of "Microcomputer Use · 







OCT 4 t98Z 
A Win on National TV 
· Li.ttie··Oxy Gets' 
·10 ·Perform in a 




By JERRY CROWE, Times Staff-Writer 
Patterson Field on the camp~ or Occidental College 
was transformed Sunday into a giant television studio. · : 
CBS unveiled a new show-NCAA Division Ill foot- · 
ball-that isn't likely to crack the network's fall lineup 
unless the NFL players remain on slril<e forever, but 
was highly entertaining nonetheless. · 
Occidental and the University or San Diego, teams 
that normally play before family !ind frien~-and per-
haps a handful or fans who get bored and wander over 
from tbe library-treated it for what it most likely was: 
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. . . ·' 
... 
Although it probably will get killed in .the local 
Nielsen ratings-it was bucking the Dodgers-Giants 
and Braves-Padres games-the game was televised re- . 
gionally and_picked up by 60% of the nation in the sec-
ond half. 
Oxy's Tigers made the most of their opportunity, f , RJCK m~ / Lm Aase1e1 Tlmel 
scoring twice in t.he fourth quarter to break a 20-20 tie : Microphones in hand, CBS commentators Dick 
and upset the.previously unheated Toreros, 34-20. Stockton (left) and Hank Stram are ready for start 
It was evident several hours earlier that this wasn't of nationally televised Division 111 game between 
going to be a typical small-college football game. An- , Occidental and Universitv of San Diego at Oxy's 
riouncer Hank Stram, a former NFI coach,·arrived at the ' fatterso~ Field. Occidental won the game, 34-20. 
EMle Roc:k cam_pus in a limousine. . ~ . - · ~ · . _ 
Asked abou.t his unuswu.assignmei,t, Stram sai~•iJtls , 
the same game with smaller and slower people. Jt:S nice perhaps last-chan~e to a~peat_on television. . , 
to.feature this level of football because of what u repre- . Several hand-painted~ lined f:h~ ~d.stadilim and_ 
sents. It represent college (ootball in its purest fonn. _ the ~wd ol ab.out l,500, highly partisan to:ward Oxy ,· 
' nit will give people around the country a chance to i w~ bo1~us enough to sound much larg~. ' 
l. see pure energy expresse<l" , • . ,. 'The spmt of th_e s_chool, really came O\ll, said sopho-
Stram was talking about the players, bot the energy more Armen NaJ8!J~· 'There are ,banners every-
level in the stands may have been as high as it was on ' wh0ere. . · 1 . ed th t "It d 
't tte h th 
the field. · • • ne sign proc ~m a oesn ma r w ~. er 
Spurred on by afour-piece bluegrass band made up of ~ YC?U win or Jose-Just as_Iong as Y?U get on nat1 TV. 
former Oxy students, the Tiger faithful was rockin' and ·That ~med. to be the mood. · . 
rollin' all afternoon. Even Rock-N-Rollen, the guy with ) ~m!>ers !lf th~ Alpha Tau Omega fraternity ~ted 
the rainbow-colored hair was there. their faces m the Oxy colors, orange and black. W-e 
"We were wondering all week ifhe was going'°to be I might have gone overboard;' said senior Kerry Brown, 
here," Coach Dale Widolff said. "We were wondering all 
1 ''bu~ if you're going_to do this, you've got to do it all the 
kinds of weird things." . . way.' ., 
. It had been that kind of a week at Oxy. ··During the telecast, several students wandered into a 
"The campus has been rather electric the last few classroom at Ille east end of the stadium to watch on 
·days," said Dr. Richard C. Gilman, Oxy presidenl Gil- • tele~io~. as if they still needed~~ con_vinced that 
man was one of several peqple with paw prints painted th~ game ac;:tually was on TV. 
0!1 their cheeks Sunday, a surprise gift from~ aggres- . I "I'm impr~," said Sophomore Stacey James. 
s1~; st~denl . . . , . · • "We're really on.'-' · · . · . 
This has_bee~ the most exciting thing on campus in , ~at the game was closely contested throughout and 
quite some time. ·proV1ded an. unexpected result was almost an· after• 
The 0xy student body was ready for its first-and thought.. .; 
,. 
USD MUffs One-Shot TV Appearance 
ByHANKWacB 
5aalf Wrillr, TIit S. Diego Ulioll 
EAGLE ROCK - On a 
given Sunday ... 
On a given Sunday a foot-
ball team like Occidental 
College's · can take a 1-2 
record into an NCAA Divi-
sion Iii game against a 3-0 · 
University of San Diego 
squad and, pull off a master-
ful 34-20 upset. 
On a given Sunday during 
a National Football League 
players' strike, the game 
can be picked up by a na-
tional television network 
like cm and beamed into 
millions of homes along the 
Pacific Coast. 
Yesterday must have 
been a given Sunday, for in 
fact all those things oc-
curred. 
Occidental made a raft of 
big · plays offensively and 
defensively to spoil the first 
(and probably last) network 
appearance for a USD foot-
ball team. USD overcame 
of withdrawl, the · coqtest 
was probably more than 
sufficie_nt. "People that 
watched sure had to be 
entertained," said Williams, 
"there was a lot of scoring, 
some excellent plays on 
both sides." 
Occidental dominated the 
opening action and drove .48 
• yards .in 11 plays . for the 
game's first touchdown 
with 5:15 left in the first 
.quarter. It came on a 9-yard 
flair ~ from Osborn to 
Mueller. 
Tlie Tigers caught USD
1s r 
defense blitzing in the sec-
ond quarter and Mueller 
turned a hurried flip from 
reserve quarterback Jeff 
Mc_mteroso into a 62-yard 
touchdown by running 
through one tackle and 
eluding another USD play-
er's desperation dive. 
The Toreros trimmed the 
lead with a 68-yard march 
that featured Sweet passes 
of 18, 19 and 24 yards to Jim 
· Occidental leads of 14-0 and 
20-14 to gain a 20-20 tie with 
11:57 left in the game. 
,. Reilly, Jerome McAlpin and 
But the Tigers moved 
from a third-and-14 predic- Occidental quarterback Dan Osborn fum-
ament at their own 19 to a bles w~en hit by Ray Stuberg of USO. 
touchdown in two plays - a . 
screen pass from junior, · · 
quarterback Dan Osborn to played an excellent game, ·, TV-game typical in that: 
fullback Jeff Goldstein that and we didn't play up· to our · • Hand-lettered banners 
· carried 56 yards, and a capabilities." . and hand-painted bodies 
ramble over left tackle by · The atmosphere for the and faces - all designed to' 
freshman fullback Vance contest was an interesting ·attract the camera - were 
Mueller for the remaining mix of small college-quaint evident in abundance. The 
25. and TV-game typical _ . Tigers' usual crowd of 
That score put Occidental Small college· quclll!t in around 1,500 appeared 
ahead for good, and the that: . swelled by several hundred 
Tigers added the clincher ~ One could _amve , 15 seekers of regional expo-
with 3:18 remaining when mmutes before kickoff and sure. · 
Osborn connected with secure a parking place , ~ Kickoff was at the 
sophomore wide receiver wit.hii, a _short walk of the rather unusual hour of high 
Jon Finstuen on an alley- campus entrance to Occi- 1 noon - at cm• request -
oop lob pass from the USD dental's Patte1"59n Field · and commercial timeouts 
16. The touchdown capped a • Tickets sold for only $2 t extended the contest past 
69-yard Oxy drive which per adult and a sign at the the three-hour mark. 
had begun with 7:47 to play gate politely offered free As a sort of video metho-
following the Tigers' second a~ion to yisiting facul- done fo~ addicted NFL 
of three interce tions of ty and staff with ID. watchers m the early stages 
passes thrown by USD sen- TOREROS' SUMMARY 
Michael Rish. The final 
completion carried to the 
Oxy 2. From ~ere Jimmy 
Smith smashed over for the 
touchdown. 
USD evened things by 
marching 55 yards, all but 
14 of it on the ground, after 
taking the second-half 
kickoff. Sweet ripped 16 
yards over left tackle for 
the touchdown on an option 
play. (, . ' 
Occidental stung the 
Toreros with 3:17 remaining 
in the third period · on a 
nicely executed overhand 
lateral and pass, which 
went from Osborn to wide 
receiver Finstuen to Craig . 
Roth. The play accounted 
for 58 yards and a touch-
down. 
After the Tigers missed 
the extra point USD went 78 
yards to tie things at 20-20, 
Rish gatherin2 an 11-vard 
~ from Sweet for the 
touchdown. The Toreros 
ior quarterback Eric Sweet. USD , 7 7 i-21 
"You've got to hand it to Occidenlal 7 7 , 14-34 Frstdowns 
'go ~ could have taken the lead 
Rushes-v11'ds c.113 4&-81 with a successful extra 
Oxy, they made the big occ-Mueller 9 poss from Osborn 
plays," said USD Coach Bill IMalthewskol 
Williams. ''The game being Occ-Muelief 61 poss from Monteroso (Matthews kid) 
on television didn't have USO-Smith 21111 (Lozzi kkll 
an af~ t, th h d th USO-SWeel 16 1'111 (LoZil kldl) Y ,ec ey a e Occ-Rolh 51 pass from FIIIS!uen 11111 failed) 
same distractions all week USO-Rish 10 poss from sweet (kick 
that we did ~~Mueller 251111 (Matthews kldl) 
"It wasn't a case of our occ-Flnstuen 16 poss from Osborn 
being flat or not prepared IMalthewsltol A-1,500 
to play, it was just they 
l'QS.S#lg'y'll'ds 218 
Posses :»-19-3 2S-I~ point, but Oxy sophomore 
~~els 2-2 u David Kotrosty broke 
__ 9-114 3-15 through to block the at-
N>IVl>UAL snnsncs · templ 
44~~~7f~~57~1- It was as close as USD 
PASSING-LUSO, sweet 19-lij:3 288; Ocdden- would come, but as ·one 
~ ~ t 22•1, ""°""'050 1•2~ 61• F111- banner put it: "It matters 
RECEMIG-USO Rish ~ Greene +51; not whether you win or lose, 
~iderdal, Mueller ~102, s~ 4-41, Roth but whether you get on TV." 
Cl) 
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EVENING TRIBUNE 
Octt. ., 5, !982 
, cene ~ • • 
Il · ·OWil 
f ... o,r,~ b~or"'t tri .lor tb1 PerformJDg . below I~ er,joy pre-
m,Jor Old· Glob, TH- Am ,JJ4.to rebdlkl tbe opera festiviti
es at tile 
Itri doaOl'I; 1 ilck-olf· - 0/0/,1 1/ter lite de- Little A
merica West-
p,rly tor tb11'11tlvll ol · 1troyed ~ tbeater la. .gate Hotel .
 - , 
tje C1/lloral11; II l,,,. ' · ~. Fars were ID the spot-
ope,J., llllbt 1t t/11 Glor/~ sad Cb,1rle1 • ligbt at tbe USD la
sbioJJ 
open, utf • ll1bloa·.; . Me/vJJJ, '!_I __pJchll'III •t- sbow, below·· rigbt,, aDil . 
IIJo,r to 1>u1nt ti» Val• . top r/tbt. Mn. ·M1/rl1Jli, · Moaslg11or- I. Br
eat 
venlt, of S.a l!le,o w11 .'«Ha/J;lbAII. of~ .·, F.agea, .dUlpWD for tbe 
b/iMilbted de week~ , . Old Olobl, 1vat Jf'/tb · . VSD .Aaziiia
ry, wel-
,ocl,/ ICtllf. · Mr,. El'llnt.J&. PtJll4 fr. .J · !!J?.mes pests at tile HU
-
. Ct1II Noel ,,cort, .. : ·Doo »1., · ('fomm, •··· .toa _ev~ lower rigbt ·. 
He/a EdllOII to t/le Old Ilel'IJIIJdUJ . U4 IJJu, , , · · 
Globe 1t1ge I• tot Power, clMt dtlff!ll Ille ~ · 
~-
pbotfl. Mrs. Ed/1011 , lick-off /11111 for tbl . . TriJiiIM p
botos 
,a1Jor coatrlbut/011 F11tlv1Fo/ lb, c.JJ/o,. · by R«
tJ Ga/glUIO 
1p,rked , aatloawlde !du at eat, d1I Ref · . Jame, SkoVIIUI.Dd 
hlld dr/Vi to establisb Morro, r/gb~ ad Jack• · , · ~d Joe !f
olly._ · 
tbe Si1Doa Edisoa Cea- sad ErlJllll u, Pow,11,_ · ~ · ,, 
. . I • 
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San Diego's expanded 
"Update" Breakfast 
Seminars begin the 
ninth series at three 
locations Oct.1 from 
7:30 to 9 a.m. 
Registrationis$140 
for the entire ei~ht-
sessionprogram; $20 
for a single session. 
Each seminar in-
cludes a continental 
breakfast, presenta-
tion, and materials. 




sented two times each 
year to give business 
persons an op-
portunity to interact 
with each other and 
with USD Business 
Schoolfaculty mem-
bers . . 
OnOct.1, 
"Terminating t 
Tactfully'! will the 






sents a variety f 
techniquesfor e-
livering difficult 




Poway is the setting 
for''JobBurn-Out: 
Symptoms, Causes 




seminar includes a 
self-assessment quiz 
aimed at recognizing 
symptoms of bum-out 
and provides methods 
for recovering from 




ing Dr. N. Ellen Cook 
presents' 'Theory Z ... 
-A Practical Approach 
to Productive 
Management" at the . 
La Jolla Villa'ge Inn. 
Dr. Cookexplainsthe 
differences between 
Japanese theories X, 
YandZ. Employee 
and employer roles, 
aswellasthere-
sponsibilities iqherent 
in these roles, are also 
discussed. 
The"Update" · · 
series continues each 
Friday morning, 
through Nov .19 and is 
sponsoredbyUSD's · 
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- .. :.: .. w~~e;.-ud Alcoholism~• ~ 
the subfect of :i panel discussion :it the 
USO C:imino The:itre from 10 :i.m. to 
noon. 292-5749. 
-"What to Expect In die Coming 
Ecoriomy :ind How to Deal With It" ls 
the subject . of :i prescnt:ition by 
Charles Holt :it the USO Upd:1te Bre:ik-
bst Semin:ir :it the Little Amerlci Wes1-
g:ite H9tel from 7:30-9 :i.m. ~20. RSVP 
at 293-4565. ' 
-"Productivity and. Pra~ea 
Does a Pat on the B:ick Really Helpl'~ls , 
the, subject of a prescnt:itlon by Cyn-
thl;l Pavatt at the USO Update Breakfast 
Sc:mln:ir at the La Jolla Village Inn from 
'. 7:30-9 a.m:~t20-1tSY.P .at 293-4585. __ 
SENTINEL 




"Women and Issues: 
An Interfaith Seminar 
Series" continues at the 
University of San Diego 
this Thursd·ay, Oct. 7 
from 7:30to9a.m. in the 
DeSales Hall Board 
Room with the topic, 
"Mid-Life: The Unre-
searched Season of a 
Woman's Life." , 
Advance registration 
is encouraged for the 
seminar sponsored by 
USD's Continuing Educ--
ation in cooperation 
with 'the San Diego 
County Ecumenical 
Conference and the Nat-
ional Conference' of 
Christians and Jews~ 
Registration is $10 and 
information and reser-
vations can be made by 
calling 293-4585. 
... ... \ 
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1 
shouts ·and omi-antirs OCT 6 
·- :------,:----------------------.;_ _____ _ 
george mitrovich 
, ~ 
THE CAMPAIGNS ROLL ON and the 
No public office is so Important that t 
claims and counter-claims intensify. justifies the destruction of one human bcl~j t 
Last week it was the Brown campaign so that another might be ·.;levat~d higher 01 1 
releasing a new series of commerd2ls on the political ladder. _ 1 
the nuclear freeze issue, commercials sug- The nuclear Issue Is an issue of transcen -
g~ting that a vote for Pete Wilson is a vote dent Importance. It may be the single most 
for nuclear annihilation. Important Issue of our time. It may be the: 
The Wilson camp .. with some justifica- one issue that means, In the end, the differ-, 
tion, responded heatedly that the commer- , ence between life or de2th. 
1 
cials were a smear. Otto Bos, the press Jerry Brown's position ls my position . 
spokesmatr for Wilson, said it was nothing But having said that docs not mean that . 
other than "character assassination." those who hold contrary views favor the~ 
Bos lamented the low level to which the extinction of the species any more than did 
Senate campaign had fallen and made an ap-- t. Francis of Assisi. · : 
1 peal that · some element of decency be What the Brown commercial ~ to ex 
restored to the elective process. plolt Is people's fears. It -seeks to galr~ 
Jerry Brown, meanwhile, stood his through cleverness . what cannot be: 
ground. He said the commercials were not a achieved through an open and honest 
smear, simply a statement on the diffe~ discussion of the Issue - or so the Brown 
ences between his stand on nuclear freez,e people must think. 
and Wilson's. Well, I reject that. I do not ~elleve the: 
In the press stories about the cornrner- great unwashed are as simple-minded, a:f 
dais, a comparison was drawn between the unlettered, as Ignorant of Issues as they an: 
Brown spots and a campaign commercial thought to be by those who run politica I 
used by Lyndon Johnson against Barry campaigns. . , . 
Goldwater in 1964,· a commercial that The democratic process ls.not served bv 
became quite famous-. It depicted· a small trying to reach people on the lowest level . 
girl holding a flower that suddenly became Democracy ls not enhanced by those who 
'2 mushroom cloud. The lesson was dear would seek a political gain at the truth': 
and not easily missed. Some thought it a expense. 
significant factor in Johnson's landslide . _We've_ had In this state an un_foftt!nat 
win. - - history of vast sums of money beins spenl 
1 will now reveai a dirty little secret from • to alter the essential truth of an ls&ue,._11( 
my past. 1 take it out of the closet for all_to confuse and cloud people's min~, all witl 
judge: I voted for Barry Goldwater. the sole infent-of winning through obfusca 
I voted for Barry Goldwater . because I tlon/distortion what the manipulator s 
was outraged by the Johnson mushroom believe would be lost through a truthn I -
cloud commercial. I'm._ greatly <;>ffended by presentation. 
any- campaign commercial that distorts the Nothing angers me more . than th s 
truth, that misrepresents, that misleads. degrading and ultimately dehumanizin 1 
-I wlll not vote for a·c:ahclidate who plays mind-set. It rolls the political process, Jene -, 
fast and loose with the truth . . Ing credence to those liries of James Russ< 
I wlll not support a candidate who Lowell's: · 
destroys the reputation of others for no Truth forever on the scaffold, 
purpose other than his/her election. ·Wrong forever on the throne. i 
If you will allow that . I'm reasonably Jerry· Brown can defeat Pete Wilson c t 
sophisticated,. that I've had a modicunr of merit. He docs not need to yield to tl · 
political experience, that I do understand -temptation to tamper with the truth. 
the purpose of a political campaign ls to 
win, y 1y agree that even that primary ••• LARRY REMER WAS AT ·IT A.. ~ 
and his city-issued credit card. · 
The story about White and his credit card 
made for fascinating reading. I'm certain it 
was the one story In NEWSLINE that every-
one read. 
It had all the poteqtial of. the uncovering 
of a ~jor scandal - a powerful political 
figure and a credit card issued at taxpayers' 
expense. - · 
But in the end, when Remer's story had 
been carefully read, It failed to meet its 
perceived objective. · It detailed White's 
rather liberal use of his city-backed credit 
card, but It fell far short of demonstating or 
proving wrongful use. 
True, It showed that White enjoys expen-
sive restaurants, but that hardly makes him 
unique. 
Now, I have no brief to make in White's 
behalf. I consider him an able city hall aide 
who has well served Pete Wilson, but he ls 
not a person for whom I feel excessive 
warmth - a sense that grows out of what I 
view as White's exclu~ionary policies "2S 
prlncjpal mayoral aide. -
But I'm bound here to defend White 
from what I judge to have been a story that 
· was designed, by Its placement, ph.oto and 
headline, to lead people Into ,believing that 
Bob White had seriously. compromised his 
public charge. 
He did not - and the implication that he 
did was a Ioumallstic misuse. 
The issue ls not whether the 6tory should 
'have been written, but tha(it should have 
been written with a different tone. It did 
not need innuendo to make It interesting. It 
coul~ have called into question the practice 
of the city Issuing credit cards to council 
members_ and stiff wjthout besmirching 
White '. 
the powerful Milwaukee team. 
The additional drama In Baltimore Sun-
day concerned the retirement' of manager 
Earl Weaver, whose controversial .15-year 
reign-had nonetheless produced more than 
90 wins In 12 of those seasons. 
What was very special about the Orioles/ 
Brewers game was the prolonged show of 
affection by the Baltimore fans for Weaver 
at 1game's end. Despite losing 'by a 10-2 
score the Oriole fans began a "We want 
Earl" chant that lasted for more thm five 
minutes. 
fhe demonstration brought i teary-eyed 
We:.iver b2ck on the field, where he was 
embraced all uound. 
Some may find such moments too 
schmaltzy, but I enjo.y them as a wonderful 
interlude In an otherwise all too sterile ex-
istence. 
While the Milwaukee team goes into the 
American League playoffs against Callfor-
ni2, Earl Weaver will go back to his garden 
and his prized tomatoes. 
He- will be gone, but not forgotten, his 
place among the great baseball managers 
assured. 
••• 
SUES AND ANSWERS over ABC-TV 
Sl$~y ~ delightful. Hosted by ABC's 
Wltfte House c-orrespondcnt, Sam Donald-
- soh, ·Jt featured Benjamin Bradlee, editor Qf 
the.,.W.Adunglon Post; Many Nolan of the 
Bohon Globe, ana coll.l.Illnist Ge9rgc Will. 
Bracllee, Nolan and Will are three of the 
more thoughtfµl and wJm, people in Ameri-
Olfl journalls[Q - a fact easily underscored 
... 
on the.show. . · 
' Whileit wo'n't happen, a permanent pair-
Ing of the three would Insure high ratings. 
••• 
9NE OF THE WEEKEND'S NICEST 
• • • rn9ments occurred with Sunday's telecast 
THE BASEBALL SEASON ENDED by CBS of the University of San Diego/Ocd-
Sunday with Atlanta and Milwaukee claim- . deptal~footbalJ game from Eagle Rock in Los 
Ing division titles. . · Angeles. · 
It was a_ glorious season with close r,iccs · . For purists of . the sport the USD/Oxy 
In three of the four major league-divisions. 1 8?ffie reaffirmed the .attraction of the col-
Perhaps the greatest drama was 1n Balti- lege game. It demonstrated that for college 
inore where the Orioles went Into SuniJay's football to be enjoyable it need not have 
fi~ tied _with Milwaukee, an achievement · million-dollu ·budg sold-Ot!l. stadiums, 
brought about oy three. wins in a tow over or. network televisil,. .ontracts. 
· purpose . JSt not be compromised by con-
scious, willful allegations of half-truths or 
falsehoods: 
last week, this time with a lead NEW'!:iLtNI 
story concerning mayoral aide Bob Whlt1 • Qte Brewers, a highly unlikely feat against ,f laurel to CBS. 
( 
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--tshion, hea er, music 
Symbolic phoenix rising from th
e flames at Old Globe .· .. . 
• 
-.. ~ r ' 
·'c. • • ·l • , } 
The show juxtap:osed new and ol
d in a presenta-: 
tion of current fashions highlighte
d by si~ing, dan_-
cing and vintage film clip~ of Fre
d Astaire, Ginger 
Rogers, Gene Kelly and more. M
odels i,n formal 
wear strutted onstage to Ethel M
erman's rendition 
of "There's N9- Business· Like S
how Business -
modernized by the addition of a d
isco beat. 
The models in the "Argyles" seg
ment danced to 
"In the Mood" and looked ready
 for a garden par-
tv: "Sinitinit in· the Rain." (with G
ene Kellv on the 
screen) was followed, naturally e
nough, by a pre-
sentation of men's raincoats. One
 showstopper was 
a Busby Berkeley· routine in whic
h models sported 
ostrich feather fans and little else;
 another occurred 
~ hen a little boy seated in the au
dience called out, 
•rf1, Mommy!" as his mother, a m
odel, walked on 
stage in a black evening gown. 
Among the many members of the
 Auxiliary and 
their friends attending were Bett
y Barrett, Alison 
Tibbits, Jane Stocklien, Mary Jo
 White, Joy Ghio 
and Jane Sexton. Former La Jolla
n Dudley Beckett 
represented Robinson's; he was j
oined at table by 
• ,!. I -. .._ ~ '"• '·, 
- / 
Lesley Alie~. Anne Johnson atte
nded with Ciridy I 
Peterson .and Nell Swansdn, and 
also present were 
Jeri Kassner, Val Fraier, Sandy
 Wittman, Anna I 
. Roon, Happy Redfearn, Helen
 Rus~ell, Marilyn · 
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.1shion, hea er, music 
., ·-· ~ 
Symbolic phoenix rising fror,; the flames at Old Globe : ·• · 
• .. P 't' "'i 
The show juxtaJio~ed new and old in a presenta-: 
tion of current fashions highlighted by si~ing, dan.-
cing and vintage film clips of Fred Astaire, Ginger 
Rogers, Gene Kelly and more. Models ~n formal 
wear strutted onstage to Ethel Merman's rendition 
of "There's Ng. Business· Like Show Business -
modernized by the addition of a disco beat. 
The models in the "Argyles" segment danced to 
"In the Mood" and looked ready for a garden par-
tv: "Sin.'tin.'t in· the Rain." (with Gene Kellv on the 
screen) was followed, naturally enough, by a pre-
sentation of men's raincoats. One showstopper was 
a Busby Berkeley· routine in which models sported 
ostrich feather fans and little else; another occurred 
.,., hen a little boy seated in the audience called out, 
·,:h, Mommy!" as his mother, a model, walked on 
stage in a black evening gown. 
Among the many members of the Auxiliary and 
their friends attending were Betty Barrett, Alison 
Tibbits, Jane Stocklien, Mary Jo White, Joy Ghio 
and Jane Sexton. Former La Jollan Dudley Beckett 
represented Robinson's; he was joined at table by 
~ .. '. '- \ ~ '~ ;. : .... _ . .. .· . .... 
Lesley 'Allen. Anne Johnson attended with Ciridy 
Peterson .and Nell Swanso·n, and also present were 
Jeri Kassner, Val Frafer, Sandy Wittman, Anna 
. Roon, Happy Redfearn, Helen Rus~ell, Marilyn · 
Regalado, Anne Brown and Betsy Manchester. 
••• 
I • 
Dixie Unruh attended Globe gala 
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Old Globe patron Helen Edison 
Mitchell end Anne Kay at theater 
By DAVID NELSON 
Football only entered briefly into ·the program of 
the 26th ~nJJlll _University of San Diego Auxiliary 
fashion~s_h~w. l;leld last Thursday at the San Diego 
_ Hilton.: ~ng the P.!'..~:! U!Wh~O.l\,.&ri\CC: ,.Ptf~esi.Jl.y 
-~~ i&i\~i\,~rrt~~ ~~~or~i9 ~tlttt,n ,i~~s 
made for success in the upcoming ·usD-Occidental • . • t ~ game. ~Lr- • .. , · '·• · ,., ,,··.;: JIJ!I~ '> ·:· 't. :· ·:,. , 
--Although the Toreros were ultimately ' downed 
:,'t-20, the event's planners -had ·the rest of their 
pra·yers answered. The day was beautiful, the tur-
nout enormous and enthu;).astic, and the multimedia 
show,' presented by Robinson's, nothing short of 
spectacular. 
. The '30s seem universally popular this year,. and 
the show drew upon the elegant symbols of that 
decade to enhance its "High Society" theme. Guests . 
heading toward the outdoor cocktail reception pass-. . . 
_High Society 
~==== 
ed by Rita Bethea's Excalit ur (nicknamed "Tilly,") 
a gleaming white Rolls convertible. with a top hat 
perched on the hood and a huge top hat carved from 
_,.,..,., ,,=, ~ice set in a case of white carnations. : 
In •he dining room, more top hats filled with car-
r.na,tions sen:ed as centerpieces_, black and silver 
· balloons floated here and there, and silvery boxes of 
.Bii; Blass choqolates 'decorated each place: 
1 Chairman· Patty Ec,.vcirds · (whose husband ·Bill 
--t-' ·-manages the Hilton and was on hand for the show) 
-1. ,t : -: explained that ~he event benefited the· USD ~tudent 
.. _.;,., : .'.'.aid program; Auxiliary president Carol Reilly added 
/·that this is the only fund-raiser held during the : 
course of the year. Among the many guests represen-
ting the· university were Marge and Art Hughes, 
. Sister Virginia ·McMonagel and Sara Finn. . 
The student body at USD was represented in 
various ways: by Judy Comito, who is earning a 
bachelor of science degree in nursing and hopes to 
graduate at the same time son John is awarded his 
MBA; by Marilyn Roe, whose son Michael attends 
the Jaw school, and, potentially, by reservations 
chairman Pat Keating, whose soon-to-arrive grand-


















a Busby Be 
ostrich feat. 
>when a little 
Mitchell and Anne Kay at theater 
By DAVID NE°LSON 
Football only entered briefly into .the program of 
the 26th Annual University of San Diego Auxiliary 
fashion s_ho'w, })e.ld last Thursda)' at the San Diego 
. Hilton.:' ~~g the P.t~-!u1wh.~04~"-~..Ptfi;res-L.'2Y 
,. ···-~i&i\~i\,~r~~~ ~~~~,~~ ~t~ 
6
~3:s 
t ·- made for success in the upcorrfing l.JSD-Occ1dental 
~,_i' giime. "t.:-_'-'ii ,-, ,,, . .,.;1' ·.:: J!Jtt?. I •> •_.r 'C. .. ·•:• .. 
--Although the Toreros· were ultimately ' downed 
.. ;)'t-20, the event's planners •had ·the rest of their 
pra·yers answered. The day was beautiful, the tur-
nout enormous and enthu1..astic, and the multimedia 
show,· presented by Robinson's, · nothing short of 
spectacular. 
. The '30s seem universally popular this year,_ and 
the show drew upon the elegant symbols of that 
decade to· enhance its "High Society" theme. Guests 
heading toward the outdoor cocktail reception pass-. . . 
igh Society 
ed by Rita Bethea 's Excalit ur (nicknamed "Tilly,") 
a gleaming white Rolls convertible. with a top hat 
. perched on the hood and a huge top hat carved from 
;ice set in a case of white carnations . . 
Ir, ~he dining room, more top hats filled with car-
•.n"tions ser.:ed as centerpieces_, blac)< and silver 
: balloons floated here and there, and silvery boxes of 
.Bii~ Blass ch~olates 'decorat~d each place: . 
Chairman· Patty Ec.w .. rds (whose husband ·Bill 
·manages the. Hilton and was on hand for the sho:w) 1 
'1,; :'. explained that the event benefited the··USD student 
--.c•"~--!"r:!~,,.,... . '.aid program; Auxiliary president Carol Reilly added 
-~ / .that this is the only fund-raiser held d~ring the '. 
course of the year. Among the many guests represen- . 
ting the· university were Marge and Art Hughes, 
Sister Virginia .McMonagel and Sara Finn . . 
The student body at USO was represented in 
various ways: by Judy Comito, who is earning a 
bachelor of science degree in 'nursing and hopes to 
graduate at the same time son John is awarded his 
MBA; by Marilyn Roe, whose son Michael attends 
the law school, and, potentially, by reservations 
chairman Pat Keating, whose soon-to-arrive grand-
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Puriipton On 
Plimpton 
· ,Be a quarterback for the !)etroit 
Lions 
Play basketb;ill with the Boston 
Celtics . 
Play hockey with enc Boston 
· Bruins "--
Play percussion with the New 
York Philharmonic 
Photograph Playbcry centerfolds 
Fly on the trapeze of the Clyde 
Beatty-~_le Brothers Circus 
... __ This ma}'. i-~ad like the dreams 
of six different lifetimes, but it is 
in fact only a partial list of the 
sccomplishments of one George 
Plimpton. What distinguishes 
this twentieth-century 
Everyman {born .in New York 
City, educated at Exeter, 
Harvard, and Kings College, 
Cambridge, lecturer at Bainard 
College}lrom you and me? 
Neither, as he readily admits, his 
physique nor hi! ruggedness. "I 
am built rather like a bird of the 
stiltflke, wader variety- the 
avoc'ets, limpkins, andherons." 
His arms ~re like none-too-hefty 
sticks, his nose bleeds easily, he 
weeps involu~tarily when he is 
hit. Yet, like Walter Mitty gone 
amuc~ he has dared to act out his 
fantasies - and weathered them 
sufficiently well to write about 
them. A writer, he has written, (contlnut1d from page 1) 
is what he is: not an athlete. literary quarterly in 1953 - and 
Others may sharpen their No. it may be for this last distinction 
2 pencils or put a new carbon in that he will be remembered after 
the old IBM before settling the Lions, Celtics, and Bruins 
down to write. Plimpton · have moved out of tqwn. One of 
believes in "participatory the most respected and most 
journalism," and so he has successful literary journals, The 
pitched in Yankee Stadium, Paris Review has published 
· "boxed three rounds with Archie fiction - the first short stories 
· MQore, 6id at Oswald Jacoby's of Philip Roth, Terry Southem, 
bridge.tilble, lobbed tennis balls Evan S, Connell, and Samuel · 
to Panch&Goruales, and packed Beckett in English- poetry, 
· his golf:bag to'ga on the PGA · and a famous series of interviews 
circuit.1 Home a~am, .be has with authors about the craft of 
writtennearly a dozen 13'ooks writing. Plimpton has been 
about the game - wha~ver - interviewed himself by Playbcry. 
game it is-from the insi~ Long noted as a host in his 
point of view, as well as arttcles Manhattan duplex, Plimpton 
for Sports Illustra"¥d. Harper's, . has appeared before the public as 
Time, Newsweek, Rolling Stone, host of television's "Greatest 
Holiday, Audubon, The New York Sports Legends." Lately, he's 
Review of Books, and The·New been seen on TV and in various 
York Times Magazine. magazines hawking video games. 
Acting in Warren Beatty's Hobbies? Of course: 
film Reds, Plimpton played an birdwatching and fireworks. He 
editor. Off-screen, he was in his is the honorary fireworks 
collegiate days editor of the commissioner of New York, and 
Harwri1 Lampoon, and hii5 been in 1979 was the first American 
. assoc4ltc editor at Horizon and to win at the Monte Carlo 
Harper's magazines. H~ }las ~!so International Fireworks Festival. 
. been editor of The Pans Re\lleW -r George Plimpton, the 
since he helped found _that consummate and ubiquitollli 
· • jcon11nued on Pllcpe !>, c;ol. 5> professional amateur, will · 
;..,; I discuss his life, times,_ ~d . 
· probably the best-selling &lie: 
An American Biography ( written 
by Jean Stein, edited by 
PTimpton) next Thursday, 
October 14, at 7:30 p.m. in 
More Hall at the University of 
San Diego: This Saturday, 
October 9 at 10:00 p.m., 
Paper Uon, the film based on 
Plimpton's exploits as a Detroit 
Lion, will be shown in USD's 
Camino·Theatre; admission to 
the film is free. For further 
information, call 293-4802. , 
-Amy Chu 
READER 
OCT 7 · n2? 
"Alcoholism: Facts and Fiction" 
will be among the ttipics covered in 
, a panel discussion sponsored by the 
California Women'5 Commission 
.._ and the San Diego Coalition on Al-
c.ohol Problems, Saturday, October 
9, JO a . m. to noon , Camino 





OCT 7 1982 
" Edward S. Curtis: The Indian 
Venus," an exhibition drawn from 
Edward Curtis's photographic study 
of America's native civilizations, 
will be on vi~w th rough October 
i 21, Founders Ga llery, USO. 
291-6480. -
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
OCr 8 1982 
LA JOLLA LIGHJ 
OCT 7 1982 ' · 
USD Founders Gallery -
"Edward S. Curtis: . The In-
, dian Vel)us," a photographic 1 
study_. of America's native 
civilizations, will be held 
1 tnrough Oct. 21. Room 266 
De Sales Hall, Alcala Park._ 
S. D. 291'-6480. 
BLADE TRIBUNE 
OCT 'l 1982 
(Sept. 21) THROUGH OCI'. }I ..!: «TH£-lNDIAN 
VENUS": Photographic study oU deals of beauty 
among North American Indians at the end of the 19th 
century; on display noon to 5 p.m·. 'Monday through 
Friday, until 9 p.m. Wednesdays, Founders Gallery, 
University of San Diego. Free viewing. Information : 
291-6480. _ i, . _ 
• 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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Wine Class 
The University of San 
Diego's Wine Forum series 
will continue with "A Vin-
tage Experience III," an in-
tensive six-week session on 
popular California wines. 
Class instructor Dan Ber-
ger, wine columnist for six 
publications . including The 
San Diego Union, and San 
Diego Home & Garden 
Magazine, will compare 
foreign wines with their 
West Coast counterparts. 
The program begins Oct. 
13 and continues each 
Wednesday through Nov. 17, 
from 6:30-9 p.m. in USD's 
DeSales Hall board room. 
Individuals may enroll for 
all six classes ($90) or they 
may take them individually 
($20); enrollment is limited 
to 40 persons with a mini-
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'1·SD Hoop 
Games at 7:30 
The 1982 -"83 UlitVersity of , 
&m Oiegei basketball scheclule 
has'.'~ ·uJ)da-te4 to ,11~ 
modate the loss of 2 U. of San 
fu1}cisco games. .. 
The · ,season opens Monday, 
NGvem.ber 22.. Ha.me games 
wW. be played in the \JSD 
~ ·.· 
Mon~a,y. Novembet- 22 - u 
of . Albert.a, lJS,D ~ym. 7:30 
P,tn;. ' ' .•. 
Saturday, November 'r1 -
US Airt .FQroe. Acad~ USD 
Gym, 1 ;00 p.m. 
Monq~y. · Novembel' 29 -
Northern Ariz.-'u., BSD, G~ 
1:ao p.m. I 
Wednesd~; December 1. -
U.,<i:; ~i,e at Ill'Y.UUt, 7,30.p.n:h 
. 8'Jnd~Yol December -5- ..-.. St. 
Thomas College, USO.~ G.y.m, 
7:00. p.m, · . · 
, Monday,~ 
Co,l!ffi.e,. USO G~ 'Z:30 p,.m. 
-. Thursday, .Decembei- 9-S.O. 
~ SOSU Gym 7:30. P~tn-
. Satui-da,y.-•• ~ - 1s. -
Leng_ ,~aczll State, Cail State 
LB,:._ 7,:i3Q p.in. 
TUesi:\iw. Dece~r 21 -
Texas ·Tech '. u . . ~ mm Gym, 
7 :30 p.iij: / '·. . 
'J1lu~. ~mber 2' -
San: Jo1te -State- U~. SJSU G-ym, 
s:os ti~in- . . _ , 
' Tu$&:y . \v~~ Jj)e. 
cembei" ~29 - Bi& Blue <::las· 
sic; . Utah State; . tftii.h. Stale, 
Texas . ,ChHBtlart Colleg,i, Ida· 
hQ , state, USO} Tune fu be 
anriolinced'. ·, 
1ggg $Chedule- t0-~ announ-
ced ],a tE!ri . 
. 1 . . 
LEMON GROVE 
REVIEW 
OCT 7 1982 
USD-Whittier Game 
Here Sat. at 7:30 
7?1e University of S.D. suf-
fered its first defeat of the 
season when upset by the Oc-
cidental Tigers 34-20. With the 
game being televised national-
Iv by CBS-TV, Occidental was 
the team that came up with 
the b i. g plays as their TD 
scores. wer.e of 9, 61, ;58, 25 
and 1.6 yards respectively. 
' '.You've got to give Oxy cred-
it as they played_ a very in-
spired football game. 
"I was happy for oUJr· play-
ers to· have an opportunity to" 
play on TV. I thought both 
teams represented small col-
lege football in grand style," 
reflected Coach Bill Williams. 
This week USD hosts' the 
Whittier Poets (1-2). Game-
time is 7 ;.30 _ p.m. 
Whittier beat Azuca-Pacific 
last week 34-20 and lead the 
USO series 6,3. 
Williams said the Poets "can 
fool you. · They. have excellent 
quarterbacks and wide :recei-v-
ers. And their offensive line IS 




The USO Toreros play host to the Whittler 
Poets _this Saturday night (Oct. 9) at 7:30. 
The nimble Toreros opened their season 
with an explosive 44-0 romp over Claire-
mont-McKenna ·(Pomona-Pitzer) . The Tore-
ros ~ave a field goal kicker the likes of Rolf 
Bemrschke. In that opening tilt, Robert Lozzi 
booted three-pointers from 37, 41 , 24 and 41 
yard~, while quarterback Eric Sweet was 
passing the Sagehens sHly (12 of 25 for 240 
yards) . 
Gotcha: USD's Bill Hamilton is knocked , Ezra Burdlx as the Toreros hosted the Poets out of bounds by Whittier defensive back last night. Story H-2. 
J 
( 
SAN DIEGO UNION 




Called Long-Term Condition 
m . 
By DONALD C. BAUDER 
Financial Editor, The San Diego Union 
_Yesterday morning, as expected, 
we got our first whiff in many years 
of double-digit unemployment. 
tet us~d to it. '1f current trends' 
continue, we will have double-digit 
uqemployment, double-digit interest 
rates and double-digit inflation," said 
Charles F. Holt, associate professor 
of economics at the University of San 
Diego, yesterday at USD's Update 






day said that dou-
ble-digit unem-
ployment may be 
_... with us ,for . the 
... next several 
D nald Bauder months - but 
H1>lt is not talking about a short-term 
period. . 
llasically, Holt is saying what 
many economists of all persuasions 
are beginning to realize: The United 
StAtes and other industrial nations 
are trapped in a dire ·dilemma. Gov-
ernment spending is too high as a 
percentage of total economic output. 
But it's politically inexpedient - and 
economically destructive - to raise 
taxes, and it's "politically impossible 
to cut spending. The best we can 
hope for is a slowdown in the rate of 
growth of government spending," he 
said in an interview after his presen-
tation. · ' 
Therefore, governments will con-
tinue to be under severe economic 
pressure: "As an investment strate-
gy, don't invest against inflation. It's 
here to stay," Holt said. Similarly, 
"Double-digit interest rates are a 
fact of permanent life," be said -
and double-digit unemployment also 
will be naggingly in evidence over 
the next decade. 
This view may be pessimistic, he 
explained, "but the definition of a 
pessimist is a person who is forced to 
live with optimists." 
Long-term interest rates basically 
reflect an expected · return to the 
lender of 2 to 4 percentage points, 
"plus the market's expectation of in-
flation," said Holt, citing work by the 
late great economist Irving Fisher. 
The level o( long-term interest 
rates today indicates that "the mar-
ket projects 10 percent inflation into 
the 1990s," he said. Moreover, the 
market's long-term outlook "is a de-
teriorating situation," be said. "The 
trade-off between inflation and un-
employment is getting worse and 
worse." 
The public sector isn't the only -of-
fender. With flashing advertisements 
enticing people to borrow money, 
Holt observed, "It's no wonder we 
have inflation: People are urged to 
borrow and spend, borrow and spend. 
"The Federal ·neserve System's 
primary goal in life is to maintain 
stable markets, and it is not main-
taining stable markets. However, 
there is only so much the Fed can 
do." 
Huge government deficits make 
the Fed's task extremely difficult, he 
said. "We've put on the books these 
entitlements programs. All you have 
to do is to qualify under a whole set 
of laws, and the government pays 
you. But who is going to pay the bill? 
It sounds too good to be true, and it is 
too good to be true." 
He believes the stock market is in 
the beginning of a major rally. One 
reason is that over the last couple of 
decades, the markets have moved in 
unison with national presidential 
elections. Two years before the elec-
tion, the Standard & Poors 400 has 
risen on average 21.7 percent. One 
year before, it's been up 15 percent. 
The year after it's been up 3.6 per-
cent and the second year after an 
election, it bas plunged 15.2 percent. 
Holt also believes the economy 
will be recovering in 1983. He can't 
predict that the recovery will last 
beyond 1984, because of the built-in 
problems, "but I'm not suggesting 
the expansion will necessarily stop 
after 1984, either," he said. 
SAN DIEGO 
CLIPPING SERVICE 
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Short And Sweet 
. "That was the best one yet," said a guest leaving the 
~niversity of San Diego Auxiliary's recent fashion show 
fit the Hilton. The show was short and snappy, pepped up 
py film clips from '.'That's Entertainment," music, .danc-
ers, and at one point, a singing duet backed up by strings 
• a real production number by Robinson's. Patty Ed-
.wards chaired the event and had a hit on her bands. "Wish 
,t had lasted longer," said somebody else, when departing 
'- rare praise, indeed. . 
, After Chicken Andre, ("the food was excellent"), the.675 
..guests were treated to entertainment like Gene .Kelly's 
~'Singing in the Rain" number, with models appearing in 
;trench coats, with Ralph Lauren's "Polo" clothes collec-
~ion worn underneath. Fred Astaire danced on the ceiling 
•in that famous clip, with sable, mink and fox coats putting 
:in an appearance. There were some real dogs too - like 
'.the off-white poodle that came out with a mode) in an off. 
,:white suit. · 
~ This was the 26th annual such show and Sara Smith, 
;iage 90, has been to each one. It was recalled that at age 
:88, she said to her daughter, Eleanor White, something 
like, ''I think it's time we became life members." 
.Al 
lilt, i model ,t the 26th 
mntRI fmiion show put 
on by the University of 





Short And Sweet · 
· "That was the best one yet," said a guest leaving the 
University of San Diego Auxiliary's recent fashion show 
;tt the Hilton. The.show was short and snappy, pepped up 
by film clips from '.'That's Entertainment," music, .danc-
ers, and at one point, a singing duet backed up by strings 
1 a real production number by Robinson's. Patty Ed-
.wards chaired the event and had a hit on her hands. "Wish 
jt had lasted longer," said somebody else, when departing 
._ rare praise, indeed. , . r 
After Chicken Andre ("the food was excellent"), the '675 
~ ests were treated to entertainment like Gene , Kelly's 
~'Singing in the Rain" number, with models appearing in 
:trench coats, with Ralph Lauren's "Polo" clothes collec. 
~ion worn underneath. Fred Astaire danced on the ceiling 
•in that famous clip, with sable, mink and fox coats putting 
:in an appearance. There were some real dogs too - like 
~the off-white poodle that came out with a modeJ in an off. 
-:white suit. · 
~ This was the 26th annual such show and Sara Smith, 
.•age 90, has been to each one. It was recalled that at age 
;88, she said to her daughter, Eleanor White, something 
like, "I think it's time we became life members." 
Dixie Unruh attended Globe gala 
.Al 
/eh, i model ii the 26th 
_illl1Uif fashion show put 
on by the University of 
Sm Diego AUXJ1iifY. 
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Whittie·r Rallies; . ~ 
USO .Loses 18-14 i 
Quarterback Joey Jordan scored on an 8-yard keepe~ 
with 14:33 to play last night to give the Whittier Colleg~ 
. Poets an 18-14 victory over University of, San Diego at 
Alcala Park. . 
The Toreros, who had won 14 straight home games 
going back to 1980, mounted a 62-yard drive in the closinL 
minute of the game but ran out of time at Whittier's 20:-:. 
yard line. The loss was the second straight for USO, whicl'i~ 
now has a 3-2 record. ~; 
The game was marred by 23 penalties. Whittier (2-2r 
was whistled 14 times for 110 yards; USO was penali7.ed 9 
times for 136 yards. . ' -1 
Jordan, who completed 11 of 23 passes for 129 of Whit!."! 
tier's 198 total yards, had a hand in all but four of hit'' 
team's points as the Poets came back from a 14-3 half-~. 
time deficil He completed a 26-yard touchdown pass to·· 
Chris Ware and ran for two extra pc>ints in the third 
period, when USD's lead shrank to 14-li. · · ;11.• 
. an 
. Kicking specialist -Mitch Olson, who averaged 41.~ 
yards on six punts, gave the visitors an early lead with a 
32-yard field goal that followed a USO fumble, whic}io-'.: 
Whittier recovered at the Torero 20 with 8:58 left in firSt 
period. 
USO gained the lead with 2:09 remaining in the period, 
when Bill Hamilton capped a 13-play, 70-yard drive with 
a 3-yard scoring sprinl' Torero quarterback Eric Sweet;., 
was 3-for-5 during the drive, hitting Jim Reilly (25 yards),,3 
Bill Vinovich (21) and Michael Rish (17) with first down 
passes. \' 
-" 
Sweet, who passed for 239 yards (16-for-32) but was 
intercepted three times, gave USO a 14-3 advantage~ ; 
minutes before the half, when he connected with Mitc4..: 
Greene on a 28-yard TD pass that climxed a three-plaJ... 
47~yard march begun after a Whittier punl •·~ 
Trreros lose· long 
·· home win streak: 
• ,,. I 
to-Whittier Poets •' 
By JIM EVANS 
Sentinel Corre,ponde• 
It's often said that someday all good things must 
come to an end. Saturday night at A1cala Park, the 
USO Toreros painfully discovered just how acciµ-· 
· ate that expression can be. ·, 
l.ed,by the timely play of quarterback Joey J r-
, dan and a tenacious second half defense, Wh;ttier 
~llege snapped the rorero's lengthy home .game ' 
winning streak at 13 with a gutsy 18-14 vio~. ' . 
USO, which had not dropped a contest on tts·own 
turf since 1980, suffered its second consecutive loss 
of the year and saw a once-bright season sudd,nly 
tum sour as their record fell to 3-2. Meanwhile, the 
. Poets captured their second straight game to even 
their mark at 2-2. 
One of the problems that has plagued USO during 
the· last two· outings has been its propensity for 
committing the costly turnover. Against the Poets, 
the locals were once again in a generous mood. 
', After USO~s mitial drive of the first quarter was 
thwarted by an i9terception, quarterback Eric 
Sweet added to the frustration by fumbling a snap 
· from center with 8: 58 remaining in the first stanza. · , . . . . . · , · 
Whittier. down lineman . Alan · Timonen gladly Jimmy Smith picks up yardage for USO Saturday against Whittier. 
corralled the loose ball and the Poets were 'advan-
tageo\Jsly position~ at the Torero 19. ' · Sw~t, swept around right end and then ran through _ _, But the Poets, perhaps sensing that a score was 
. Fortunately for Terero fans, · the USD defeE• .a tackler at the goal line. imperative to their chances, came storming back. rose to the occasion by shutting down a coup1e of · With momentum now clearly on tlieir side, · the Beginning from their own 25, a well-executed end-
inside running ·attempts and Whittier wa1 forced to Toreros added to their advantage late in the second nround by wideout Erich Nall netted 12 yards. 
settle for Mitch Olson's 32~yard field goal. . peri~. Starting from the Whittier 47, USO halfback Then, Jordan displayed bis versatility by • . . .Perhaps in an effort to make amends for ~e ear- Jerome McAlpin got the home team going with a scrambling to his ·right and throwing on the run. lier miscues, Torero Coach Bill Williams' offense nifty 13-yard run. . Flanker Chris Ware made a marvelous effort by finally beJah to get untrack~. After P\1fi Spencer Two plays later, a well-protected Sweet drilled going high in the air and snaring t.be 31-yard pass. 
had neatly advanced.theensui&gkickofftotbeUSD · tight end Mitch <;;reene on a crossing pattern. The · The advance was made· even more substantial I 30, the Toreros started' ~ methodically ·marcti the sturdY, lreshman receiver, who in recent weeks has when a overzealous USD defender was assessed 15 balldownfield. ' · · , • ✓, become an integral part of the USO ,offensive , , yardsfor,roughingthepasser. 
,. ,Paced by the accurate arm of Sweet .and a trio of · scheme, demonstrated surprising speed by dashing On the following play, Jordan faded back and 
· ' drive-sustaining receptions by ,. Jim Reilly. ~'"· · to. "1e right. sideline and outracing the Poet secon- again lofted a pass towards the fluid Ware. Having •vinovich and Michael Rish, USO made the 13-pl4y, ·dary to the endzone. run a deep-out pattern, Ware wrested the pigskin 
70-yard trek appear deceptively easy. 1 Bob Lozzi's conversion was good and with 3:31 away from the Torero comerback and landed just , 
Senior halfback Billy Hamilton produced the left in the first half, the Toreros were on top 14-3 and inside the farside cone in the endzone. The artistic three-yard touchdown when he took a pitch from seeiningly in total control. (Continued oo page C-3) ' . 
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Foundere Gallery: University of 
San Diego. Monday-Friday, 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m.; Wednesdays to 9 
p.m. 
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))o\\1:STOW:S 
lN -STEP lVITH SENIORS 
USDSTUDENTSVOLUNTEER 
TO ASSIST ELDER CITIZENS 
By Evelyn Hernnann 
Each year the University of 
San Diego has enacted an inter-
generational program. Members 
of the student body volunteer to 
assist senior citizens in some 
manner. They perform tasks that 
seniors find difficult to accomp-
lish. Once again, scheduled for 
the weekend of November 6 and 
7, students from the University 
of San Diego will go to the homes 
and/ or apartments of senior citi-
zens. They will move furniture, 
clean screens, tidy up ' yards and 
assist the dders in ·many ways. 
Senior citizens wishing to partici-
pate in this program should 
Evelyn Herrmann is the chief of 
the senior citizen's service depart-
ment for the City of San Diego. She 
has worked with seniors for more 
than 20 years. 
phone 236-5765, and request a 
visit from one of the young per-
sons. They are not mechanics or 
repairmen, but are willing to do 
household chores. This program 
will r,e operated·on a first come, 
first serve basis . 
BLADE TRIBUNE 
OCT 1 1 1982 
Poland Is ·Topic 
RANCHO SANTA FE - The Na-
tional Association of Pro America, La 
Jolla Ull\t, will meet at 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday, Oct. 13, at Whispering 
Palms Country Club. . 
J.oseph DarbyJ USD instructor of 
internatiQDal law, will speak on 
"Poland,at the Crossroads." 
For lun~eon reservations or more 
informati , call 438-3215 or 942-0505. -· . -~-
B-2 THE TRIBUNE · San Diego, Mond
ay, October 11, 1982 
CHORES DONE FOR SENIORS 
USD brigade ready to clean yards 
Students at ihe University 
1 
of San Diego are preparing 
for their annual weekend of 
helping older adults. Each 
year they clean yards, gar-
dens, move furniture and do 
similar chores for seniors. 
The help project is sched-
uled Nov. 6 and 7 this year. 
Service is on a first-come, 
first-served basis. To get on 
the list to have those house-
hold chores done call Senior 
Citizen Services at the city 
of San Diego at 236-5765. 
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Founder, Gallery: University of 
San Diego. Monday-Friday, 10 
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p.m. 
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lN STEP lVITIJ SENIORS 
USO STUDENTS VOLUNTEER 
TO ASSIST ELDER CITIZENS 
By Evelyn Hemnann 
Each year the University of 
San Diego has enacted an inter-
generational program. Members 
of the student body volunteer to 
assist senior citizens in some 
manner. They perform tasks that 
seniors find difficult to accomp-
lish. Once again, scheduled for 
the weekend of November 6 and 
7, students from the University 
of San Diego will go to the homes 
and/ or apartments of senior citi-
zens. They will move furniture, 
dean screens, tidy up ' yards and 
assist the elders in ·many ways. 
Senior citizens wishing to partici-
pate in this program should 
Evelyn Herrmann is me cn1ef of 
the senior c ltizen·s service deport-
ment for the City of Son Diego. She 
hos worked with seniors for more 
than 20 years. 
phone 236-5765, and request :i 
visit from one of the young per-
sons. They are not mechanics or 
repairmen, but are willing to do 
household chores. This program 
will he oper:ited·on a first come, 
first serve basis. 
BLADE TRIBUNE 
OCT 1 1 1982 
Poland Is "Topic 
RANCHO SANTA FE - The Na-
tional Association of Pro America, La 
Jolla UD\t, will meet at 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday, Oct. 13, at Whispering 
Palms Country Club. . 
J_oseph Darby~ USD instructor of 
internatiqnal law, will speak on 
"Poland, at the Crossroads." 
For lun~eon reservations or more 
informati , call 438-3215 or 942-0505. 
. ·- --
B-2 THE TRIBUNE · San Diego, Monday, Octob
er 11, 1982 
CHORES DONE FOR SENIORS 
USD brigade ready to clean yards 
Students at the Univenity 
of San Diego are preparing 
for their annual weekend of 
helping older adults. Each 
year they clean yards, gar-
dens, move furniture and do 
similar chores for seniors. 
The help project is sched-
uled -Nov. 6 and 7 this year. 
Service is on a first-come, 
first-served basis. To get on 
the list to have those house-
hold chores done call Senior 
Citizen Services at the city 
of San Diego at 236-5765. 
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~N DIEGO BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SEM~N~R: USD Breakfast Update: 
Tenmnatmg Tactfully . 
DATE: Oct. 15 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m.-
LOCA TION: Stoneridge Country 
Oub, Poway · 
FEE: $20 
SPONSOR: USO School of Bus,ness 
AdministratioQ and Continuing 
E.ducation 
CONTACT: 293-4585 
SEMINAR: USO Breakfast Update! 
Job Qµm-Out - Symptoms, Causes 
and Cures 
DA TE: Oct. 15 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. , 
LOCATION: La Jolla Village Inn 
FEE: $20 :... , _ · 
- SPONSOR: USD Schbol of Business 
Ad.mini'stration and CQntinuing 
· E.ducaticin . , 1 •. 
CONT A<;f: 293-4585 
SD BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 
OCT 1 1 1982 _ _ 
-- ~ . 4• · -
SEMINAR: USO Breakfast Update: 
keeping Productivity· Up- - _: · __ _ 
DATE: Oct. 15 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. 
LOCATION: Little America Westgate 
. PEE: $20 
SPONSOR: USO School of Business 
Administration and .C_ontinuing 
E.ducation · • - · 
CONTACT: 293-4585 
... ,J.· .. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
OCT 1 2 198l 
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Author's Story. 
·Dr. Author Hughes. Reflective. Thoughtful. Articulate. President of the University 
of San Diego. Concernea and involved leader in our community. Psst chairman of Energy 2000 
Tsskforce, Dr. Hughes devotes himself to the solutions of San Diego's most critical issues - water, 
energy, transportation - above and beyond'his commitment to quality education. 
· Here, from a recent conversation, is Dr. Author Hughes' own story on his leadership role in San Diego, 
. including his perspectives on the Union-Tribune's best read sections of the year: 
On his beginnings in education: 
"During the break between my junior 
and senior years in high school, my dad 
sent me to Chicago for vocational in-
terest testing, a sort of human inventory 
assessment concerned primarily with 
aptitude and skill attributes. One of the 
things which came out of that was a 
rather natural interest in teaching." 
On switching from educating to 
managing: 
'·'I came West to Flagstaff, Arizona 
and the Dean and President for whom I 
worked believed I had some abilities as a 
manager in higher education, so they . 
gave me the <;>Pportu~ty. !_started at 
Northern Arizona Umvers1ty as a · 
department chairman in accounting, 
moved up to the Dean of the School of 
Business Administration and then to 
Vice President of the University. And 
then here, as president of USD. Those 
are the traditional steps, although what 
used to be typical today seems to be 
shifting dramatically in higher educa-
tion." 
On management vs. teaching: 
."l was more challenged by, more . 
satisfied by, the management process 
than I was by the scholarly process. 
.They are separate tracks and quite dif-
ferent careers. I both liked and was con-
founded by management, and still find 
it quite intriguing. Plus, I find myself 
motivated by the decision-making pro-
cess." 
~ncourages self-examination, so that 
students begin to ask themselves 
"What is my relationship to God? Who 
am I? Where am I going?" Our ap-
.proach since Vatican II is more ex-
plorative and less catechetical. I think 
that's very forward-loo.king." 
On USD's history: 
"The University of San Diego was 
founded in 1949, as was the San Diego 
College for Women. In 1969 conversa-
tions began between the College for 
Women and the University of San Diego 
to merge the two institutions. In 1972 
the merger was consumated." 
On USD today: 
"I am proud of the development and 
growth of the University of San Diego. 
Through team work and sound fiscal 
management, USD has operated in the 
black for more than seven >.'ears. Our 
four professional schools~oflaw, 
business, education, and 'nursing have 
experienced tremendous growth in 
enrollment and in recognition. Our 
country needs leadership in high quality 
·universities where the order of priorities 
is teaching, research, and community 
service. Those are our priorities now at 
the University of San Diego, and I 
believe we have moved well down the 
pat h toward our goal, to be .an excellent 
institution of higher learning, and to be 
· recognized regionally and nationally for 
that excellence." 
On San Diego's economy: 
"I am very optimistic. I think that 
San Diego, with stimulation from the 
Economic Development Corporation 
and the Chamber of Commerce, has 
been successful over the last 10-15 years 
in diversifying this economy. It is no 
longer just a Navy town or aerospace 
market; it is a combination of many dif-
ferent industries. We feel the recession 
just as anywhere else, but perhaps not as 
severely because of this diversification." 
On San Diego issues: 
"There are certain issues which con-
cern me that have taken a large part of 
my time over the last several years. I've 
devoted much of my time and energies I 
because these issues impact Southern " 
California and San Diego communities, 
and therefore, the well-being of this in-
stitution and its ability to maintain its 
health and growth - the issues of 1 
water, transportation and energy. I have 
been intimately involved in all three of 
. these." 
On Perspective: 
"What the piece does is cause a focus-
ing on where we are and where we're go-
ing by the leaders in the community, 
leaders who take a look down the road 
and offer a perspective, as you call it, on 
this community - what it is and where 
it is going. To cause that to happen 
systematically is helpful to the com-
munity. Otherwise, we'd each go our -1 
separate wavs and there would be no . 
{ 
On leadership: 
"The essence of management is 
decision-making. You have to be will-
ing to say 'I really messed that up,' or 
'that was the wrong decision.' 
You have to be able to sit back 
and look at yourself and what 
you are doing objectively. 
Not that you always have to 
find your own errors, there 
are those around who will 
quickly point them out to 
you. And you also have to 
make more right decisions 
than wrong ones." 
On his management style: 
"I make use of the people 
with whom I work. I have 
four excellent vice 
presidents, and frequently 
take their judgement on a 
matter as being my own. I 
don't try to second guess them, 
and use their decisions as they 
make them. Very frequently, .the 
heavy decisions are made collective: 
ly." 
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On USD's Catholicity: \ . 
"The University is Catholic in a sense ' 
different from what many people think. We are 
Catholic in that we have a commitment, within 
the context of the Roman Catholic tradition, to 
two fundamental beliefs: a belief in God, 
and a belief in the dignity of the 
human being. We provide the 




· . , information, call 
·. . · 299-3131, ext. 1570. , I 
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Dr. Author Hughes. Reflective. Thoughtful. Articul4te. President of the University 
. of San Diego. Concerned and involved leader in our community. Past chairman of Energy 2000 
Taskforce, Dr. Hughes devotes himself to the solutions of San Diego's.most critical issues - water, 
energy, transportation - above and beyond his commitment to quality education. 
Here, from a recent conversation, is Dr. Author Hughes' own story on his leadership role in San Diego, 
, including his perspectives on the Union-Tri bun~ 's best read sections of the year: 
On his beginnings in education: 
"During the break between my junior 
and senior years in high school, my dad 
sent me to Chicago for vocational in-
terest testing, a sort of human inventory 
assessment concerned primarily with 
aptitude and skill attribut~s. One of the 
things which came out of that was a 
rather natural interest in teaching." 
On switching from educating to 
managing: 
"I came West to Flagstaff, Arizona 
and the Dean and President for whom I 
worked believed I had some abilities &s a 
manager in higher education, so they 
gave me .the opportunity. I started at 
Northern Arizona University ,as a 
department cqairman in accounting, 
moved up. to the Dean of the School of 
Business Administration and then to 
Vice Presi<j~nt of the University. And . 
then, here, as president of USO. Those 
are the tradit~onal steps, although what 
used to be typical today seem!! to be 
shifting dramatically in higher educa-
tion." 
On management vs. teaching: 
"I was more challenged by, mor~ 
satisfied by, the management process 
than I was by the scholarly process: 
They are separate tracks and quite 'dif-
ferent careers. I both liked and was con-
founded by management, and still find 
it quite intriguing. Plus, I find myself 
motivated by the decision-making pro-
cess." · 
encourages self-examination, so that 
students begin to ask them1;1elves 
"What is my relationship to God? Who 
am I? Where am I going?" Our ap- · 
proach since Vatican II is more ex-
plorative and less catechetical. I think 
that's very forward-looking." 
On USD's history: 
"The University of San Diego was 
founded in 1949, as was the San Diego 
• College for Women. In 1969 conversa-
tions began between the College for 
Women and the University of San Diego 
to merge the two institutions. In 1972 
the merger was consumated." 
On USD today: 
"I am proud of the development and 
growth of the University of San Diego. 
Through team work and sound fiscal 
management, USD has operated in the 
black for more than !)even years. Our 
four professional schools of law, 
business, education, and nursing have 
experienced tremendous growth in 
enrollme'nt and in recognition. Our 
cottntry needs leadership in high quality 
universities where the order of priorities 
is teaching, research, and community 
service. Those are our priorities now at 
the University of San Diego, and I 
believe we have moved well down the 
path toward our goal, to be an excellent 
institution of higher learning, and to be 
recognized regionally and nationally for 
that excellence." 
On San Diego's economy: 
· "I am very optimistic. I think that 
. San Diego, with stimulation from the 
. Economic Development Corporation 
and the Chamber of Commerce, has 
been successful over the last 10-15 years 
in diversifying this economy. It is no 
· longer just a Navy town or aerospace 
market; it is a combination of many dif-
ferent industries. We feel the recession 
just as anywhere else, but perhaps not as 
severely because of this diversification." 
On San ~iego issues: 
"There are certain issues which con-
cern me that have taken a large part of 
my time over the last severalJears. I've 
devoted much of my time an energies 
because these issues impact Southern 
California and San Diego communities, 
and therefore,•the well-being of this in-
stitution and its ability to maintain its 
health and growth - the issues of 
water, transportation and energy. I have 
been intimately involved in all three of 
these." 
On Perspective: . 
"What the piece does is cause a focus-
ing on where we are and where we're go-
ing by the leaders in the community, . 
leaders who take a look down the road 
and offer a perspective, as you call it, on 
this community - what it is and where 
it is going. To cause that to happen 
systematically is helpful to the c9m-
munity. Otherwise, we'd each go our 
seP.arate ways and there would be no 
• 
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, lecture Scheduled on .. 
.. French Space Program 
Dr. Roger Kaiser, a scientific at-
tache from the French Embassy In 
Washington, will give a lecture on 
France's space program at 2 p.m. 
Saturday at the University of San 
Diego. 
A reception will be held from I 
p.m. to 2 p.m. in the French Parlor 
· of Founder's Hall, where the lec-
ture will be held. 
Alliance Francaise, Jl nonprofit 
association dedicated to the propo-
1 
gation of French language and cul- 1 
ture, is sponsoring the evenL For 
more information, contact USO. · ·· , . . . .,,,,,, 
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Author's· Story. 
·Dr. Author Hughes. Reflective. Thoughtful. Articulate. President of the Vniversity 
of San Dil!JJO. Concerned and involved leader in our community. Psst chairman of Energy 2000 
Tsskforce, Dr. Hughes devotes himself to the solutions of San Diego's most critical issues - water, 
energy, transportation - above and beyona his commitment to quality education. 
· Here, from a recent conversation, is Dr. Author Hughes' own story on· his leadership role in San Diego, 
. including his perspectives on the Union-Tribune's best read sections of the year: 
On bis beginnings in education: 
"During the break between my junior 
and senior years in high school, my dad 
sent me to Chicago for vocational in-
terest testing, a sort of human inventory 
assessment concerned primarily with 
aptitude and skill attributes. One of the 
things which came out of that was a 
rather natural interest in teaching." 
On switching from educating to 
managing: 
"I came West to Flagstaff, Arizona 
and the Dean and President for whom I 
worked believed I had some abilities as a 
manager in higher education, so they 
gave me the opportunity. I started at 
Northern Arizona University as a · 
department chairman in accounting, 
moved up to the Dean of the School of 
Business Administration and then to 
Vice President of the University. And 
then, here, as president of USD. Those 
are the traditional steps, ~though what 
used to be typical today seems to be 
shifting dramatically in higher educa-
tion." 
On management vs. teaching: 
"I was more challenged by, more 
satisfied by, the management process 
than I was by the scholarly process. 
They are separate tracks and quite dif-
ferent careers. I both liked and was con-
founded by management, and still find 
it quite intriguing. Plus, I find myself 
motivated by the decision-making pro-
cess." 
-- -- ... 
~ncourages self-examination, so that 
students begin to ask themselves 
"What is my relationship to God? Who 
am I? Where am I going?" Our ap-
.proach since Vatican II is more ex-
plorative and less catechetical. I think 
that's very forward-looking." 
On USD•s history: 
"The University of San Diego was 
founded in 1949, as was the San Diego 
College for Women. In 1969 conversa-
tions began between the College for 
Women and the University of San Diego 
to merge the two institutions. In 1972 
the merger was consumated." 
On USD today: 
"I am proud of the development and 
growth of the University of San Diego. 
Through team work and sound fiscal 
management, USD has operated in the 
black for more than seven >,:ears. Our 
four professional schools~oflaw; -
business, education, and nursing have 
experienced tremendous growth in 
enrollment and in recognition. Our 
country needs leadership in high quality 
·universities where the order of priorities 
is teaching, research, and community 
service. Those are our priorities now at 
the University of San Diego, and I 
believe we have moved well down the 
path toward our goal, to be an excellent 
institution of higher learning, and to be 
· recognized regionally and nationally for 
that excellence." 
On San Diego•s economy: 
"I am very optimistic. I tliink that 
Sari Diego, with stimulation from the 
Economic Development Corporation 
and the Chamber of Commerce, has 
been successful over the last 10-15 years 
in diversifying this economy. It is no 
longer just a Navy town or aerospace 
market; it is a combination of many dif-
ferent industries. We feel the rece..sion 
just as anywhere else, but perhaps not as 
severely because of this diversification." 
On S~n Diego issues: 
"There are certain issues which con-
cern me that have taken a large part of 
my time over the last several years. I've 
devoted much of my time and energies 
because these issues impact Southern ·· 
California and San Diego communities, 
and therefore, the well-being of this in-
stitution and its ability to maintain its 
health and growth •-=- the issues of •• 
water, transportation and energy. I have 
been intimately involved in all three of 
these." 
On Perspective: 
"What the piece does is cause a focus-
ing on where we are and where we're go-
ing by the leaders in the community, 
leaders who take a look down the road 
and off er a perspective, as you call it, on 
this community- what itis and where 
it is going. To cause that to happen 
systematically is helpful to the com-
munity. ~..herwise, we'd each go our 
separate wavs and there would be no 
---
USD and Robinson's Present I 
. October 13, 1982 
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Dudley Beckett, a Robinson's Executive 
and Helen Russell 
• 
Flo Henrikson, Dr. Iris Engstranb, USO Professor 
and student Roberta Olson 
( 
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SAN DIEGO NEWSLINE 
OCT 1 3 1982 
·1r; 
22 USD offers two UPDATE - breakfast seminars for men and women in business this 
morning. "Productivity and Praise: 
Does a Pat on the Back Really Help?" 
a lecture by Cynthia Pavett, will be the 
focus of the seminar to be held at Little 
f America Westgate, downtown San 
Diego. ''What to Expect in the Coming 
Economy and How to Deal With It," a 
lecture by Charles Holt, will be the 
focus of the seminar held at the La 
Jolla Village Inn. Both semfnars are 
from 7:30-9 a.m. S20. 293-4585. 
SAN DIEGO NEWSLINE .\ 
OCT 1 :, 1982 . \ 
fri 
29 USD'• UPDATE BreakfHt Seminars tor men and women In business will take 
place at two locations. At Little Ameri-
ca Westgate in downtown San Diego, 
Johana Hunsaker will discuss "Sexual 
Harassment Is not a Laughing 
Matter," arid-at the La ~olla Village Inn, 
"~eeping Productivity Up" will be dis-
cussed with Robert Johnson. Both 
seminars will take plactt from 7:30-~ 
a.m. ~20. ~~_:4~5. 
P11e 14 
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Hour Dudley Beckett, a Robinson's Executive 
and Helen Russell 
• l 
Flo Henrikson, Dr. Iris Engstranb, USD•Professor 
and student Roberta Olson 
LA JOLLA LIGHT Thursday, Oct. 14, 1982 B-11 
'Women and :issues' series begins . 
"Woman Wit: · 
Strategies and Sexism" 
will be t~e topic of a· 
Women and - Issues 
seminar 'series at the 
University of San Diego 
Oct. 21 from 7:30 to 9 
, a.m. ip the DeSales 
Hall Board Room. 
A continental 
breakfast, seminar and 
materials are included in 
the -$ 10 registration fee. 
For information call 
293-4585. 
• The interfaith 
seminar serie$ is spon-
sored bf USD's Conti- . 
nuing Education _in 
cooperation with the 
San Diego County 
Ec~menical Conference 
and the National Con-
ference of Christians 
and Jews. 
The seminar, led by 
the Rev. Carole G. 
Keim, explores the pro-
cess whereby both the · 
symJ,olic language and 
the actµal structures of 
religious organizations 
cai'ry a profound impact 
on tho_ughts and feel-
ings. 
The Rev. Keim P.Oints 
ou't, I ~currently the 
symbols, stories, and 
language that are enhan-
cing to women conflict 
with the reality of con-
temporary religious in-
. stitutions.'' The mythic 
and practical dimen-
sions of change, as well 
as the pain and the pro-
mise, will be addressed 
·by the seminar· leader. 
( 
.•. 
, Poets upset Toreros 
(Continued tro1T1 page c -21 . errant Torero throws, including Spencer's halfback , , 
~ hookup cut the USO margin to 14-9 and soon option attempt. The home club's last gasp for vie-r the Poets made it 14-11 on a two-point con- , toryoccurredduringthegame'sdying.seconds. l . rsion run by Jordan. Turnovers and penalties proved fatal to the USO ~ After intermission, t~ game's complexion effort. In all, the Toreros played giveaway on five ~ged and settled into a tight defensive struggle. occasions against Whittier and now have relin-'lbe lone score of the second half came with 14.33 quished the ball eight times over the past two week- j remaining in the contest when Jordan tallied on an ends. In addition, the locals were whistled for nine eight-yard keeper while skirting left end. Jordan's penalties amounting to 136 yards and most of these burst was the capper of the game-winning 52-yara infranctions helped sustain Poet scoring drives. / drive and made the final count 18-14. The Toreros will try to rebound this coming USO never seriously threatened in the final 30 Saturday night when they hea_d north to visit La minute~ as an alert Poet defense picked (?ff three Verne College. 
LEMON GROVE 
REVIEW 
OCT 1 4 1982 
f srero·s elf -ta 
1.Lai Ve'fn'e G6tlijge 
I • 
l'3 wru; the unlucky number 
for IJSD's football team: 
Whittier ended the Torero's 
13-straigt.t wi_nning streak 18-
!4 during the weelre'nd. 'tJ"SD 
wa!!1 hurt by penalties; . tlurn-
civers, interceptions .and futn'. 
1J!es . . "W.P; beai ourselves," said 
Coach Bill Williams. 
Tliii w~lt the Toferos: u-a.v-
ef ta -w lieme· College· to tiy 
· to· Mhc'i tli~it wfimI'iig ways 
f.rcirrli fii.st e LX' wli'en USO 
fa ketf up' a 23'."1.5 VJcfory. 
I ~ ' l..1'.'e - • • i ..A' .;.;:. ,,1 _ ... , .• \ ·Gain time- :JV .,..~uraa.r. 
DAILY CALIFORNIAN 
CCT 1 4 198Z 
[:Aztecs, Toreros eye improvement 
:'as basketball practice opens Friday 
• I . l ' 
• San Diego State and the Uoiversity of San Diego ·both Washington will not~ playing this season. Washington, a . 
open basketball practice Friday with hopes of improving , standout the' past three seasons at Patrick Henry High, is 
last season's records. . . ineligible because of academic problems. 
Aztec coach David " Smokey" Gaines wiil have four 
1 
• USO coach Jim Brovelli has seven returnjng players 
starters back from last year's team, which compiled a plus eig~t newcomers this season. The_ To·reros will be 
20-9 record and earned a ~rth in the National Invitation \ a_ttemptmg to lm~rove their 11-15 mark a_nd sixth-place 
Tournament. SOSU was also in competition for the finish l~t season in the West Coast Athletic Conference. 
;. Western Athletic Conference title up until the final week _ USO has a definite local flavor with three San Diego 
~ of the year. County athletes returning this season. Forward Anthony 
SDSU also looks a lot stronger on the bench. A good Reuss, a graduate of Christian High, and guards Jon 
recruiting year plus the demise of the University of San Freeman (Bonita Vista) and Don Capener (Torrey Pines) 
Francisco's , program should make the Aztecs a much are the local players. Other returnees are guards Rich 1• 
deeper squad. · • Davis, Randy '3rickley ~d John Prunty plus forward 
In addition to power forward Michael Cage, center 
Leonard Allen, $mall forward Eddy Gordon and Keith 
Smith, all starters a year ago, Gaines will welcome back 
forward Eddie Morris, the team'.s spark off the bench the 
past two .seasons. 
Newcomers include a pair of All-America guards in 
Terry Carr and Anthony Watson. Fallbrook's Dominic 
Johnson 'is also arpong the freshman recruits. Forward 
David Reed, a transfer from Elgin Junior College in · 
IDinois, and John Martens, a transfer f~m USF,. should 
also see a lot of playing ~me this year. ' 
The only bad note for the Aztecs is that forward Billy 
Robby Roberts. . · _ · 
Another East County athlete will be playing his first ' 
season for USO this fall . Mike Whitmarsh, who.played at 
Monte Vista High and Gros~mont College, will be vying 
for one forward spot. His brother Rusty, who graduated 
last spring, w~s a ~year starter. at guard:for USO. 
Other recruits Include center Marlo Coronado and five 
JC transfers. 
SDSU opens its season Ji'riday, Nov 26; hosting San ' 
Francisco Sta~ at Peterson Gym. USD's first game is . 
Monday, Nov. 22, when the team entertains the Univer-
sity of Alberta-Canada. · 
( 
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"Edward S. Curtis: The Indian 
Venus:• an exhibition drawn from 
Edward Cunis's photographic study 
of America's native civilizations, 
will be on view through October 
21 , Founders Gallery , USO. 
291-6480. LOS ANGELES TIMES .,. 
OCT 1 5 1982 
• I ~ 
BLADE TRIBUNE \ 
OCT 1 4 1982 
- • I 
."EDWARD 8. CURTIS: THE INDLU( VENVS" (Founders Gal-
lery. Founders Hall. University of San Diego), Exhlblt of 50 gold-
toned photographl by western photographer F.dward S. Curtis · 
(1868-1962). Hours are noon to 5 p.m. Mondays, Tuesdays, Thun-
daya and Frtdaya, noon \o 9 p.m. Wedneldaya. Exhlblt runa through 
Thursday. 
USD W<?rkshop · To Focus On Prevention 
~ 
SAN DIEGO - "~t's At 
Least Do Something," an 
alcohol and drug prevention 
workshop for educators, 
helping professionals, and 
concerned community 
members, will be held at the 
University of San Diego 
Friday, Oct. 22, from 8:30 
a.m. to 5 p.m. in Salomon 
Lecture Hall, DeSales Hall. 
Registration is $30 and in-
cludes the workshop, lun-
cheon and refreshments. The 
workshop is sponsored b~ 
I 
the USD School of Education· roles of educators, helping .adolescent alcohol and drug 
and Office of Student Affairs professionals and concerned isl!ues. 
in cooperation with Opera- community members and Luncheon speaker Bob 
tion Cork and The California their interactions with Fredericks will discuss the 
State Department of schools. objectives of Operation 
Education. For information Cork, a national com-
and reservations call Gaye Keynote speaker James F. munications program for 
Soroka, Special Projects Crowley is the president and alcohol education 
Coordinator, at 293-4591. founder of Community In- established in 1976 by Joan 
"Let's At Least Do tervention,lnc.anddrawson Kroc. 
Something," is designed to 10 years experience as a California Department of 
provide methods to assist in teacher and administrator Education Consultant for 
the developmen~ of alcol\.ol who has worked pro- Health Programs Persida 
and drug prevention and in- fes~ionally in the field of Drakulich will speak on . 
tervention programs. The alcohol and drug program- "What's Happening in 
workshop focuses on the ming, -riinarily addressing California.'' · 
USD Law School 
Center Promotes 
Litigation Options 
By BILL BURRIS 
SAN DIEGO DAILYTRANSCBIPT Stall Writer 
Creation of a new center for 
resolution of disputes was an-
nounced yesterday · by the 
University of San Diego -School of , 
Law. . ' 
Dean Sheldon Krantz said the 
center, which will have space at 
USD's Guadalupe Hall but will 
function · throughout the San Diego 
area, will be funded in part by a 
$125,000 grant from the Ben 
Weingart Foundation. 
The center .is envisioned as a 
means of testing and promoting 
alternatives to litigation in dispute 
resolution in SIUl Diego. 
Its purposes include: 
- Initiating demonstration non-
litigation projects. 
-Developing and providing 
training in non-litigation forms of 
resolution for individuals working on 
(Continued on Page 4AJ · 
4A SAN DIEGO DAILY TRANSCRIPT 
. ~SD Law SChool 
(Continued from Page lAJ 
center-sponsored and related 
projects. · 
-Providing educational 
programs for business executives 
and the public on benefits of ~on-
litiga tion forms of dispute 
resolution. . 
-Creating new courses and 
, materials to acquaint law and 
business students with advantages 
of avoiding costly and delay-ridden 
litigation. 
-Assisting other groups that 
may be interested in initiating 
similar p~ams. 
Serving on an advisory board for 
the new center are Dr. William 
McGill, retired president of 
Columbia University and former 
UCSD chancellor; the Rev. Msgr. I. 
Brent Eagen, a :JSD trustee and 
chancellor of the Roman Catholic 
Diocese of San Diego; Judge Leland 
C. Nielsen of U.S: District Court: 
William Yale, a retired San Diego 
Superior Court judge and Krantz. 
• 
,., # 
The board has been meeting 
infm,nally . for . several ·moiiihs, 
identifying.and studying problems in 
the litigation process and altemativ, 
l'IOlutiona. · 
Although the ..center's first 
fornial project has not been I 
established, it is expected to relate 
to the Southeast San Diego area and 
to involve a joint effort of com-
munity residents and organizations 
with the cen~r staff in attempting 
to mediate disputes that, might 
. include delinquency problems in-
volving petty theft, vandalism, · 
assaultive behavior and / family or 
neighborhood dispu~: _ _ . \ 
Another area is the low-income 
residents most affected by . the 
decline in federal support for legal 
servic:es and "often with nowhere to 
tum with consumer and landlord-
tenant problems or disputes with 
public agencies." / 




welfare of the community" in making 
the grant. 
Weingart, a multi-millionaire Los 
Angeles real estate tycoon, died in 
1980 at the age of 9'l - leaving the 
bulk of his fortune to the foundation. 
Krantz also expressed ap-
preciation to Sol Price, founder of 
th~ FedMart and Price Club retail 
discount organizations and a trustee 
of the foundation, for support which 
he said has "enabled the immediate 
implementation of a vital activity · 
which 'might otherwise have been 
delayed for a considerable time." 
Price was a former business 
associate and one-time conservator 
for Weingart. · 
"The formal legal system is in 
trouble," Krantz said, adding that 
numerous studies document an 
"alarming increase" in costs of and 
.delays in use of the courts to resolve 
disputes. 
The adversarial · process, he 
added, often "inhibits rather than 
assists in the finding of truth." 
. . The USD law school dean cited 
· various plans for establishment of 
, .alternatives to litigation - including 
American Bar Assn. studies, federal 
legislation supporting experimental 
neighborhood justice centers and 
new state programs such as the 
"rent-a-ju~ge" system to speed 
resolution of disputes. . 
. He said there is growing 
pressure - both inside and outside 
the legal profession - to find 
alternatives to the ~heavy reliance 
· on litigation" which he characterized 
· as a peculia'rly American 
phenomenon. ' . ' 
• Many q,untries, he pointed out, 
historically and presently resolve 
disputes through reliance on village 
elders, extended family members 
and neighbors rather than in-
' stitutional methods such as the 
courts for resolution of disputes. 
· In Japan, he said, it is considered 
demeaning to file or be involved in a 
lawsuit, · 
Krantz pointed out that while the 
values of oiie society cannot be 
transferred to another, it is im-
portant to recognize that other 
countries do resolve disputes 
without . "undue reliance"' on at-
torneys and the courts. . 
· The United States, Krantz says; 
. is becoming more conservative and 
restrictive in the manner in which it 
pe~ts . police agencies and . the -:courts to operate. • · ,. · ., 
Despite a growing awareness in 
the need for changes in the current 
system . of litigation, however, he 
says there have been few tangible . 
successes in dealing with the 
problems. 
"Tradition dies hard - and it is 
difficult to get professionals and 
professional schools to change the 
way work skills and methods are 
performed and taught, "'tie said. 
He hopes the new Center for 
Dispute Resolution may change 
some of that. 
' . Krantz and two other San 
Diegans - Richard Huffman, 
assistant district attorney, and 
Robert Burgreen, assistant chief of 
police - have just returned-from a 
10-day "fact finding mission" in 
Scotland that included meetings 
with ranking police and govern-
mental officials and a study of that 
· country's ~ justice system 
and how it handles complaints 
against its law enforcement officers. 
The trip wu · funded by the 
German Marshall Fund, an 
organization in the U.S. that en-
courages joint American and 
European efforts to resolve en• 
vironmental, crime and traffic 
problems. 
Krantz said a report on the 1 
group's findinp, in Scotland may be 
helpful in some of the future projects 
to be undertaken by the new Center , 
for Dispute-ijesolution. 
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Mila U.S. Debut Impressive 
By KENNETH HERMAN 
Spanish pianist Leonora 
Mila made her American 
debut last night in recital at 
USD's Camino Theater. 
While the scope of the 
repertory she chose was too 
narrow to permit a thor-
ough evaluation of her ar-
tistry, it can be safely 
stated that she possesses a 
fluent, confident technique 
and a considerable inter-
pretive sensitivity. 
Mila's opening selection 
was her most persuasive 
performance. To Robert 
Schumann 's familiar: 
"Scenes from Childhood" 
she brought a refined, re• 
flective and clearly etched 
performance. Her firm 
touch sculpted transparent 
textures and well-defined 
melodic ideas. Even the 
hackneyed "Traeumerei" 
exhibited a deft, almost 
uching quality. 
e paired the "Scenes 
Childhood " with 
1nn's G Minor Sona-
~2. a rather formal 
41 seldom probes 
' . "ace meaning. 
opening allegro 
Mila brought an intensity 
that was sometimes too 
close to the frenetic. Cou-
pled with her monochro-
matic touch, the effect was 
mildly enervating. 
A delicate, second move-
ment provided the sole 
respite, for the scherzo and 
finale had all the energy 
and failings of the first 
movement. 
The second half of the 
program was devoted to 
Mila's own compositions, 
essentially Romantic forms 
cast in an eclectic, modern 
idiom. Her "Images of the 
Court of Count Berenger IV 
of Catalona," a partita of 13 
short segments, was neither 
as programmatic nor as 
prosaic as the subtitles, e.g., 
"Lamentation of a Saracen" 
and "Children Play and Fall 
Asleep." 
Like her interpretation of 
the Schumann Sonata, ths 
mood of "Images of the 
Court" was agitated, its di- · 
rection random. The ab-
stract prelude to the set 
might have led into a pris-
tine, neo-classical suite, but 
Mila's idiom skirted the 
likes of Debussy, Bartok 
and, of course, Torina. 
A more successful com-
position , her Nocturne, 
Opus 23, combined a mildly 
atonal harmonic texture 
with the typical structure 
and mood associated with 
the Nocturne. 
Two other compositions, 
both entitled "Rondo Brilli-
ante," were clearly cut 
from the same bolt of cloth. 
Each piece was so disjoint-
ed, that the fragments could 
have been rearranged in 
any order and would have 
made as much musical 
sense. 
Mila was sponsored by 
the Spanish Embassy in 
Washington and the Joint 
U.S.-Spain Committee of 
Educational and Cultural 
Affairs. Her North Ameri-
can tour, inaugurated by 
this San Diego perform-
ance, will no doubt be . a 
worthy cultural exchange, 
although one might have 
hoped for a wider sampling 
of current Spanish compos-
ers and repertory. 
Herman is a free lance 
writer on classical music .. 
( 
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'LEGAL SYSTEM JS IN TROUBLE' 
USD Law School Project Seeks 
More Settlements Out-Of-Court 
By MICHAEL SCOTT-BLAIR 
Education Writer, The Son Oie90 Union 
An effort to take minor legal con-
flicts out of the courtrooms and let 
people try to resolve them in their 
own neighborhoods has begun at the 
University of San Diego School of 
Law, financed by a $125,000 grant 
from the Weingart Founadation. 
"The formal legal system," said 
Sheldon Krantz, dean of the law 
school, "is in trouble." 
Court calendars are clogged, there 
has been an alarming increase in the 
cost of going to court, and the court-
room adversarial process often "in-
hibits rather than assists in finding 
the truth," be said. 
The law school's new center for al-
ternatives to litigation hopes to open 
its f~t operation, probably in South-
east San Diego, in the spring, offering 
a chance for small neighborhood 
disputes to be settled without going 
to court. 
''The goal is to reach out-of-court 
agreements on problems involving 
minor vandalism, petty thefts, graffi-
ti, excessively barking dogs and 
other problems that cause neighbor-
hood disputes," Krantz said. . 
Similar aemonstration projects in 
other parts of the nation ·have led to 
a greater neighborhood ·spirit, with 
people regaining the feeling that 
they can exercise local control over 
the solution of their neighborhood 
problems, be said. 
The center would seek volunteers 
in the area being served, and would 
train them in elementary investiga-
I 
tion and in how to bring the contest- advisor
y board made up of Krantz; 
ing people into the center for a dis- Dr. Wi
lliam McGill, form« UCSD 
cussion of their problems. chance
llor and recently retr ed pres-
The goal would be for them to ident of C
olumbia University; Mon-
agree on a solution, including the signor 
I. Brent Eagen, USJ,) trustee 
payment for any damages involved, and cha
ncellor of the Roman Catho-
without having to involve lawyers lie Dioc
ese of San Diego; UJ. District 
and the court. Judge 
Leland Neilsen; anl retired 
"Of course," Krantz said, "the Judge Wi
lliam Yale of th-e San Diego 
. court option would still be open. Our Count
y Superior Court. 
effort is to offer something in addi- When
 the neighborhood program is 
tion to the court alternative, not to completed
, the law school's new cen-
supplant il " ter wil
l develop a program for the 
There would be no charge for the resolution
 of business conflicts, with 
service, and the center hopes to find opening
 tentatively scheduled for the 
someone willing to donate office fall. Ea
ch of the two centers will op-
space in the area for the center. erate f
or 18 months on an experi-
"Most other countries historically mental b
asis and then be reviewed, 
and currently , resolve disputes be said.
 . 
through reliance-.on village elders, · "Even
 business executives are be-
~xtended family members and neigh- ginnin
g to learn of the value of using 
bors, rather than on such institution- less con
tentious a11d expe,nsive forms 
al methods as courts," Krantz said. of confl
ict-resolution," Krantz said. 
"For example, in many countries, • 
such as Japan, it is considered 
demeaning to file or to be involved in 
lawsuits. While the values of one so-
ciety cannot be transferred to anoth-
er, it is important to recognize that 
other countries do manage to resolve 
disputes without undue reliance on 
lawyers and courts." 
Southeast San Diego is seen as a 
probable site for the first center be-
cause many low-income families are 
suffering from cuts in federal legal 
aid and have nowhere to tum with 
their consumer and landlord-tenant 
problems or disputes with public 
agencies. 
The center is being guided by an 
( J 
USD Law School 
Center Promotes 
, Litigation Options 
By BILL BURRIS 
SAN D1WO DAILYTRANSCR1PI' Stall Writer 
Creation of a new center for 
resolution of disputes was an-
nounced yesterday - by the 
University of San Diego -School of , 
Law . . 
Dean Sheldon Krantz said the 
center, which will have space at 
USD's Guadalupe .Hall but will 
function · throughout the San Diego 
area, will be funded in part by a 
$125,000 grant from the Ben 
Weingart Foundation. 
The center is envisioned as a 
means of testing and promoting 
alternatives to Jitigation in dispute 
resolution in Sim Diego. 
Its purposes include: 
- Initiating demonstration non-
litigation projects. 
-Developing and providing 
training in non-litigation forms of 
resolution for individuals working on_ 
center-sponsored and related 
projects. 
-Providing educational 
programs for business executives 
and the P,Ublic on benefits of non-
litigation forms of dispute 
resolution. 
-Creating new courses and 
materials to acquaint law and 
business students with advantages 
of avoiding costly and delay-ridden 
litigation. 
-Assisting other groups that 
may be mterested in initiating 
similar programs • . 
Serving on an advisory board for 
the new center are Dr. William 
McGill, retired president of 
Columbia · University and former 
UCSD chancellor; the Rev. Msgr. I. 
Brent Eagen, a :JSD trustee and 
chancellor of the Roman Catholic 
Diocese of San Diego; Judge Leland 
C. Nielsen of U.S: District Court; 
William Yale, a retired San Diego 
Superior Court judge and Krantz. _ 
The board· bas been meeting 
informally . for ~ ;several - · months, 
identifying.and studying problems in 
the litigation process and alternative 
solutions. · · 
Although th .center's first 
formal project bu not been 
established, it is expected to ,relate 
to the Southeast San Diego area and 
to involve a joint effort f tom-
munity residents and organizations 
with the cen~r staff in attempting 
to mediate disputes that , might 
include delinquency problems in-
- -· volving petty theft, vandalism, 
assaultive behavior and / family or 
neighborhood dispu~; 
-
Another area is the low-income 
residents most affected by the 
decline in federal support for legal 
services and .. often with nowhere to 
turn with consumer and landlord-
tenant problems or disputes with 
public agencies." 
Krantz said a second planned 
project will involve mediation of 
business disputes. 
· .. Even business executives are 
beginning to learn of the value of 
• using less contentious and expensive 
forms of conflict resolution," Krantz 
said. 
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"Thia second demonstration 
project would create an ex-
pe~ntal program to test alter-. 
native forms of resolution in 
business disputes .... It would operate 
under the guidance of a business 
executives advisory committee. 
'Krantz lauded the Weingart-
Foundation for its "generosity. and 
forward-lookinsr concern with the 
welfare of the community" in making 
the grant. 
Weingart, a multi-millionaire Lf:i8 
Angeles real estate tycoon, died m 
1980 at the age of 9'l - leaving the 
bulk of his fortune to the foundation. 
Krantz also expressed ap-
preciation to Sol Price, founder of 
th~ FedMart and Price Club retail 
discount organizations and a trus~ 
of the foundation, for sup~rt which 
he said has "enabled the immediate 
implementation of a vital activity 
which might otherwise have been 
delayed for a considerable time." 
Price was a former business 
associate and one-time conservator 
for Weingart. · ,, 
"The formal legal system is in 
trouble," Krantz said, adding that 
numerous studies document an 
"alarming increase" in costs of and 
.delays in use of the courts to resolve 
disputes: . 
The adversarial process, he 
added, often "inlu"bits rather than 
assists in the finding of truth." 
The USD law school dean cited 
: · various plans for establishment of 
alternatives to litigation - including 
' American Bar Assn. studies, federal 
legislation supporting experimental 
neighborhood justice centers and 
new state programs such as the 
"rent-a-juQge" system to speed 
resolution of disputes. 
He said · there is growing 
pressure - ~th inside and outside 
the legal profession - to find 
alternatives to the ~heavy reliance 
on litigation" 'which he characterized 
· as . a peculiarly American 
phenomenon. r ' 
Many C9untries, be pointed out, 
historically and presently resolve 
disputes through reliance on village 
elders extended family members 
and ~eigbbors J"ather than in-
stitutional methods such as the 
courts for resolution of disputes. 
In Japan, he said, it is considered 
demeaning to file or be involved in a 
lawsuit~ 
· Krantz pointed out that while the 
values of one society amnot be 
. transfe)f'ed to another, it is im-
portant to recognize that other 
countries do resolve disputes 
without . "undue reliance" on at-
. torneys and the courts. 
. The United States, Krantz says; 
IS becoming more conservative and 
~ctive in the manner in which it 
permits police agencies and the 
.. 'courts Cooperate. " - · ·'- • 
Despite a growing awareness in 
the n~ for changes in the current 
system -ot litigation, however, he 
says there have been few tangible , 
successes in dealing with the 
problems. 
"Tradition dies hard - and it is 
difficult to get professionals and 
professional schools to change the 
way_ work skills and methods are 
performed and taught, "1ie said. 
He hopes the new Center for 
Dispute Resolution may change 
some of that. 
' . Krantz and two other San 
D1egans - Richard Huffman 
assistant district attorney, and 
Ro~rt Burgreen, assistant chief of 
police - have just returned-from a 
10-day "fact finding mwion" in 
S~otland that included meetings 
with ranking police and govern-
mental officials and a study of that 
country's ~ justice system 
and_ h~w it handles complaints 
ag~t its law enforcement officers. 
The trip was · funded by the 
German Marshall Fund an 
organization in the U.S. th~t en-
courages joint American and 
~uropean efforts to resolve en-
Vll'onmental, crime and traffic 
problems. 
Krantz said a report on the 
group's findings in Scotland may be 
helpful in some of the future projects 
to be undertaken by the new Center 
for Disput.e Resolution. 
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'It seems to be wide open 
at every position. We have 
a Jot of guys who seem to 
be pretty even in terms of 
ability. I don't know how 
we'll be on game day, but 
were going to have some 
great practices.' 
. Jim Brovelli 
Toreros Shooting 
For .500 Season 
Pepperdine University has four starters returning from 
the basketball team that last year went undefeated in the 
West Coast Athletic Conference. 
The University of San Diego . . . · 
Well, the University of San Diego does not, but basket-
ball coach Jim. Brovelli insists the Toreros ~ill begin 
preseason practice as scheduled today in Alcala Park. 
. "Obviously," Brovelli said, "we're not the team ·to· beat 
m the conferen~. We're getting closer, though. Every 
~eel:, we_close a little ground, and we're hoping to do that 
agam this year.-Jf we can, we will consider it a good 
year." '· : 
Since jo~g the WCAC three years' ago, USD has 
shown steady if not spectacular improvement 
Eighth in 1980, the Toreros moved to seventh in '81 and 
sixth last season. Their records went from 6-19 to 10-16 to 
11-15. Now, USD has its sight$ set on a .500 year, and it 
seems a reasonable goal. 
,:rue, four of the team's five starters last year were 
sem?rs. Guard Rich Davis is the only first-stringer re-
turnmg. But reserve guards John Prunty and Jon Free-
m~n, forwards Robby Roberts and Anthony Reuss and 
s~mgman Don Capener all figure to prove useful this 
wmter. The Toreros should also benefit from their best 
recruiting year ever. 
From Fr_esno City College, the Toreros got Bryan 
Setencich, a 6-foot-7 forward who last season averaged 
13.4 points and 7.5 rebounds a game . 
. From San Joaquin Delta College they lured Scott Wil-
bams, a 6-9 center-forward. Bill Penfold, a 6-5 guard, 
?omes to USD from Glendale College. Dave Mciver, who 
1s 6-8, played at Cypress College last winter. 
At Grossmont the San Diegans found Mike Whitmarsh 
~ 6-5 forward who last year averaged 18.5 points and 7.4 
~ebounds a game. Whitmarsh finished second in the vot-
mg for South Coast Conference player of the year. 
"It's going to be tough to evaluate our team for a while, 
because we have seven new players and it will take 
a~hil,? to get everyone into what we're doing," Brovelli 
, said. It seems to be wide open at every position. We have 
a lot of guys who seem to be pretty even in terms of 
ability: I don't know how we'll be on game day, but we're 
going to have some great practices." 
Predictably, the Toreros are without a legitimate cen-
ter. "We're used to that," Brovelli said. They may also 
have problems on the boards. "We're going to have to 
scrap for anything we can get inside," the coach con-
fessed. 
But USD has a number of excellent shooters - Ca-
pener, for example, can be deadly from the outside; fresh-
man Mario Coronado holds the Arizona state record for 
field goal percentage at .685 - and the Toreros will be 
quicker this winter. 
"In the past, our lack of speed has made it difficult to 
get many transition baskets," Brovelli said. "Hopefully, 
we'll get a few this year." 
USD will open the 1982-83 season Nov. 27 when it plays 
host to Air Force. . I' 
- Bill Finley 
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Toreros 
put on a 
new face 
The University of 'San 
Diego basketball program 
bas seen gradual improve-
ment since it turned to the 
NCAA Division I level three 
years ago. But if such an 
improvement is to continue 
this season for Coach Jim 
Brovelli, it will have to be 
accomplished with an inex-
perienced ballclub. 
While the Toreros opened 
practice for their 1982-83 
season today, Brovelli will 
immediately be looking to 
replace four of his five 
starters from last year's 
team which finished 11-15 
for sixth place in the W~t 
Coast Athletic Conference. 
Returning at point guard 
are Rich Davis and John 
Prunty, who shared the 
starting assignment last 
year, along with former 
Bonita Vista High star Jon 
Freeman. The big guard po- . 
sition will be manned by ei-
ther Randy Brickley or Don 
Capener, a couple of 6-f<>:<>t-
6 juniors with good outside 
shooting ability. Returning 
at forward . are sophomore 
.\nthony Reuss and senior 
Robby Roberts. The 6-7 
Reuss is a former All-Coun-
ty first-team performer 
from Christian High. _ _ _ 
To help fill the void ten 
by graduation, Brovelli bas 
brought in two freshmen 
and five junior· college 
transfers. The f resbmen, 6-9 
center /forward Mario 
Coronado and 6-9 forward 
Mike Davis, may well be 
forced into action if needed. 
The list of JC transfers 
includes 6-8 forward Dave 
Mciver (Cypr~ College), 6-
7 forward Bryan Setencich 
(Fresno City College), 6-9 
forward Scott Williams (San 
Joaquin Delta College), 6-5 
guard Bill Penfold (Glen-
dale College), and 6-5 for-
ward Mike Whitmarsh 




NOVEMBER - Z1, n. University of 
Alberu '(Canada~ 27, YS. Air Force. 29, ts. 
Northern Arilona. 
DECEMBER - 1st, at UC-Irvine. 5 n. 
St Thomas College (Minnesota~ I - YS. 
Doane College (Nebraska~ 9, at San Diego 
State. 18. at Long Belich Stitt- 11, YS. 
Teias Tech. %3. at San Jose State.. Zl-29, 
Big Blue Classic (Utab Sute, TCU, ldaio 
State. USD~ 
JANUARY - 4, vs. Oklaboma Clris-
tian. 8. at Nevada-Reno. 13. n. Denver. 11, 
vs. St. Mary's. Z%. vs. Santa Clara. 21. ts. 
Loyola-Marymounl 29, n. PepperdiDe. 
FEBRUARY - 3rd, at Gom.l&a- $, at 
Portland. 11; vs. Portland. 19, vs. Gonzaga. 
~ . at Peppenline. 16. at Loyola-Marym-
OWlt. 
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'LEGAL SYSTEM JS IN TROU8LE' 
USD Law School Project Seeks 
More Settlements Out-Of-Court 
By MICHAEL SCOTT-BLAIR 
Educalion Writer,The San Diego IJnion 
An effort to take minor legal con-
flicts out of the courtrooms and let 
people try to resolve them in their 
own neighborhoods has begun at the 
University of San Diego School of 
Law, financed by a $125,000 grant 
from the Weingart Founadation. 
''The formal legal system," said 
Sheldon Krantz, dean of the law 
school, "is in trouble." 
Court calendars are clogged, there 
has been an alarming increase in the 
cost of going to court, and the court-
room adversarial process often "in-
hibits rather than assists in finding 
the truth," he said. 
The law school's new center for al-
ternatives to litigation hopes to open 
its f~t operation, probably in South-
east San Diego, in the spring, offering 
a chance for small neighborhood 
disputes to be settled without going 
to court. 
''The goal is to reach out-of-court 
agreements on problems involving 
minor vandalism, petty thefts, graffi-
ti, excessively barking dogs and 
other problems that cause neighbor-
hood disputes," Krantz said. . 
Similar ilemonstration projects in 
other parts of the nation .have led to 
a greater neighborhood ·spirit, with 
people regaining the feeling that 
they can exercise local control over 
the selution of their neighborhood 
problems, he said. . 
The center would seek volunteers 
in the area being served, and would 
train them in elementary investiga-
tion and in how to bring the contest-
ing people into the center for a dis-
cussion of their problems. 
The goal would be for them to 
agree on a solution, including the 
payment for any damages involved, 
without having to involve lawyers 
and the court. 
"Of course " Krantz said "the 
. court option ~ould still be o~n. Our 
effort is to offer something in addi-
tion to the court alternative, not to 
supplant il" 
There would be no charge for the 
service, and the center hopes to find 
someone willing to donate office 
space in the area for the center. 
"Most other countries historically 
and currently , resolve disputes 
through reliance • .on village elders, 
-extended family members and neigh-
bors, rather than on such institution-
. al methods as courts," Krantz said. 
"For example, in many countries, ' 
such as Japan, it is considered 
demeaning to file or to be involved in 
lawsuits. While the values of one so-
ciety cannot be transferred to anoth-
er, it is important to recognize that 
other countries do manage to resolve 
disputes without undue reliance on 
lawyers and courts." 
Southeast San Diego is seen as a 
probable site for the first center be-
cause many low-income families are 
suffering from cuts in federal legal 
aid and have nowhere to turn with 
their consumer and landlord-tenant 
problems or disputes with public 
agencies. 
The center is being guided by an 
/, 
advisory board made up of Krantz; 
Dr. William McGilL former UCSD 
chancellor and recently reti"ed pres-
ident of Columbia Universjty; Mlln-
signor I. Brent Eagen, USJ;) trustee 
and chancellor of the Roman Catho-
lic Diocese of San Diego; U.S. District 
Judge Leland Neilsen; aul retired 
Judge William -Yale of the San Diego 
County Superior Court. , 
When the neighborhood program is 
completed, the law school's new cen-
ter will develop a program for the 
resolution of business conflicts, with 
opening tentatively scheduled for the 
fall. Each of the two centers will op-
erate for 18 months on an experi-
mental basis and then be reviewed, 
be said. . 
· "Even business executives are be-
ginning to learn of the value of using 
less contentious and expepsive forms 
.of conflict-resolution," Krantz said. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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· Seminar set 
· for women 
"Woman Wit Strategies 
• and Sexism" is the topic of 
a seminar to be held from 
7:30 to 9 a.m. Thursday in I 
• the DeSales Hall Board 
• Room at the University of 
• San Diego. 
The Rev. Carole G. Keim 
: will discuss how the sym-
• bols and stories that "are 
• enhancing to women con-
• flict with the reality of con-
• temporary religious institu-
- tions." 
Cost is $10, including a 
continental breakfasl 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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- , "Woman Wit: Strategies and Sexism" will be the topic 
of the Woman and Issues Seminar to be held at 7:30 a.m. 
Thursday in the University of San Diego's De Sales Hall 
board room. 
The Rev. Carole Keim will discuss how symbolic lan-
guage and structures of religious organizations effect 
thinking and feeling. A continental breakfast, seminar 
and materials are included in the $10 registration fee. 
Information may be obtained by calling 293-4585. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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USD plan 
. tests court 
'litigation 
By Jan Cook 
Tribune Staff Wri ter . 
New ways to solve neigh-
borhood and business 
disputes without u~ing 
courts will be tested m a 
program announced yester-
day by the University of 
Sari Diego School of Law. 
Sheldon Krantz, dean, 
said the program, including 
neighborhood justice cen-
ters, will be partly funded 
by a $125,000 grant from the 
Weingart Foundation. 
' ''The formal legal system 
is ·in trouble," Krantz said, 
adding that studies docu-
ment "an alarming increase 
in both the costs of and de-
lays in litigation." .. 
Krantz said the tradition-
. al adversary system is in-
hibiting, rather than assist-
i_ng, the finding of tr:uth. 
He said pressure IS grow-
ing at all levels of gover-
ment to end the heavy reli-
ance on litigation, which is 
"peculiarly American." 
"In many countries, such 
as Japan, it is conside~ 
demeaning to file or be m-
volved in a lawsuit," he 
said: 
He said the law school 
will establish the Center for 
Non-adversarial Dispute 
Resolution, whi~h will ~ti-
ate demonstration proJects 
to run as experiments for 18 
months each. 
One project will establish 
a neighborhood justice cen-
ter. · 
Krantz said that no deci'-
sion has been made on 
where to put the first neigh-
borhood center, but prefer-
ence will be given to South-
east San Diego. 
He said the center will 
work with the community 
to develop a program for 
solving disputes without 
going to courts._ Dispu~es 
might include mmor delin-
quency, petty theft, vanda~-
ism, assault and family 
disputes. · 
People of low income are 
now most affected by de-
clining federal support for 
lega) assistance and have 
nowhere to turn with land-
lord-tenant disputes or con-
flicts_ with public agencies, 
Krantz said. 
A second project will cre-
ate a program to test al~er-
native methods of mediat-
ing· business disputes. 
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;J Saturd 
USD-ls Given Grant to 
Set Up Court Substitutes 
I 
By PAULA P JJtKER, Time, Staff Writn 
In a movi educators say reflects a· months, and probably require the 
growing public concern over court · hiring of four new staff members. If 
costs, the University of San Diego they prove. successful, the univer-
has been given a $125,000 grant to sity would seek private, or gov.ern-
develop an experimental program ment contributions to continue 
on alternatives to litigation. them, Krantz said Their progress 
fn his . announcement, Sheldon -·would be observed by a five-mem-
Krantz, dean of USD's School of ber advisory board made up of local 
Law, said mediation, not litigation, judges, educators and community 
is the main idea behind two demon- leaders. · 
stration projects the law school will 
develop and run under its newly 
established center for dispute reso-
lution. · 
The grant will be used to estab-
. lish a neighborhood justice center 
here similar to ones already operat-
ing in other cities across the nation, 
in which residents trained in meqia-
tion can themselves resolve out-of-
court dispu~ th.al normally might 
result in lawsuits: _ 1 
It will also fund a aecond project 
to help l;>usinessea avoid litigation 
by developing substitu.tes , like 
mediation, as well as provide train -
ing to laymen who might negotiate 
· such settlements. Although· no final 
decision has yet been made, the 
neighborhood .justice center will. 
probably be in Southeast San Diego, 
Krantz said, because its low-income 
residents are hardest hit by recent 
cuts in legal aid . 
Both projects ·would be operated 
on an experimental basis for 18 
The law school received the 
grant from~ Weingart Founda- · 
tion with the help· of San Diego 
businessman Sol Price, a foundation 
trustee and board chairman of the 
Price Co. 
Figures released recently by 
administrators in the San Diego 
County Superior Court indicate that 
a civil case filed here faces a 17 -
month ,..ail for a courtroopi, # 
r 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 1 7 1982 . 
Foundera Gallery: University of 
San Diego. Monday-Friday, 10 . 
a.!'l. to 4 p.m.; Wednesdays to 9 
p.m. . , 
DAILY TRANSCRIPT 
OCT l 8 1982 
.-. , . 
In recognition of Women's Op-
portunity Week, more than 50 
professors ancl administrators from 
USO will be offering helpful advice 
on a variety of topics for the next 
.four days. Story on Page 4A. 
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1) Saturd 
USD Is Given Grant to 
SetUp Court Substitutes 
By PAULA PARKER, Time, Staff Wriur 
In a movJ educators say reflects a·_ months, and probably require the 
wing public concern over court hiring of four new staff members. H 
~ts the University of San Diego they prove successful, the univer-
has been given a $125 000 grant to sity would seek private. or gov~rn-
develop an experime~tal program ment contributi?ns ~ continue 
~ on alternatives to litigation. them, Krantz &aJd Then: progress 
rn his . announcement, Sheldon -would be observed by a f1ve-mem-
Krantz dean of USD's School of her advisory board made up of local 
Law, ~d mediation, not litigation, judges, educators and community 
is the main idea behind two demon- leaders. 
stration projects the law school will The law school ~ived the 
develop and run unde~ ita newly grant from t1'e Weingart Founda- · 
established center for dispute reso- tion with the help of San Diego 
lution. businessman Sol Price, a foundation 
The grant will be ~ to estab- trustee and board chairman . o~ the 
· lish a neighborhood justice center Price Co. 
here similar to ones already operat- ' Figures released recently by 
ing in other cities acT?88 the nati~n, administrators in the San Diego 
in which residents. trained in mectia- di th t 
lion can themselves resolve out-of- County Superior Court in ·cate a 
a civil case filed here faces a 17 -, court dispu~ that normally might nth wait for a courtroopi, result in lawsuita: . _· · 
1 
m.:.o____; _ ______ --''----
It will also fund a second project 
to help ~usinesses avoid litiga~on 
by developing substitu'_tea , like 
mediation as well as provide train-
ing to la~en who might negotiate 
such settlements. Although· no final 
decision has yet been made, the 
neighborhood justice center . will 
probably be in Southeast San Diego, 
Krantz said, ~use its low-income 
residents are hardest hit by recent 
cuts in legal aid. , 
Both projects ·would be operated 




By Jan Cook 
Tribune Slaff Writer . 
New ways to solve neigh-
borhood and business 
disputes without using 
courts will be tested in a 
program announced yester-
day by the University of 
Sari Diego School of Law. 
Sheldon Krantz, dean, 
said the program, including 
neighborhood justice cen-
ters, will be partly funded 
by a $125,000 grant from the 
Weingart Foundation. 
' )'The formal legal system 
is in trouble," Krantz said, 
adding that studies docu-
ment "an alarming increase 
in both the costs of and de-
lays in litigation." 
Krantz said the tradition-
. al adversary system is in-
hibiting, rather than assist-
i_ng, the finding of truth. 
He said pressure is grow-
ing at all levels of gover-
ment to end the heavy reli-
ance on litigation, which is 
·"peculiarly American." 
"In many countries, such 
as Japan, it is considered 
demeaning to .file or be in-
volved in a lawsuit," be 
said.' 
He said the law school 
will establish the Center for 
Non-adversarial Dispute 
Resolution, which will initi-
ate demonstration projects 
to run as experiments for 18 
months each. 
One project wlll establish 
a neighborhood justice cen-
ter. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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Krantz said that no deci-
sion .has been made on 
where to put the first neigh-
borhood center, but prefer-
ence will be given to South-
east San Diego. · 
He said the center will 
work with the community 
to develop a program for 
solving disputes without 
going to courts. Disputes 
might include minor delin-
quency, petty theft, vandal-
ism, assault and family 
disputes. 
People of low income are 
now most affected by de-
clining federal support for 
lega1 assistance and have 
nowhere to turn with land-
lord-tenant disputes or con-
flicts with public agencies, 
Krantz said. 
A second project will cre-
ate a program to test alter-
native methods of mediat-
ing· business disputes. 
( 
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USD ·Falls 20- 14 ' 
For 3rd Straight 
-
LA VERNE - University of San Diego quarterback 
. Eric Sweet set a school record with 23 ~ completio
ns 
I yesterday but it still wasn't enough as unbeaten La Verne 
, College handed the Toreros their third straight loss 20-
14. · 
. . 
Sweet equaled the school record of 46 attempts set by 
himself and Steve Loomis last year and his 23 comple
-
tions broke Loomis' best of 21 in 1981. He passed for 25
7 
yards, including a 5-yard touchdown to Jerome McAlpin
, 
but suffered three interceptions. -
Bob Lozzi field goals of 25 and 36 yards enabled the 
Toreros· to tie the game early in the fourth quarter, se
t-
ting off a scoring spree by both teams in a game tha
t 
through three quarters was anything but explosive. 
La Verne (5-0) stunned USD with a 54-yard Greg Hop-
kins-to-Maurice Harper pass to regain the lead 13-6. 
It 
was one of five Harper receptions worth 1« yards. 
•. USO, now 3-3, countered with Sweet's touchdown pas
s 
to McAlpin and the Toreros gambled, succe$fully con
-
verting a pass, Sweet to Phil Spencer, to jump back on to
p 
14-13 with 6:07 remaining. 
The winners mar~ed 80 yards in nine plays to go 
ahead, Clarence Thomas collecting his second touchdow
n 
' of the afternoon, this one a 1-yard plunge with 3:17. lef
t 
' 
Los ANGELES T11v1Es l 
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_; 'La VerDe IIO, SaD Dle1014-Clarence Thomas canieft" 
31 times for 131 yards and two touchdowns, inc
luding 
the game.winner with 3:17 left at La Verne. , ' 
A pass interference call put the ball at the one-y
ard 
line to set up Thomas' winning score. La Verne
 Is 5~0 
USD3-3. - . 
"' •"' 
·, I · 
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TOREROS' SWEET SETS MARK - The 
University of San Diego Toreros travel to 
Azusa Pacific College next Saturday after-
noon, smarting from a 20-14 loss to LaVerne 
College at LaVerne Saturday. The Toreros 
lost their third straight game despite Torero 
quarterback Eric Sweet's setting a school 
record with 23 pass completions in 46 at-
tempts for 257 yards. USO is now 3-3 on the 
season. 
Down 6-3 at half, the Toreros came back to 
tie it at 6-6 in the fourth quarter on the sec-
ond of Bob Lozzi's field goals, but then LaV-
erne's Greg Hopkins stunned the Toreros with 
a 54-yard toss to Maurice Harper for a 13-6 
lead. The Toreros scored again, Sweet throw- . 
ing to Jerome McAJpin from five yards out, 
1 and after a successful two-point pass play 
I conversion, took the lead 14-13, but LaVerne 
i won the game on a one-yard plunge by Clar-
ence Thomas with a little over three minutes 
left in the game. 
( 
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USD EXpertS COUiisel 
:ror .Woll1en's Week ,._ 
More than . 50 professors and Tuesday's topics-, include la~ 
administrators from· the Uni':"ersity issues, the economic·· analysis of 
of San Diego will be giving · ~equal pay for equal work," effective 
presentations at 20-minute intervajs communication in ~ar.riage, 
aboard three "ships" on the Fashion · · November ballot issues, advocacy, 
· Valley mall in Mission Valley from 1 aging parents, the F,qual Rights 
. to 5 p.m. each day this_ week. · · Amendment, resumes, selection of 
_The three ships - · dubbed 1 . health care practitionel'.S, using _the 
Shipsh~pe, · Coqrtsbip and · .small claims, court. interviewing 
Scholarship - · will be "DllUUled" by techniques ~d lifestyles for h~th . . 
the men and women academicians •·w ednesday afte,noon 's 
under ~ponsorship of uso·s· Alcala presentations will be kickeo off with 
Women's Club· as the university's a rather technical discourse on the 
contribution to the community for interest rate, profits and inflaiion. It 
Women's Opportunities Week. will be followed by ·talks on child-
. The three "ships," each con- birth, law issues, moving ahead in 
taining 20 seats for listeners bet- your career, development for \ 
ween its bow _ and stern, were women, alcohol and . pregnancy, 
designed by Roger Magee, president ass~ting your child with school 
of ~he Magee-Bralla Inc. exhibit problems, ~ of the microcomputer 
, firm, and have been constructed by in your personal and professional 
membe~ and friends of the Alcala life, whether or not.there is a "right" 
Womens Clu~. · . _ · _ to health care, ballot issues, tips for 
Presentations -on'health suoJects , helping children to read and write 
are sche_duled in _Ships~ape, on la~ better, sexuality and the criminal 
and- society subJects m ~ -urts~p justice system. 
and on careers · and busmess m 
Scholarship. , 
The 20-minute mini-programs 
will include discussions on such 
things as stress, time management, 
, ·ethics, art, negotiation, in-
vestments, education, world energy 
and health maintenance. · 
Courtship bas been set up on the 
central mall just north of -The 
Broadway department store and 
Shipshape and Scholarship hlong the 
mall between The Broadway and 
Buffums. "Christening" ceremonies 
ar~ slated at the Fashion· Valley 
tower at 2 p.m. today. · 
This afternoon's presentations 
are to be on effective.cominimication. 
. with children, legal aspects 6f solar 
energy deve1opment, impact of 
Mexican devaluations on ·border 
industry, childbirth, paralegal I careers, unemployment, lifestyles 
for . health , promotion, San Diego-
California's cornerstone, and 
·student development. · · 
Thursday's topics cover · 
menopause, estate planning, women 
and stress, sexuality, issues in 
feminism, humanities and _society, 
why nursing's contribution to the 
_health care system is rejected by 
vested-interest groups, foreign 
. policy and the nuclear arms race, 
' resume writing, alcohol _.;and 
pregnancy, ancient art as culture 
and interviewin~ techniques. · 
Friday afternoon's presentations 
are slated on criminal law, ter-
minology of the specialist and closing 
of the communicative gap, child 
development, recent changes ~-
fecting Californians, inheritance and 
federal estate taxes, dual-career 
~ages, women's ~ in po)itics, 
star.ting your own business, deciding 
how to decide, sexuality, em-
ploy men l discrimination, 
rediscovery: yourself and careers, 
and women in education. 
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Termination cuts both ways 
By Carl Larsen 
Tribulle FiDancial Writer 
"It's something that's uncomfortable even to talk 
about," says Univetsity of San Diego professor Gary 
Whitney. 
He was speaking about firing people, and being fired. 
Termination is a confrontation that many supervisors 
put off, says Whitney, a professor of management at the 
USD School of Business. . 
And that's bad for both the employee and his boss, he 
told business executives at a recent breakfast seminar 
attended by representatives of some major local finns. 
By delaying terminations, Whitney said, the anxiety 
level of the supervisor bas been raised so that an explo-
sion is inevitable. 
"When ~ey come face to face, the anxiety rises" even 
further, be said. "The employee gets defensive, then the 
manager gets defensive, and the yelling starts." 
By the time it's over, both manager and supervisor 
are upset 
Instead, the manager bas a responsiblity to prepare 
for dismissals, Whitney said. 
- "It's going to be stressful, no question about it, but 
bow can we take people through this and come out with 
positive action?" Whitney asked his audience. 
He said there are predictable reactions to being fired 
on the part of the employee, which boil down to "fight 
or flighl" If the employee can't attack the supervisor 
verbally, he'll withdraw, Whitney said. · 
He cited the example of an executive who was fired 
but who refused to tell his family. He then took the 
same train downtown each morning and returned at the 
usual time after spending his day, at the library. ·ue 
continued that until the money ran oul 
- Whitney, who also specializes in negotiatiQDS, said 
there bas been a great demand for tnformation Ob.how 
to fire workers, -perhaps as a .result df today's hard-
p~ economy. 
But termination is a subject that even personnel 
handbooks gloss over. A search of medical literature for 
advice on how to convey st~ful information also 
proved f!:Yij less. · -- - --
- ~ely physicians must_ ~liver bad news," he said. 
"But the answer is no, they don't know how to 
.They blow it badly." Whitney advocates telling J 
they're fired as soon as possible, to minimize the 
up of stress on the supervisor. But the· date of disn 
should be in the future, perhaps two weeks. 
"Let them know well ahead of time," he said. 
But "sometimes, you can't afford to have peopl 
around the property," he said. 
He told the story of a computer-tape librariar 
upon. learning she bad been fired, proceeded to e1 
company's computer tapes until her departure. 
At the same time, the person should suspect tb 
dismissal is imminent. 
"They have to have prior warning," be said, espE 
when someone is fired for cause. He said courts 
held "spur of the moment" firings invalid when 
was not a documented pattern of misbehavior < 
employee's part. 
In firing, the goals of supervisor, he said, are to· 
mize stress on himself, have his message unde1 
and to minimize negative reactions. 
Conflict can be minimized, Whitney said, throug 
pbasis of the supervisor's "power relationship" t 
employee. It's a time to act as the boss, he said, 
straightforward, brief messages. 
Dismissals are not a casual matter, Whitney er 
sized. They must be thought out and the dismisse 
ployee's probable reaction should be weighed bt 
band. · 
Also, the supervisor must weigh his own att 
Whitney said managers should ask themselves, ' 
well can I handle it?" before terminating someone 
Once the news is broken, be said the supervisor's 
guy" role most shift to a "good guy" response. 
Someone on the staff whom the· employee t 
should be available to listen and to offer advice on 
the fired employee's next move should be. An exp 
tion of possible benefits such as severance pay or rt 
ment funds should be made, Whitney advised. 
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'This is the time to use your 
office. Wear your 
conservative suit - your 
p0wer suit ... This is not 
the time to butter up the 
recipient - not the time to 
ask about the spouse and . 
kids.' 
- Gary Whitney 
How to let the ax fall 
University of San Diego Prof. Gary 
Whitney gives these tips on how to 
fire people and create a minimum of 
hard feelings between the victim, 
whom he calls the recipient, and the 
supervisor: . 
• Create anticipation. "T~e ~ 
should summon an employee with a 
message such as 'I'd like you to come 
to my office. I have some uncomfort-
able news for you.."' 
• Be clear. "Many people have 
walked out of a termination session 
not knowing they have been fired." 
• Use simple, short sentences and 
repeat the message several times. 
"You're putting a person into shock." 
• Don't respond to arguments. "This 
isn't the time to get in a yelling con-
test." 
• Have another supervisor with you. 
''They'll be more accepting." 
• Don't pass the buck. "Use 'I' mes-
sages such as 'I have decided' or 
'This is my decision."' 
• Put it down in black and white. ;. 
"It's highly valuable to have it writ- -
ten out," listing reasons for the dis-
missal. 
Whitney says the pointers will 
make firing easier, "but it's never 
going to be easy." 
- Carl Larsen 
----------------------;,~. ____ _, 
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SAN DIEGO BUSINESS JOURNAL 
-SEMINAR: Advan~<f BasicProgram-
ming for Microcomputers · . 
I 
DATE: Oct. 23 ~ · • · 
TIME: 9 a.m. to·6 p.m, · .. _ 
-LOCATION: USD · · · , ·._ 
I FEE: $50 . ,,;- --;:- . . . . SPONS<;)R: USO School of Ed_ucati_on CONT ACT: 293-4585 : . - , 
SD BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 
OCT 1 8 198Z f -· . '" , • . 
1SEMINAR: USO _Breakfast Update: 
-What to Expect in the Coming Econ-
romy and How to Deal With it · 1
_DATE: Oct: 22 -
- ·TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. 
· LOCATION: La Jolla Village Inn 
·FEE; $20· •; . 
' SPONSOR: USD School of Business 
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Retail Advertising and 
Merchandising News 
Starship enterprise. . . of Son Diego Alcolo's Next week, the -~n~er~,t~ a very creative and Wome~'.s Club_~'. c:ie~rotion of Women's Op-enterpnsmg exh1b1t ,n h. V lley Shopping Center. · W k at Fas ,on ° 00 5 00 portunity ee 22 h day from 1 : : • F~om . ~ct· 18· b~;~c three special Discov~ry you re mv1ted to th t con help you hve Ships' for 20 minute pro~~ams 0h. " "Scholors\lip" I. I better Courts ,p, . d'l Your life a 1tt e · d land 'wo-monne h " will be monne ,1. and "Ships ~pe kin on topics from sexuo ,ty with professionals speo gd I career marriages, an . f ·nism to uo k" and issues m e~, f the "equal pay, equal wor economic anolys,~d? how· to decide session. issue, even a dec1 mg tt d one or all , during the You' re invited to a en . , total will be pre-k almost 50 programs m , wee -
sented. 
TIM ES-ADVOCATE 
OC1 l 9 1982 
' Unlvenlty of San Diego 1s sponsoring three UP-DATE brealtfuta at 7:80 a.m. Friday ln Poway, downtown San Diego and La Jolla . .Associate Profes-sor Ellen Cook will d1scu111 two different manage-ment styles and bow to improve employee perform-ance . .. What to Expect In the Coming Economy and How to Deal With It" 1s the topic at the La Jolla Vlllage Inn. Ch■rfN Hott. also an associate profes• aor, will discuas the state of the economy and how lndlviduabl and businesses can cope w1Ul varioua ~nda . .Aasoclate Professor Cynthia Pantt"• talk la entitled .. Productivity and Pr■IH: Doee a Pat on the Back R-■lly Help .. at the Little America Westgate 1n downtown San Diego. The seminars are from 7: 80 to 9:80 a.m. and cost $20. 
OCT. 1 9 198? 
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Oct. 21 - A stained glass work· 
I 
shop an ancient art form and ~~­em techniQues, offered by the 01• 
I 
, . versity of San Diego. Class runs from 7 to 9:30 p.m. Insttuctor is Bill Hall. For more information, call 293-4585. 
( 
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Sta rship enterprise. 
By NANCY COLEMAN 
Retail Advertising and 
'Merchandising News 
Next week, the University of San Diego Alcala's 
Women's Club will display a very creative and 
enterprising exhibit in celebration of Women's Op-
portunity Week at Fashion Valley Shopping Center. 
From Oct. 18-22, each day from 1:00-5:00, 
you' re invited to board three special· Discovery 
Ships' for 20 minute programs that can help you live 
your life a little better. "Courtship," "Scholarship" 
and "Shipshape" will be manned land 'w'6-manned'I 
with professionals speaking on topics from sexuality 
ahd issues in feminism to dual career marriages, an 
economic analysis of the "equal pay, equal work" 
issue, even.. a deciding how to decide session. 
You're invited to attend one, or all, during the 
week - almost 50 programs in total will be. pre-
sented . . 
r 
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Half notes on .the music/dan·ce beat 
DANCE DRAMA: 
Martha Graham Dance Company hasn't performed in 
San Diego for six years, so Three's Company, local spon-
sor of the Oct. 26 Graham concert, ·is optimistic that the 
1,200 seats at ~e East County Performing Arts Center 
will sell out. . 
The group is going by past performance. Alvin Ailey 
Repertory Ensemble last year sold out in a two-perform- · ' 
ance stint, and that was only Ailey's second company. 
Graham bas often been compared to Picasso and Stra-
vinsky, in that her dance art extends into theater, fashion 
and stage design. She has a monumental body of work -
171 ballets - and next week's program will span 40 years 
of Graham . choreography. It will also mark the West 
Coast premiere of "Acts -of Light," a neo-classic piece 
which opened in New Jork last year. 
KARAJAN COMEBACK: 
The Berlin Philharmonic, with its celebrated music 
director, Herbert Von Karajan, performs four nights at 
Ambassador Auditorium in Pasadena on next Wednesday, 
Oct. 28, 30 and 31. The four concerts mark the first Los 
Angeles visit in 26 years for Karajan and the philharmon-
ic; four concerts in New York's Carnegie Hall are the only 
other appearances on this American tour. 
Programs will include Stravinsky, Strauss, Brahms, 
Bee~qven and Mahler. , . 
-Andr'Ea 
HEr11,an 
hearsal and ·changing rooms. It's expected the stage will 
accommodate. ballet, opera, symphonic concerts, musical 
reviews and drama. 
In addition ther€t_ will be a mini-amphitheater built in a 
semi-circular shell for open-air shows. Basically it will be 
'used for short programs of folkloric nature and have its 
,own light and sound equipment. 
( 
( 
A Yl>LUJ O (OWN . .-
_ many modes of dance will be explored in a SlX-parl senes 
narrated by prima ballerina Dame Margot Fonteyn on 
''The Magic of Dance," at 9 p.m. Monday on KPBS Chan-
nel 15. The seri~ ope~ ~th a tribute to what Fonteyn 
considers the most revolutionary development in 20th-
century dance - the emergence of the male superstar. 
The segment features Sammy Davis Jr., Fred Astaire and 
Rudolf Nureyev - with special focus on Nureyev, the 
man Fonteyn sees as most responsible for the change . . . 
The success of . last summer's , Stravinsky Symposium 
might have spurred the formation of the new . Edvard 
Grieg Society of San Diego. The Grieg buffs are launching 
their first music festival next summer with the intention 
of becoming an annual evenl Scheduled .will be concerts, 
lectures, banquets, receptions, symposiums; plays ·and 
films - all focusing on the m~c and life of the Norwegi-
an composer . .. San Diego Youth Symphony hosts an 
eight-member Chinese ensemble from the Shanghai Con-
servatory of Music on Nov. 12 and 13 at the Old Globe 
Theater. Featured: Wong Sha~Tung, 13-year-old prodigy, 
who performed as a soloist with the San Diego Youth 
Symphony· when it toured China last summer . · .. New 
York City Opera presents a sign-language-interpreted 
performance of Carlisle Floyd's ''Susannah" during its 
annual fall visit to Los Angeles, Nov. 19 through Dec. 5 in 
the Music Center . .. ·Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal per-
forms at 8 p.m. Sunday in UCSD's M,ndeville Auditorium 
... Cellist Midlos Sadlo. of Czechoslovakia who appeared · 
with the San piego •Symphony 12 y~ ago, returns Oct. 
31 to perform Haydn's "Concerto in D major for Cello and 
Orchestra" at the University of San Diego. Sadlo will 
remain at the university for two months, during which 
· time he will coach students, teach graduate· courses and 
participate in chamber m~c programs. 
OTHER SIDE OF THE "BORDER: 
Construction is nearly complete on _!he new Centro Cul-
tur~ FONAPAS in Tijuana, which sits on 8.7 acres. Offi-
cials will be inaugurating the ~mplex today - the His~ 
ry Museum and Omnitheater are complete with the con-
cert hall -expected to open next March. _ ' 
The center includes a 40,000-square-foot museum, a 
l,050-seat concert hall, an ~foot-high spherical theater 
with space-age projection equipment similar to that used 
in San Diego's--Reuben H. Fleet Museum. - ' 
There will be multiple uses for the theater: with re-
\ ' , ---------'-
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. "Al.t.l l"O\>J T .. 
DR. AUTHOR E. HUGHES, PRESIDENT of the : University of San Diego, and Mrs. Hughes gave a reception at their home, Casa de Al-
cala, Tues~ay to welcome Capt. and Mrs. Render 
Crayton to .the community. Capt. Crayton is the 
professor of naval science and director of the new 
NROTC unit at USO and San Diego State University 
based at USO. 
. Cmdr. and Mrs. Theodore G. Stier were among 
the guests. Cmdr. Stier is an alumnus of USO and 
executive officer of the new unit. Other guests in-
cluded USO trustees, officers from Naval Training 
Command Pacific, and retired military officers. 
. Heading the active-duty group was Rear Adm. 
Warren Aut, commander, NTC Pacific, and retired 
_·officers included Rear Adm. Justin Langille III, 
with Mrs. Langille, and Rear Adm. James R. Davis, 
; with Mrs. Davis. 
1 Others included Dr. and Mrs. Manuel Barba, Mr. 
, and Mrs. Jack Boyce, Dr. and Mrs. William Erick-
, son, Helen K. Copley, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah L. 
;Neeper, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Derbes, Capts. and 
Mmes .. James Taylor, George Thompson and C.T. 
Vaught and Lt. Col. and Mrs. Michael Kaul. · 
( 
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T oreros Travel To Aiusa-Pacific 
. I 
AZUSA - When you're hot, you're hot, 
and when you're not . .. well, you feel the 
way the Unirersity of San Diego has felt 
this week. 
bad; we're just making key mistakes at the 
worst pos.gble times." -
USO opened the football season with 
three one-sided victories. Since then, how-
ever, the Toreros have lost three in a row, 
and Coach Bill Williams realizes momen-
tum will not be one of their biggest assets 
when the San Diegans meet Azusa-Pacific 
here today at 1:30. 
"We need a victory badly," Williams 
said. ''The longer you go without winning, 
the harder it is to win, and we need to snap 
out of this thing. We're not playing all that 
Azusa-Pacific is 3-2, largely because it 
has played extraordinary defense. The 
Cougars are permitting just 48.5 yards a 
game on Uie gro~d. This positions Azusa-
Pacific fourth on the NAIA's national 
statistic sheet. 
Chances are, then, USO will be tempted 
to _pass today, and Williams must hope the 
Toreros will do less passing toward oppos-
ing cornerbacks. Quarterback Eric Sweet 
has completed 53 percent of his passes this 
season for 1,399 yards and seven touch-
downs, but 14 of his spirals have been inter-
SENTINEL 
OCT 2 4 198Z 
cep~. , 
TorCros begin'baSkCtball practices 
usi:> head coach Jim 
Brovelli had eight new . 
players along with sev· 
en returnees last week 
at the opening of prac-
tice for the 1982·83 
season. 
This year will repres-
ent a true test for the 
Toreros, who lose four 
starters and seven sen· 
iors. Still, Brovelli •feels 
bis team is right on tar· 
get with bis five-year 
plan for success. 
USD has seen steady 
improvement in each of on. 
the three years that ~ Guard-forward Don 
Toreros have been at Capener · returns along 
the NCAA, Division I with redshirt Randy 
level. 1be Toreros fin· Brickley, hoping to fill 
ished at 11-5 last year i the void at the big guard 
'The strength in the re- · position. 
turnees is probably at USD returns two for-
point guard, where sen· wards, including senior 
ior Rich Davis and jun- Robby Roberts and 
ior John Pruqty re~ sophomore Anthony -
after sharing duties last Reuss. 
year. They will be bard· Brovelli says that this 
pressed by ·sophomore year's freshmen may 
Jon Freeman, who saw represent ·the best re-
limited action last seas- cruiting year since the 
Toreros· entered the 
Division I ranks three 
years ago. USD brought 
in two freshmen and 
five junior college 
transfers. 
'The freshmen, 6-foot-9 
center-forward Mario 
Coronado and 6-foot-9 
forward Mike Davis 
may get a great deal of 
playing time. 
All five JC transfers 
are expected to give 
strong competition for 
starting spots: -
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 2 4 1saz 
· USD Suffers 
4th Straight 
' Loss 15-9 · 
5PKiG1 lO TIie Sall Die90 Union 
AZUSA - Dave Westlake 
intercepted a University of 
San Diego pass and dashed 
67 yards' for a third-quarter 
touchdown that sparked 
Azusa-Pacific to a 1~9 vic-
tory over the Toreros here 
yesterday. 
It was the fourth loss in a 
row for USD, now 3-4, while 
Azusa improved to 4-2. 
Westlake's touchdown 
<and an extra-point 'kick by 
-Dave Johnson, who also 
; booted two first-half' field 
' goals, gave Azusa a 13-3 
- lead going into the fourth 
quarter, but USD responded . 
with the only offensively 
produced touchdown of the 
game. 
Chris Kemple, who hit six 
of eight passes for 71 yards, 
moved the Toreros 41 yards 
in two plays, the second a 
10-yard ,scoring pass to Bill 
Vinovich, but the Toreros 
• came up short on a two-
point conversion. try that 
would have-cut the margin 
to 13-11. 
By the time USD got the 
ball back only 3:07 . re-
mained on the cl~k.i and 
the Toreros' hopes for victo-
ry were «loused when Kem-
ple, trying to pass on third 
and 20 from the USD 12-
yard line, was sacked in the 
end zone for a safety that 
provided Azusa with its 
final margin. 
All but 27 of , USD's 208 
yards of total offense was 
produced by the passing of 
KE!mple and Eric Sweet, 
who completed 14 of 21 for 
110 yards. Azusa intercept-
ed three of their throws, 
however. 
Azusa , by contrast, 
rushed for 225 yards, includ-
ing 105 by fullback Bob Jen-
kins, and the home team 
added 90 yards passing for a _ 
total offense of 315 yards. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
OCT 2 8 198Z 
•Meanwhile, Racbid El Bekraoui and Tim 
Roberts each scored a goal as the U.S. In-
ternational University Gulls blanked USD 
2-0 yesterday on the Toreros' field. And at 
Point Loma College, the Crusaders downed 
~ ~!h~~ ~alifornia College 3-1. 
( 
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USD ORCHESTRA - The University of San Diego Orchestra, con-
ducted by Henry Kolar, will perform Haydn's Concerto In D major 
for cello and orchestra at 8 p.m. next Sunday In the Camino n... 
attr, USD. Cellist MidlOI Sadlo of Czechoslovakia will be the fea-
tured soloist. · 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
ocr 2 4 1982 
Foundera Gallery: University of San Diego. Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m.; Wednesdays to 9 p.m. , 
, ___ _ 
r 
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1 ALFRED JaCOBY 
/ From The Lofty To The Nifty-Gritty 
It should be obvious to regular 
readers that some of these Monday 
columns are designed to disc~ lofty 
ivory tower subjects - and some are 
designed to stay at the Ditty-gritty 
level, to get corrected some of the 
matters that don't seem to fit to the 
daily correction mode and which 
need fuller explanation. 
And some columns, such as this, 
are designed to explain a few things 
and correct some others. 
With The San Diego Union moving 
into its eighth years of a reader's 
representative program, it might be 
sensible to again go over the ground 
rules. They are very simple, as 
stated regularly in The Uniods pages 
as reminder to readers and staff 
alike: 
It is the policy of The San Diego 
Union to correct all errors. 
Plainly put, this means that if 
there is an error, and we know about 
it, or fmd out about it, we'll get it 
corrected. We'll get it corrected as 
quickly as possible, without any at-
tempt to bury it or gloss -over it, and 
with as forthright a statement of the 
error and the correction as we know 
how. 
We invite readers to let us know 
about errors they spol We'll check 
out the facts, disc~ the question 
with the editor and reporter con-
cerned, and decide the best way to 
solve the problem. 
Not all requests for correction 
work out, of course. And, because the 
staff is highly professional in the way 
it views what is done here, a lot of 
the corrections we run come from 
the reporters and editors themselves. 
It's been that way for the past 
seven years; we can assume it will 
continue that way. So saying, on to 
the Ditty-gritty matters. 
A short "filler" item last Sepl 28 group ... " It is inaccurate, Hughes 
may have set some sort of record for letter indicates, to suggest USO sup-
error. In but two short paragraphs, port of the group. 
there were five full bore errors. Charles Ros.,, the financial report-
To get this straightened out to the er who developed the story, disa-
satisfaction of the several old grees. In a memo commenting on the 
battlewagon sailors who pointed out Hughes letter, R~ says, ''The group 
the errors, here is the story as print- is from USO. They are organized by 
ed: USO professors. The student-mem-
Long Be3ch - The battleship New hers are taught by USO professors. 
Jersey, a veteran of three wars, They operated on the USO campus. 
could return to a<;tive dqty by Janu- They have offices •in USO buildings 
ary if a four-day sea trial of its new and use USO facilities." 
missile-age firepower is successful Robert Fellmeth, an attorney and 
The. 880-foot, 58,000-ton law professor, who heads the center, 
battlewagon,_ its old-fashioned gun explains that it "is separate from the 
turrets replaced ·by Tomahawk and university, even though the universi-
Harpoon cruise missile sys(ems, ty provides support. There is a subtle 
began i~ sea trials Saturday after a difference between providing sup-
13-month $366 rnilJjon overhaul that port and supporting. The university 
also included installation of modern gives us a turf to work in and lets us 
communications and electronics sys- 1 alone." 
tems and helicopter pads. It may be that Fellmeth's point is 
~d here_are the correcti~ns: the important one here because it ·1 
_First: These were sea trials, not goes to the function of a university: 
trials of the firepower. . to provide an opportunity for cre-
Secomt The New Jersey JS 887.6 t· d thinkin. · ds t k · 
f t I t 880 f l · 
a ive an g mm o wor m a 
ee ong, no ee . free •·et 
Tbird: It weighs 45,000 tons unload- soc Y· 
ed and gets to 58,000 tons loaded. • • • -
Foartb: The gµn turrets haven't 
, been replaced. Rather, some of ~e 
_mounts for 5-inch-guns will be left m 
place and some will take the mis-
siles. 
Filtb: Budget for the project ~as 
always been $326 million an~ curre~t 
projections are that the Job will 
come in at or below budget. 
Whew! For the' record, the local 
story was actually from United 
Press International, which is respon-
sible for the errors. 
• • • 
I A story Sept.12 about a proposal to 
organize a non-profit corporation "to 
argue consumer energy issues before 
the (California Public Utilities) com-
mission" indicated th,e group was 
being pushed by a University of ~ 
Diego-sponsored law group. Thts 
group is the Center for Public Inter-
est Law. 
Dr. Author Hughes, USO president, 
disagrees as to USD's part in the ac-
tion. ''The Center .. . " he wrote in a 
letter to the PUC, "is affiliated with 
the (USO) School of Law" but . : . 
(USO) "has not taken any position in 
favor of or against the Center's peti-
tion (to organize the new consumer) 
A fmal note: A reference last 
month to the Dutch Flats airstrip (in 
the obituary for air pioneer T. Claude 
Ryan) said the field was at the foot of 
Broadway. That, of course, is wrong. 
Dutch Flats, as noted by several old-
timers who flew there, was at the 
south edge of what is now Mission 
Bay.Park. 
• • • 
Reader's Representative Alfred 
JaCoby reports on the media each 
Monday. Write him at Box 191, San 
Diego 92112 or telephone 293-1525. 
( 
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I From The Lofty To The Nitty-Gritty It . should be obvious to regular 
readers that some of these Monday 
columns are designed to discuss lofty 
ivory tower subjects - and some are 
designed to stay at the Ditty-gritty 
levei to get corrected some of the 
matters that don't seem to fit to the 
daily correction mode and which 
need fuller explanation. 
And some columns, such as this, 
are designed to explain a few things 
and correct some others. 
With The Sa.a Diego Union moving 
into its eighth years of a reader's 
representative program, it might be 
sensible to again go over the ground 
rules. They are very simple, as 
stated regularly in The Unioris pages 
as reminder to readers and staff 
alike: 
It is tbe policy of The San Diego 
Union to correct all errors. 
Plainly put, this means that if 
there is an error, and we know about 
it, or find out about it, we'll get it 
corrected. We'll get it corrected as 
quickly as possible, without any at-
tempt to bury it or gloss over it, and 
with as forthright a statement of the 
error and the correction as we know 
. bow. 
We invite readers to let us know 
about errors they spot We'll check 
out the facts, discuss the question 
with the editor and reporter con-
cerned, and decide the best way to 
solve the problem. 
Not all requests for correction 
work out, of course. And, because the 
staff is highly professional in the way 
it views what is done here, a lot of 
the corrections we nm come from 
the reporters and editors themselves. 
It's been that way for the past 
seven years; we can assume it will 
continue that way. So saying, on to 
the Ditty-gritty matters. 
• • • 
group ... " It is inaccurate, Hughes 
letter indicates, to suggest USD sup-
- port of the group. 
Charles ~ the fmancial report-
er who developed the story, disa-
grees. In a memo commenting on the 
Hughes letter, Ross says, "The group 
is from USO. They are organized by 
USO professors. The student-mem-
bers are taught by USD professors. 
They operated on the USD campus. 
They have offices in USD buildings 
and use USD facilities." 
Robert Fellmetb, an attorney and 
law professor, who beads the center, 
explains that it "is separate from the 
university, even though the universi-
ty provides support There is a subtle 
difference between providing sup-
port and supporting. The university 
gives us a turf to work in and lets us 
alone." 
It may be that Fellrneth's point is 
the important one here because it 
goes to the function of a university: 
to provide an opportunity for cre-
ative and thinking minds to work in a 
· free society. 
• • • 
A fmal note: A reference last 
month to the Dutch Flats airstrip (in 
the obituary for air pioneer T. Claude 
Ryan) said the field was at the foot of 
Broadway. That, of course, is wrong. 
Dutch Flats, as noted by several old-
timers who flew there, was at the 
south edge of what is now Mission 
Bay Park. 
• • • 
Reader's Representative Alfred 
JaCoby reports on tbe media each 
Monday. Write him at Box 191, San 
Diego 92112.or telephone 293-1525. 
SD BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 
_ _ OCT 2 5_ 1982 _ 
~SEMINAR: Sexual Harass{Jlent is Not 
a Laughing Matter . 
IDATE: Oct. 29 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. 
LOCATION: Little America Westgate 
FEE: ~O . _ _ 
SPONSOR: USD School of Business 
'Administration and Continuing 
Education 
CONT ACT: 293-4585 
SEMINAR: What to Expect in · the 
Coming Economy and How to Deal 
With It · · . 
DA TE: Oct. 29 . I 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. 
LOCATION: ~t_pner~d~ e _ C~un.try ~ 
Club, Poway 
FEE: $20 
SPONSOR: USD School of Business 
Administration and Cont inuing 
Education ~ _ I 
CONTACT: 293-4585 · 
. . . 
. SEMINAR: Keeping Productivity Up 
DA E: Oct. 29 · 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m . 
. LOCATION: La Jolla Village Inn~ 
FEE: $20 . 
SPONSOR: USO School of Business 
Administration and Col)tintling 
. Educat ion 
CONT ACT: 293-4585 ' 
\ . 
) -. 
B-2 THE TRIBUNE (2) San Diego, Monday, October 25, 1982 
LECTURE, DINNER-DANCE 
Third Age Alumni program Sunda 
Tbe Alumni of USD's Uni-
versity of the Third Age 
have a lecture and dinner-
dance program scheduled 
for Sunday. At the 2 · p.m. 
lecture, professor of politi-
cal science, John Chambers, 
will contrast Marxist rev~ 
lutionary theory in Eastern 
European politics with the 
impact of Pope Leo Xlll's 
revolutionary encyclical 
letter. Alumni of the senior-
oriented group can contact 
Sister Virginia McMonagle, 






OCT 2? l98t 
Cello Concert, ·featuring Czechos-lovakian cellist Midlos Sadlo per-forming Haydn's Conceno in D Major, will be presented Sunday, October Jl, 8 p.m., -USO. 
!91-6480 ic-4296. ·- -
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 2? 198z 
Midlos Sadlo of Czechoslovakia will perform Haydn's Concerto in D major for cello and orchestra at . 8 p.m. at the University of San Diego. 
( 
. TIIETRIBUNE . ' ~ 
OCT 2 'l 1982 "' 
-b--~- -
feet by year's . end . ... Filming is 
under way this week at the Uni-
versity of Saa Diego for a private 
.coJlege series on current events, 
to be aired Nov. 14. This one cov-
ers Mexico: the Governors Con-
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I 
- USO'• UPDATE BrukfH
t S.m-
nars for men and wom
en In bus 
will take J?lace at two lo
cations. l~ 
1': Amer1ea Westgate In downtown 
, ci:. 
O.~Se, Joh1 
Hana Hunsaker will dis-
' . xua ar■ss
ment Is Not 
~,~?n M.~Ktteepler," and
Prat the La Joi: 
•v , ng oductlvtty Up"
 
will be discussed by Robe
rt Joh 
I Both seminars will be held from 7
~ 
' 8 .nt.-~20. .293-4585. 
. 
NEWS CHIEFTAIN, O
ctober 28, 1982 
'Up<!ate' breakf~t 
focuses on economy 
The fifth series 
of to Deal With It" 
will be 
seminars in the Univers
ity of presented by Associate Pro-
San Diego's ''Upd
a_te" f~ of Economi
cs Charles 
breakfast programs ~
 be F. 'Holt, Ph.D. 
, ' 
held Ocl 29 from 7 :30
 to 9 
a.m. at StoneRidge Coun
try He will discuss the
 state of 
Club in Poway. 
· t~ economy an
d will 
Each seminar includes








For information and res
er- rates. Strategies for
 coping 
vations, call 293-4585. ,
 ' 'With future trend
s in per-
''What · to Expect in th
e sonal and busines., s
ituations 
Coming Economy and 
How will be provided. 
I 
( 
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Cellist Jo Perforin'· Haydn· Concerto 
• ~ • J ' ~ • • 
SAN DIEGO - World 
renowned cellist Midlos· 
· Sadlo of Czechoslovakia, 
who appeared with the San 
Diego Symphony in 1970, 
returns to S1µ1 Diego OD Oct. 
31 to perform Haydn's Con-
certo in , 1J maJor tor ceuo 
and orchestra in concert at 
the University oI San Diego. 
The 8 p.m. concert will be 
conducted -by · Dr. Heney 
Kolar. Tickets, general ad-
mission $5 and seniors and 
students .$3, may · be 
purchased .at the door. 
A,, a soloiSt1 'Sadlo has 
given conc~rts in Austria, 
Belgium, the German Dt!7 
.mocratic Republic, Great 
Britain, Finland, France, 
Sweden, the Soviet. 'Union, 
and the. United States. He 
made the first gramophone 
recording of Shotakovich's 
Pijtno Trio in cooperation 
with violinist D.avid 
SOUTHERN CROSS 
OCT Z I 1982 , Oistrakb and the composer, 1 -and, with Oistrakb, recorded 
._-.,.....--, Brahms' Double Concerto. 
CZECH CELUST - Mld/os Sadlo w/11 perform Haydn's 
Concerto In D Ma/or tor cello and orchestra In a concert 
at US'?_ Oct. 31. The 8 p.m. performance w/11 be 
·conducted by Henry K/1/ar. Tickets are $5, seniors and 
students $3. 
In 1955 Sadlo was awarded 
the ' Czechoslovak , State 
Prize and in .1964 the title of 
"~s~ of Merit." 
DAILY CALIFORNIA~ 
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San Diego 
NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE/ San Die-
go County will be working with the University of San 
· Diego to develop neighborhood justice centers. Coun-
ty supervisors unanimously consented Tuesday to 
cooperate with the university in -working toward a 
-future neighborhood justice program. The centers 
will be used to settle minor disputes out of court. The 
university has received $125,000. Part of that will be 
used by USO to develop a neighborhood justice 
system of its own, probably in Southeast &an Diego, 
according to Kevin Sweeney, administrative assis-
tant to Supervisor Roger Hedgecock. He said the 
county will supply appropriate data and referral 
sources to the university, which will develop training 
material it will supply later for the co1µ1ty centers. 
County staff-is to report to the supervisors in three 





• OCT 2 8 1982 \ 
f 'Update-' breakfast 
I . 
, focuses on economy 
-
The fifth ser.i~s of to Deal With It" will be 
seminars in the University of . · presented by. Associate ~ 
San -Diego's "Updat~" fessor of Economics Charles 
breakfast programs~ be ·F. Holt, Ph.D. 
held Oct. 29 frmn 7 :30 to 9 . 
a.m. at StoneRidge Country · He will discuss the state of 
· Club in Poway. the economy and will 
Each seminar includes a forecast developments in-
continental breakfast, fluencing. , inflation, 
presentation, and materials. unemployment and interest 
For information and reser- rates. Strategies for coping 
vations, call 293-4585. with future trends in per-
"What to Expect in the sonal and business situations 
Coming Economy and How will be provided. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 3 1 1982 
, HELPFUL STUDENTS: Need sonie chores done around 
ihe house? This coming -weekend, 40 young people from 
Jhe University of San Diego have offered their time to do 
jiousehold and yard chores for senior .citizens. Call the 
~nior Services Office at 236-5765 to sign up. 
BLADE TRIBUNE 
OCT 3 1 1982 
USD Outreach Plan 
SAN DIEGO - San Diego 
~eniors will be the focus of an 
outreach program ·by students at 
the University of San Diego Nov. 6 
and 7. 
· Seniors wishing to receive 
assistance should call 236-5765. 
Leave your name, address, 
telephone number, day and time 
work is desired,· type of work to 
be done. 
' 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 3 1 1982 
I 
·--1tu f San l)Hlgo Orch9'tra, 000• 
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·, Winless Pomon·a Next ... 
Fo_r Falteri~g_ T oreros 
Roman Gabriel will be 
back in San Diego for a 
football game this aftet-
noon. 
The former· quarterback 
'pf the Los Angeles· Rams 
won't be playing; he'll be 
coaching Cal Poly of Pomo-
na -when the "Broncos face 
the University of San Diego 
today at 1:30 in USO Stadi-
um. 
This is Gabriel's third • 
season in Pomona and it has 
- not been the man's most 
memorable year in football. 
Cal Poly opened with a 
31-10 loss to Puget Sound, 
. then bowed to Sacramento 
State 40-14. Things have 
gotten no ·better since. The 
Broncos ar:e win}ess. in 
seven starts this season. At-. 
tendance is down, apathy _on -
campus is up and the school 
· is rurilored to be consider-
.' 1ng dropping football 
' · But the visitors are not 
• liiely to receive any sym-
pathy from USO. 
The Toreros have lost 
A· tough year for QJd 
pro,,Roman Gabriel at 
Cal P(!IY Pomona. ' 
four straight themselves, . 
and slipped to a record of 3- against La.Verne two weeks 
4. , ago and rune last week at 
' Azusa-Pacific. 
USO, which scored 31, -40 The San Diegans are led 
and 31 ,J>Oints in winning its by quarte~ck Eric Sweet, 
first three games, has sud- who has ~ for 1,509 
denly lbst the ability to yards in seven games. Un-
score. The Toreros ,could fortunately, he has also 
rffilnage just 14 JYlxnb thrown 14 interceptions. 
' 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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USD SCHEDULE 
31 Redknls 0 
.0 Cknmonl·Mudd 0 
31 Pomono-Pilzer 13 
20 al Occidental 34 
H Whittier 18 
14 al Laverne 20 
9 al Azuso-Pocific . 15 
Od. JG-Col Poly Pomona 
Nov. S-Southem Col N 
Nov. 13-St.Mav's 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 2 9 1982 
1982-83 TORERO 
I BASKETBALL SLATE 
Nov. 22 - University d A1>er1a; 77 - Ar 
Ftn:e; 29 - Ncr1hem Arizona. 
Dec. 2 - al UC--rvile; 5 - St. Thomas Col-
lege; 6 - Docr,e <:ollege; 9 - Sell Diego Stale; 
11- at Long 8eoch Slate; 21 - Texas Tech, 
l-OS p.rn.; 21-29 - al Bio Blue Classic (USO, 
Texas ChrislicJl, lcki1o Stale Ulm Stale~ 
Jan. 4 - Oklalloma ~ I - al Nevo-
do-Reno· 13 - Denwr,-21-:.:sl. Nav's; 22 -
Scrilo acia; 21 - Loyola Maynwrt; 29 -
Pepper line. 
Ftb. 3 - al Gonzaga; 5 - at Pa1lcnl; 11 -
Pcr1ICllcl; 19 - Gonzaga; 2S - at Pepper-line; 
26 - at Loyola .Yaymcuit. 
Mer. 4 - at SCl1ta Oca-a; 5 - cl St Nay's. ' 
Alllome,crnesnllloYed•AlallaPn, 
USO C111111M and be9il • 1-.31 IIJIL 
( 
Sunday, October 31, 1982 THE SAN DIEGO U I N 
T orerOs Rebound 24-7 
The football bounced in the University of 
San Diego's direction yesterday, usually 
out of the hands of a Cal Poly,--Pomona 
player, and the Toreros ended a string of 
four straight losses with a 24-7 triumph on 
the USO turf. 
The visiting Broncos, winl~ in eight 
~ames, lost seven of eight fumbles, includ-
ing three ~ecoveries by USD's Chip Jarvis, 
one of which came on the opening kickoff 
to quickly establish the pattern of the af-
ternoon. 
., Jarvis policed up the ball on the Cal Poly 
28 and six plays later Bill Hamilton drove 
over from a yard _out. The 7-0 edge stood up 
the remainder of the half with USO then 
adding 17 points in the final two periods. 
Bob Lozzi booted a 26-yard field goal set 
up when Greg Stein recovered a CP fumble 
· ,' at the enemy '4-yard line and Eric Sweet 
, . 
The Son Dleoo Union/BIii Romero 
f USD's Billy Hamilton outruns Pomona's Chuck Felando into the 
end zone for the Toreros' first touchdown en route to victory. 
I 
passed 21 yards to Mike Rish in the third 
quarter. Jim Smith raced 12 yards for a 
fourth-period TD as the Toreros went 59 
yards in 10 plays. Pomona's only score 
came on a 12-yard toss from Mark Juro-
vich to Jeff Losey in the third quarter. 
Sweet connected on 14 of 25 passes for 
127 yards and the one TO. Rish had three 
receptions for 35 yards. Smith rushed fof 48 
yards. . 
For Coach Roman Gabriel's Broncos 
Jurovich was 14-for-27 with one interce~ 
tion for 247 yards and the touchdown. Joe 
Prokop had four catches for 147 yards. 
, The victory ~veoed USD's season record 
.at 4-4. 
USO rushed for 151 yards and added 122 
passing. The Toreros held Pomona to 55 
yards on the ground, but Jurovich's passing 





Tor'eros, · TV - both worry about ratings 
''It doesn't matter whether you win or Jose -
just as Jong as you get on national TV" . 
Bill O'Brian 
TribUDe swl Writer 
- a banner banging yesterday 
at Occldental's Patterson Field 
LOS ANGELES - When the Big Schedule-
Maker in the Sky first penciled in "the Universi-
ty of San Diego at Occidental College, Oct. 2" on 
the college football agenda, it is unlikely He 
attached any special significance to it. 
Oh, to the players, coaches, parents, friends, 
and the small core of fans/alumni involved, it 
would be a big deal. But to the masses, basical-
ly it would be just another NCAA Division lll 
game. Just a bunch of relatively small, relative-
ly unskilled, relatively amateur, relatively 
smart guys playing their hearts out. Three or 
four paragraphs in the newspaper, or maybe 
just some numbers on the Scoreboard page. 
Tha_t, of course, was before the NFL players 
and owners and one of the three Big Schedule-
Makers in New York-CBS-TV - got involved. 
Based on the fact that rights to all Division I 
and Division II games were the legal property 
of other networks and on the arguable notion 
that Americans must have live football at their 
· disposal on autumn Sundays, CBS switched the 
date of USD's game to yesterday and 
dispatched -announcers Dick Stockton and Hank 
' 
Stram to Patterson Field to air the proceedings. 
"People want to see football," CBS program 
director Peter Bleckner said, when asked why · 
the network chose to air Torero-Tiger-level 
football instead of, say, Marx Brothers or Leave 
• It To Beaver reruns. "I played Division III foot-
ball (at Ohio Wesleyan) and I remember that 
our games were just as important as Ohio State 
and .Michigan. That's how these guys feel." 
"We know we're not going to get rich in the 
ratings from this," Stockton was saying as he 
stood in a shaky, makeshift announcers' booth 
that was hurriedly constructed on Friday. "We 
hope people, ta~e it in the spirit in which it is 
,iven, - that is, as an athletic competition." 
Competition it was. More competition than 
USD backers would have liked. The Toreros 
came onto the Oxy campus with a 3-0 record 
and a full head of steam. They hoped to show 
the TV audience, the 1,000 or so people on hand 
and the NCAA pollsters that they deserved a 
Division III national ranking. 
What they did was get out-executed by a 
smaller, less talented, more fired-up Occidental 
~~ding th~ way for Oxy in the 34-20 win was 
Vance Mueller, a 6-0, 190-pound freshman run-
ning back from Jackson, Calif. Mueller amassed 
159 yards ~otal offense - 102 passing on five 
receptions and 57 rushing on five carries. He 
scored three times, twice on the ground and 
. . 1/ 
once on a 61-yard screen pass play. His nine-
yard run opened the scoring and his 25-yarder I 
midway through the fourth quarter put Occi- I 
dental ahead to stay 27-20. • \ 
To get an idea of the kind of day USO had, I 
one needs to look only at two Torero team , 
statisticsi Turnovers (5 - 2 fumbles, 3 intercep- · 
tions); and penalties-against (9 for 114 yards~. I 
Still, both Stockton and Stram were un-
pressed with the sophistication of both teams. 
They said so on the air. And they said so after 
the game. "It was better than the St. Louis-New 
Orleans game I did on Sept. 12," Stockton said. 
"It was excitin~ football." 
But don't try to sell Torero Coach Bill Wil-
liams, quarterback Eric Sweet or linebacker 
Ray Stuberg on the theory that giving it the old 
college try in exciting fashion on the tube is the 
~ig thing and that the outcome doesn't matter. 
"From a spectator's standpoint-, it was a 
super game up until the last few minutes, but 
frotn a coaching standpoint it was not a super 
game," said Williams, who afterwards person-
ally apologized to CBS' Bleckner for the 
Toreros' performance. "Don't make a big thing 
of it. I'm not really down on our guys. I have a 
· lot of respect for them and I'm sure they'll 
·bounce back, but we did not execute well today 
Please see TOREROS, C-7 
\ 
·*Toreros 
CoatiDued From Page C-J 
(Sunday)." 
"The way I feel right now from losing, it wouldn'.t have 
made a bit of difference if we had played in front of one 
person or on national TV," a despondent Sweet said as he 
and others from the USO contingent of players, coaches, 
cheerleaders and officials attempted to digest what had 
just transpired. 
"Dejected, that's how I feel," Stuberg said. ''I really felt 
that we weren't going to lose a game this year, but noth-
ing seemed to click for us." · 
To USO, yesterday was a Broadway debut that bombed. 
But, to Occidental, the television exposure and the win 
were a breath of fresh air, perhaps a new lease on life to a 
program that had been sagging of late and, in fact, 
seemed to be losing support among faculty and students 
alike. 
"I can honestly say if it wasn't on TV, we would have 
'I'm in a catatonic stupor' 
Oxy lineman Charlie Gillan . / 
gotten beat" said Oxy offensive lineman Charlie Gillan. 
''Everybody was jacked up. TV is what caused us to play 
good. This is the first time we've played a whole game 
from start to finish this year. . . 
"It was probably the most satisfying athletic event rve 
ever been involved with. We couldn't have played any 
· better. I'm in a catatonic stupor, probably because if I 
wasn't I'd have a heart attack when I realized what we've 
just d~." . . l 
NOTES - USD's next game is at home Saturday at 7:30 
I p.m. against .Whittier College. The Toreros will be gomg 
1 for their 13th straight win at home . . . Sweet's passing 
, stats yesterday: 19 for ·30, 288 yards, three interceptions 
. . . USD's Jerome McAlpin rushed for 100 yards on 21 
carries .. . O<;cidental is now 2-2 .. . Perhaps the key play 
of -yesterday's game, momentum-wise at least, was Oxy 
tackle David Kutrosky's. block of a USO PAT attempt 
after a Sweet-to-Michael Rish 10-yard TD pass had tied 
the game at 20-20. 
( 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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College Football 
The USD Toreros vs. the 
Occidental Tigers in a game 
r > 
televised live on Channel 8 
tomorrow morning at 11:45. 
SENTINEL 
OCT 6 1,;;i '- \ 
On network television, Torer 
The University of San Diego blew its big chance Sunday. 
The Toreros, playing for the first and quite possibly last time on a national television network, were upset by an inspired Occidental squad 34-.20. The Tigers, big underdogs goirig into the co~test with previously undefeated USD, took ~dvantage of five Torero turnovers to pull out the win. 
f, 
'l'he game at Occidental was shown along the Pacific Coast by CBS as part o( a plan to replace regularly scheduled NFL games with NCAA, Division ill contests. · · · 
USD, which saw its record fall to 3-1, returrµ; to the more supportive confines of Alcala Park Saturday night for a 7:30 contest with visiting Whittier College. · 
os upset by f elsty Occidental 
For awhile Sunday, it looked like the Toreros would get blown out. Occidental took a 14-0 lead in the second quarter before USD got on the scoreboard with a 68-yard drive that .ended when Jimmy Smith scored on a two-yard plunge. , Sweet went 16 yards in the third quarter to tie the score at 14. After Occidental went back on top 20-14, Torero quarterback Eric Sweet found Michael Rish 
i 
in the ·endzone for an 11-yard strike that knotted the score at :1J> with 11: 57 to play. 
But Occidental was not to be denied. The Tigers · went ahead to stay on the next series, when Vance Mueller went 25 yards for a touchdown. They clinched the win with 3: 18 to play on -a 16-yatd . · ' connection between quarterback Don Osborn and receiver Jon Finstuen. 
TIM ES-ADVOCATE 
OCT 4 1982_ . 
· U.SD's national TV . . 
bid foiled by Tigers 
EAGLE ROCK, Calif. (AP) - Occidental College, 
a small liberal arts school in the suburbs of Los An- . 
· geles, got its first chance at national television Sun-
day and made the most of it. 
With its undergraduate-dominated roster, the 2-2 
team slipped a _M-20 victory past -San Diego, ranked 
, 115th. nationally among Division ill schools. 
, "Some of the media made light of us being on na-r tional television," said first-year Occidental coach 
, Dale Widolff. "We wanted to show people that we 
could play pretty good football here even though 
we·•re small." 
uMaybe I would have said the same things if I had 
been on the other-side of the fence, but I and our 
players aren't, and we were very fired up emotional-
. ly for this game." . 1 
The win was spearheaded by Tiger freshman nm-
nlng back Vance Mueller, who scored three times 1n 
the game; including the winnlng touchdown with 
10:23 left 1n the ~ame to break a 20-20 tie. ► • 
"The players read and heard some of the things 
that were being said about us being OD national tele-
vision," Mueller said. "We were emotioQ&lly up 1or 
the game ·because of that, but we alao played under 
control. I don't think we could have won without 
_being under con~l." 
. Occidental started the game with a 14-0 lead OD a 
nine-yard pass from quarterback Daniel Osborn to 
running back Mueller and a 38-yard pass from 
backuJ? quarterback Jeff MoDteroso again to Muell• 
er. · 
San Diego, which came into the game S-0, finally 
scored on a two-yard run by fullback Jimmy Smith 
with 2:21 lett in the first half. 
San Diego scored again on its opening drive of the 
second half. . · . · .. 
Quarterback Erle Sweet rolled left and cut back, 
breaking two tackles on a 18-yard run to the end zone. 
Rob,rt Lout's conversion tied the score at 14·14 with 
· 11:02 remaining 1n the third qu~. 
That set up Occidental wide receiver· Jon Fin-
stuen's tl-yard tiebreaklng touchdown pass to fresh• 
man Cralg"Roth ,to make the sc;ore 20-14 with 3:08 
remalnlng in the third. · . · 
A two-point conversion attempt failed but sopho-
more David Kotrosky, blocked the attempt after an-
other San Diego touchdown - a 10-yard pass from 
Sweet ~de receiver Michael Rish leaving the score 
tied at 20-20. 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
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-USDBEATEN 
In front of national 
television cameras . 
(above), Occidental upset 
the University of San 









. IJSD fashion show scheduh!d 
T he 26th Annual USO Auxil-iary Fashion Show is themed 
"High Society," according to this 
year's Chairman, Mrs. William 
H. (Patty) Edwards, Jr. It is to be 
held on September 3.0th at the San 
Diego Hilton with the social hour 
at 11 a.m. to 12 noon, poolside, 
immediately followed by the lunch-
eon and fashion presentations by 
Robinson's. 
The USD Auxiliary Fashion 
presentation-luncheon is an an-
nual sell-out and "High Society" 
the theme, this year, will feature 
high fashion for Fall 1982 pre-
sented by Robinson's. 
Proceeds from this annual event 
are directed to assist the expan-
sive financial aid program afforded 
to USO students. Individual tick-
ets are priced at twenty-five dollars · 
($25.) ano table reservations of 
ten(lO)persons per table, are now 
available. For more information, 
contact the University of San Mrs. Patti Edmardll 
Diego at 291-6480, ext. 4271. 
"The Auxiliary, long time vol- of the southern community," states from the early days of the Univer-
unteer fund raising group of the 1982-83 President. Mrs. Richard sity of San Diego, many of our 
University of San Diego, is com- J: (Carol) Reilly, "Many of the group have remained active since I 






USD'S SHIPPING OUT 
"We want to get the university 
off the hill ," says USO senior 
Maria Brightbill. So at Fashion 
Valley, just below USD's 
ethereal blue domes, Brightbill 
and other members of the 
Alcala Women's Club, a service 
organization under the 
direction of Sara Finn, are 
planning a lecture series for 
Women's Opportunity Week 
(October 18 through 24) aboard 
three "ships" they will build in 
the middle of the shopping 
plaza. On the boat christened 
Ship Shape, professors from 
USD's nursing school will speak 
about health and physical 
fitness ; Court Ship will feature 
experts on women's legal issues 
from USD's law school and 
Scholar Ship will focus on 
women and education. The 
20-minute speeches will be 
given every afternoon from 
1 to 5. Call USD's Associated 





' Update Breakfast Seminars-USO School of 
Business cont inues its fall series of breakfast semi-
nars fo r business professionals. The series is held 
at three locations: Westgate Hotel. downtown San ' 
Diego: Stoneridge Country Club. Rancho Ber-
nardo: and Torrey Pines Business Park . Topics: 
Oct. I. ·· Productivity and Praise: Does a Pat on 
the Back Really Help?"" Oct. 8. ·· Keeping Pro-
ducti vi ty Up." Oct. 15. " What to Expect in the 
Coming Economy and How to Deal With It ." Oct. 
22. ··Theory Z: A Practica l Approach to Produc-
tive Management ." " Oct. 29. ··Sexual Harassment 
is Not a Laughing Matter." Continues thru Nov. 
19. Breakfast at 7:30. seminar 8-9. For info. reg-





USD Founders Gallery-"Edward S. Curti s: 
The Ind ian Venus·· includes 50 gold-toned photo-
graphs by pioneer Western photographer Edward 
Sheriff Curti s ( 1868-1952). thru Oct. 21. Week-
days 12-5. Wed . ' til 9. Founders Hall. University 
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~ "A'2.t.L ~ ... :DR. AUTHOR E. HUGHF.S, PRESIDENT of the 
, University of San Diego, and Mrs. Hughes 
. . gave a reception at their home, Casa de Al-
cala, Tues~ay to welcome Capt. and Mrs. Render 
Crayton to .the community. Capt. Crayton is the 
professor of naval science and director of the new 
NROTC unit at USO and San Diego State University 
based at USO. 
Cmdr. and Mrs. Theodore G. Stier were among 
the guests. Cmdr. Stier is an alumnus of USO and 
executive officer of the ne\\'. unit. Other guests in-
cluded USO tr~~tees, offic~rs from Naval Training 
• Command Pacific, and retired military officers. 
Heading the active-duty group was Rear Adm. 
_Warren Aut, commander, NTC Pacific, and retired 
of_ficers includ~ Rear Adm. Justin Langille III, 
with Mrs. Langille, and Rear Adm. James R. Davis, 
• with Mrs. Davis. 
• Others included Dr. and Mrs. Manuel Barba, Mr. 
· and Mrs. Jack Boyce, Dr. and Mrs. William Erick-
. son, Helen K. Copley, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah L. 
, 'Neeper, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Derbes, Capts. and 
Mmes .. James Taylor, George Thompson and C.T. 







_ 1'1eil Morgap is , ~n assignment , 
un'til next week. Bob Wi~ is act_-) 1 
ing ; ~&or 1-JQ!te Fitzgerald is \ tending. ~he lfo _. "ml~ • 
r f~byyear'; ead. ... -Filming is I under way this week at the Uni-
versity of Saa Diego for a private 
.coJlege series on current events, 1 
to be aired Nov. 14. This one cov-
ers Mexico: the Governors Con-
ference here, economics, and the 
Mexican-American Law Insti-
tute. · 
• • • 
-
A short "filler" item last Sepl 28 
may have set some sort of record for 
error. In but two short paragraphs, 
there were five full bore errors. 
To get this straightened out to the 
satisfaction of the several old 
batUewagon sailors who pointed out 
the errors, here is the story as print-
ed: 
Long Be.lch - The battleship New 
Jersey, a veteran of three wars, 
could return to active dqty by Janu-
ary if a four-day sea tri;u of its new 
missile-age firepower is successful. 
The, 880-foot, 58,000-ton 
batUewagon, its old-fashioned gun l 
turrets replaced ·by Tomahawk and 
Harpoon cruise missile syst.ell}s, 
began its. sea trials Saturday after a 
l~montb $366 million overhaul that -
also included installation of modern 
communications and electronics sys-
tems and helicopter pads. 
And here are the corrections: 
First These were sea trials, not 
trials of the firepower. 
Second: The New Jei:sey is 887.6 
feet long, not 880 feel 
Tbird: It weighs 45,000 tons unload-
ed and gets to 58,000 tons loaded. 
Foartll: The gµn turrets haven't 
been replaced. Rather, ~me of ~e 
mounts for 5-inch guns will be left _m 
place and some will take the mis-
siles. . 
Fiftb: Budget for the pro1ect bas 
always been $326 million and_ curre~t 
projections are that the Job will 
come in at or below budgel 
Whew! For the· record, the l~al 
story was actually f_ro~ Umted 
Press International, which IS respon-
sible for the errors. 
• • • 
A story Sept.12 about a proJ>?S3~,to 
organize a non-profit corporation to 
argue consumer energy issues before 
the (California Public Utilities} com-
mission" indicated th,e group was . 
being pushed by a University of S3:n 
Diego-sponsored law group. This 
group is the Center for ~blic Inter-
est Law. 
Dr. Author Hughes, USO president, 
disagrees as to USO's part in the_ ac-
tion. "The Center ... " he wrote m a 
letter to the PUC, "is affiliated with 
the (USO} School of Law" ~~t ·: · 
(USO} "bas not taken any position ~ 
favor of or against the Center's peti· 
tion (to organize the new consumer} 
DAILY TRANSCRIPT \ 
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USD Experts Counsel 
.ror .WoIIlen's Week .·. 
I 
·.- I 
· More than . 50 professors and 
· administrators from· the University 
of San Diego will be giving · 
presentations at 20-minute intervals 
abQard three "ships" on the Fashion · 
· Valley mall in Mwion Valley from 1 
-to 5 p.m. each day this_ week. · . 
_The three ships - · dubbed 1 . 
Shipsha,pe, · Coqrtsbip and · 
Scholarship - · y.,ill be "numned" by · 
the ~n and wo~n acade~cians 
under sponsorship of USD's· Alcala 
Women's Club· as the university's 
contribution to the community for 
Women's Opportunities Week. 
. The three "ships," each con-
taining 20 seats for listeners bet-
ween its bow . and stern, were 
designed by Roger Magee, president 
of ~he Magee-Bralla Inc. exlubit 
• firm, and have been constructed by 
members and friends of the Alcala 
Women's Club. 
-- - Presentations -on ·health subjects 
f re scheduled in Shipshape, on law 
clild , society subjects in Courtship 
and on careers · and business in 
Scholarship. 
The 20-minute muri-programs 
will include discussions on such 
things as stress, time management, 
'ethics, art, negotiation, in-
vestments, education, world energy 
and health maintenance. 
Courtship has been set up on the 
central mall just north of The 
Broadway department store and 
Shipshape and Scholarship along the 
mall between The Broadway and 
Buffums. "Christening" ceremonies 
are slated at the Fashion· Valley 
tower at 2 p.m. today. 
.. This afternoon's presentations 
are to be on effective.communication. 
with children, legal aspects cjf solar 
energy deve1opment, impact of 
Mexican devaluations on ·border 
industry, childbirth, paralegal 
careers, \lDemployment, lifestyles 
.for . health , promotion, San Diego-
California's cornerstone, and 
·student development. · · 
Tuesday's topics· includ~ . Ia:,v 
issues, the ·economic·· analysis . of 
~equal pay for equal work," effective 
communication in ~ar.riage, 
Nov~mber ballot issues, advocacy, 
aging parents, the F,qual Rights ·1 
· Amendment, resumes, selection of 
health care -pracµtioners, using _the 
.small claims, court. . interviewing 
techniques ~d lifestyles for h~tb: . 
··w ednesday afternoon 'a 
presentations will be kicked off with 
a rather technical discourse on the 
interest rate, profits and inflation. It 
will be followed by ·talks on child- j 
birth, law issues, moving· ahead in 
your career; development for 
women, alcohol and - pregnancy, 
assisting your child with school 
problems, ~ of the microcomputer 
in your personal and professional 
life, whether or not there is a "right" 
to health care, ballot issues, tips for 
helping children to read and write 
better, sexuality and the criminal 
justice system. 
Thursday's topics cover 
menopause, estate planning, women 
and stress, sexuality, · issues in 
feminism, humanities and society• \ 
why nursing's contribution to the 
_health tare 5Ystem is rejected by 
vested-interest groups, foreign 
. policy and the nuclear arms race, 
l resume writing. alcohol ...1and 
pregnancy, ancient art as culture 
and interviewin~ techniques. · 
Friday afternoon's presentations 
are slated on criminal law. ter-
minology of the specialist and closin1 
of the communicative gap, chi!· 
development, recent changes ~ 
fecting Calif omians, inheritance ano 
.federal estate taxes, dual-career 
marriages, women's~ in po'litica, 
starting your own business, deciding 
how to decide, sexuality, em-
p 1 o y men l discrimination, 
rediscovery: yourself and careers, 
and women in education. · 
SAN DIEGO UNION 




By NANCY COLEMAN 
Retail Advertising and 
Merchandising News 
Next week, the University of San Diego Alcala' s 
Women's Club will display a very creative and 
enterprising exhibit in celebr.ation of Women's Op- , 
portunity Week at Fashion Valley Shopping Center. 
From Oct. 18-22, each day from 1:00-5:00, 
you' re invited to board three special· Discovery 
Ships' for 20 minute programs that can help you live 
your life a little better. " Courtship," "Scholarship" 
and "Shipshape" will be manned (and 'w6-manned') 
with professionals speaking on topics from sexuality 
ahd issues in feminism to dual career marriages, an 
economic analysis of the "equal pay, equal work" 
issue, even. a deciding how to decide session. 
You're invited to attend one, or all, during the 
week - almost 50 programs in total will be pre-
sented . . 




USD'S SHIPPING OUT 
"We want to get the university 
off the hill," says USO senior 
Maria Brightbill. So at Fashion 
Valley, just below USD's 
ethereal blue domes, Brightbill 
and other members of the 
Alcala Women's Club, a service 
organization under the 
direction of Sara Finn, are 
planning a lecture series for 
Women's Opportunity Week 
(October 18 through 24) aboard 
three "ships" they will build in 
the middle of the shopping 
plaza. On the boat christened 
Ship Shape, professors from 
USD's nursing school will speak 
about health and physical 
fitness; Court Ship will feature 
experts on women's legal issues 
from USD's law school and 
Scholar Ship will focus on 
women and education. The 
20-minute speeches will be 
given every afternoon from 
1 to 5. Call USD's Associated 
Students office at 291-6480 for 
more information. 
OCT 19 198t 




By NANCY COLEMAN 
Retail Advertising and 
Merchandising News 
Next week, the University of San Diego Aic~la' s 
Women's Club will display a very creative and 
enterprising exhibit in celebration of Women's Op-
portunity Week at Fashion Valley Shopping Center. 
From Oct. 18-22, each day from 1:00 5:00, 
you' re invited to board three special Discovery 
Ships' for 20 minute programs that can help you live 
your life a little · better. "Courtship," "Scholarship" 
and "Shipshape" will be manned land 'we-manned') 
with professionals speaking on topics from sexuality 
and issues in feminism to dual career marriages, an 
economic analysis of the "equal pay, equal work" 
. issue, even a deciding how· to decide session. 
You're invited to attend one, or all, during the 
, week - almost 50 programs in total will be pre-
sented. 
DAILY TRANSCRIPT 
OCT 1 8 1982 I 
I • • • In recognition of Women's Op-
portunity Week, more .than 50 
professors ana "administrators from 
USD will be offering helpful advice 
on a variety of topics for the next 
.-four days. Story on Page 4A . 
• • • • 
( 
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CHORES DONE FOR SENIORS ... .,,. 
USD brigade ready to clean yards 
Students at the University -1 
of San Diego are preparing 
OCT 1 1 1982 
UffWSTOWS 
for their annual weekend of 
helping older adults. Each 
year they clean yards, gar-
dens, move furniture and do 
similar chores for seniors. 
The help project is sched-
uled Nov. 6 and 7 this year. 
Service is on a first-come, 
first-served basis. To get on 
the list to have those house-
hold chores done call Senior 
Citizen Services at the city 
of San Diego at 236-5765. 
This is a list that fills up 
fast. 
I lN ,STEP Wl",l'IJ SENIO~S 
! USDSTUDENTSVOLUNTEER 
TO ASSIST ELDER CITIZENS 
BLADE TRIBUNE 
OCT 3 1 1982 
USD Outreach Plan 
SAN DIEGO - San Diego 
seniors will be the focus of an 
outreach program by students at 
the University of San Diego Nov. 6 
and 7. 
· Seniors wishing to receive 
assistance should call 236-5765. / 
Leave your name, address, 
telephone number, day and time 
work is desired1 type of work to 
be done. · 
I 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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By Evelyn Herrmann 
Each year the University of 
San Diego has enacted an inter-
generational program. Members 
of the student body volunteer to 
assist senior citizens in some 
manner. They perform tasks that 
seniors find difficult to accomp-
lish. Once again, scheduled for 
the weekend of November 6 and 
7, students from the University 
of San Diego will go to the homes 
and/ or apartments of senior citi-
zens. They will move, furniture, 
dean screens, tidy up yards and 
assist the elders in ·many ways. 
Senior citizens wishing to partici-
pate in this program should 
Evelyn Herrmann is the chief of 
the senior c itizen's service depart-
ment for the City of San Diego. She 
has worked with seniors for more 
than 20 years. 
, HELPFUL STUDENTS: Need sonie chores done around 
ihe house? This coming .weekend, 40 young people from 
~he Univ~rsity of San Diego have offered their time to do 
Jtousehold ~nd yar~ chores for senio! dtizens. Call the 
~Dior Services Office at 236-5765 to sign up. 
SENkJR. 0 H 
phone 236-5765, and request a 
visit from one of the young per- ; 
sons. They are not mechanics or 
repairmen, hut are willing to do 
household c res. This program 
will he operated on a first come, 
first serve basis. 1 
r -
DAILY CALIFORNIA~ 
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San Diego 
NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE/ San Die-
g~ County will be working with the University of San 
· Diego to develop neighborhood justice centers. Coun- I 
ty supervisors unanimously consented Tuesday to 
cooperate with the university in· working toward a 
'f~ture neighborhood justice program. The centers 
Will be used to settle minor disputes out of court. The 
university bas received $125,000. Part of that will be 
used by USO to develop a. neighborhood justice 
system of its own, probably in Southeast S,an Diego, 
according to Kevin Sweeney, administrative assis-
tant to Supervisor Roger Hedgecock. He said the 
county will · supply appropria~ data and refen-al 
sources to the university, which will develop training 
material it will supply later for the county centers. 
County staff is to report to the supervisors in three 
months to determine when the county will begin its I 
own program. 
( 
81LSiness ~ S-eMi ~ 
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~ptonOn 
Plimpton 
· -Be a quarterback for the petroit 
Lions 
Play basketball with the Boston 
Celtics ... , 
Play hockey with e 
· Bruins 
Play percussion with the New 
York Philharmonic · 
Photograph Playboy centerfolds 
Ay on the trapeze of the Clyde 
Beatty-c;<>le Brothers C~ 
-- This may r1!ad like the drea.ms 
of six different lifetimes, but it is 
;n fact only a partial list of the 
gccomplishments of one George 
Plimpton. What distinguishes 
this twentieth-century 
Everyman (born .in New York 
City, educated at Exeter, 
Harvard, and Kings College, 
Cambridge, lecturer at Bainard 
College)lrom you and me? 
Neither, as he readily admits, his 
.-,hysique nor hi! ruggedness. "I 
n built rather like a bird of the ' 
stiltlilce, wader variety- the 
avocets, limpkins, and herons." 
His anns ~re like none-too-hefty 
sticks, his nose bleeds easily, he 
weeps invoh..1~tarily when he.is 
hft. Yet, like Walter Mitty gone 
amuck; he has dared to act out his 
fantasies - and weathered them 
sufficiently well to write about 
them. A writer, he has written, 
is what he is, not an athlete. 
Others may sharpen their No. 
2 pencils or put a new carbon in 
the old IBM before settling 
down to write. Plimpton 
believes in "participatory 
journalism," and so he has 
pitched in Yankee Stadium, 
boxed three rounds with Archie 
""' Mqore, fiid at Oswald Jacoby's 
bridge~ble, lobbed tennis balls 
to Panchcr-Qonzales, and packed 
· his golf-bag toge on the PGA · 
circuit. ,Home agam he has 
writtetjnearly a dozen l>ooks 
about the game - what~ver -
game it is -from the inside 
point o view, as well as articles 
for Spqrts Illustr~ Harper's, 
Time, Newsweek, Rolling Stont, 
Houday, Audubon, The New York 
Review of Books, and The·New 
York Tirhes Magazine. 
Acting in Warren Beatty's 
film Reds, Plimpton played an 
editor. Off-screen, he was in his 
collegiate days editor of the 
H~ lampoon, and has been 
. associ~te editor at Hanton and 
Harper's magazines. He has also 
been editor of The Paris Review 
since he helped found that 
• jcontinued on page !5, c;ol. 5) 
. . 
(continued from page 1) 
literary quarterly in 1953 - and 
it may be for this last distinction 
that he will be remembered after 
the Lions, Celtics, and Bruins 
· have moved out of town. One of 
the most respected a~d most 
successful literary journals, The 
Paris Review has published 
fiction - the first short stories 
of Philip Roth, Terry Southern, 
Evan S. Connell, and Samuel · 
Beckett in English- poetry, 
and a famous series of interviews 
with authors about the craft of 
writing. Plimpton has been 
interviewed himself by Playboy. I 
long noted as a host in his 
Manhattan duplex, Plimpton 
. has appeared before the public as 
host of television's "Greatest 
1 
Sports Legends." Lately, he's 
been seen on TV and in various 
magazines hawking video games. 
Hobbies? Of course: 
birdwatching and fireworks. He 
is the honorary fireworks 
commissioner of New York, and 
in 1979 was the first Amefican 
to win at the Monte Carlo l 
International Fireworks Festival. 
George Plimpton, th:e 
consummate and ubiquito~ 
professional amateur, will · 
discuss his life.times, and 
probably the best-selling Edie: 
An American Biograph-, ( written 
by Jean Stein, edited by 
Primpton) next Thursday, 
October 14, at 7:30 p.m. in 
More H~ll at the University of 
San Diego: This Saturday, 
October 9 at 10:00 p.m., 
Paper lion, the film based on 
Plimpton's exploits as a Detroit 
Lion, will be shown in USD's 
Camino Theatre; admission to 
the film is.free. For further · 
information, call 293-4802. , 
-Amy Chu 
SENTINEL 
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I 
Author to visit USD I 
" Mark Twain on private life. 'lbree hours Tour" will be presented of make-up applications by Ken Richters at the are needed to transform University of San Diego Richters, who is in _bis Oct. 5 at 8 p.m. in Cam- 20s, into a man in his ino Theater. 70s. 
Tickets for the per- In his cbaracterizat-formance can be pur- ion, Richters takes the chased at the door. audiences back to the · "Mark Twain on Tour" _ days of the California is being sponsored by Goldrush, the Civil War the USD Associated Stu- and the simple life on dents in co-operation theMississippiRiver. with On the Road Pro- Richters has appear-
ductions. ed in a number of tele-Richters has been vision programs, mov-touring with his one- ies .and stage product-·-man ·-show for five ions, including "Prom-years, following nearly ises, Promises," "Dog three years of research Day Afternoon," and 
into Twain's public and -. "Carrie." 
OCT 1 8 1982 
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SEMINAR: Adva1.::Ca~si~Program- 1 
ming for Microcomputers . ~ 
DATE: Oct. 23 - · · l TIM£ 9 a.m. to·6 p.m, _ -~-.. _ 
· LOCI 'ION: USD ·_ -, ~,. 
FEE: .. A> ··'" . .. 
SPONSOR: USD School of Education 
CONT ACT: 293-4585 
BLADL TRIBUNE 
OCT 4 1982 
.Microco~pu_~er-s 
?ubiect Of Co~rses , 
SAN DIEGO - "Com-
puter Resources for 
Educators," . a series of 
one-day courses to train 
educators in the use of 
microcomputers, begins its 
fall . program at ·the Un-
iversity of San Diego 
. Saturday, Oct. 9 from 9 a.m. 
.- to 6 p.m. . . 
Tuition ·fees ·are $50 per 
course, with an additional 
$25 · for those courses re-
quiring extensive laboratory 
work. All courses m the 
series sponsored by USD's 
School of Education Conti-
. ·nuing niay be taken for pro-
fessional development unit 
' credit. . For information and 
registration, call 293-4585. 
All· classes in October are 
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. On 
Saturday, Oct. 9, "Introduc-
tiqn to the Use -of Logo," 
provides an introduction to 
the. use of APPLE LOGO 
with bands-on experience 
with graphics and text pro-
gramming. 
"Introduction to the Use of 
MJcrocompu~ers in Educa-
tional Settings" is scheduled 
for Saturday, Oct. 16, for 
persons with . no previous 
microcomputer experience. 
The .advantages · of 
micror.omputer use and 
operational instructions will 
be presented. 
On · Saturday, Oct. _23, • 
_"/\dvanced Basic Pro-
gramming for · Microcom-
puters" presents techniques 
needed to write' programs 
for personal . and pro-
fessional use and s designed 
for participants with · pre-
vious experience , · .with 
~Clocomputers. . . 
·1n addition to courses of-
fered at the university, a 
custom designed in-house 
program can be arranged. 
The series of microcom-
puter courses continues 
through November and De-
cember including a course 
on Nov. 6, "Assessing you 
Computer N~;" ~ov. 20, 
"Introduction to Word Pro-
cessing;" Dec. 4, 
"Microcomputer Use i" 
Library App~_£atio!15." 
( -
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pouble-Digit Unemployment 
- . 
Called Long-Term Condition 
By DONALD C. BAUDER 
Financial Editor, The Son Diego Union 
.Yesterday morning, as expected, 
we got our first whiff in many years 
of double-digit unemployment. 
.Cet used to it. '1f current trends' 
continue,· we will have double-digit 
uqemployment, double-digit interest 
rates and double-digit inflation," said 
Charles F. Holt, associate professor 
of economics at the University of San 
Diego, yesterday at USD's Update 




Reagan 's chief 
economist, yester-
day said that dou-
ble-digit unem-
J)loyment may be 
.. with us for the 
... next several 
Donald Bauder months - but 
H*lt is not talking about a short-term 
period. 
<Basically, Holt is saying what 
many economists of all persuasions 
ar beginning to realize: The United 
StMes and other industrial nations 
are trapped in a dire ·dilemma. Gov-
ernment spending is too high as a 
percentage of total economic output. 
But it's politically inexpedient - and 
economically destructive - to raise 
taxes, and it's "politically impossible 
to cut spending. The best we can 
hope for is a slowdown in the rate of 
growth of government spending," be 
said in an interview after his presen-
tation. 
Therefore, governments will con-
tinue to be under severe economic 
pressure: "As an investment strate-
gy, don't invest against inflation. It's 
here to stay," Holt said. Similarly, 
"Double-digit interest rates are a 
fact of permanent life," be said -
and double-digit unemployment also 
will be naggingly in evidence over 
the next decade. 
This view may be pessimistic, he 
explained, "but the definition of a 
pessimist is a person who is forced to 
live with optimists." 
Long-term interest rates basically 
reflect an expected return to the 
lender of 2 to 4 percentage points, 
"plus the market's expectation of in-
flation," said Holt, citing work by the 
late great economist Irving Fisher. 
The level o{ long-term interest 
rates today indicates that "the mar-
ket projects 10 percent inflation into 
the 1990s," he said. Moreover, the 
market's long-term outlook "is a de-
teriorating situation," he said. "The 
trade-off between inflation and un-
employment is getting worse and 
worse." 
The public sector isn't the only-of-
fender. With flashing advertisements 
enticing people to borrow money, 
SD BUSINESS 
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Holt observed, "It's no wonder we 
have inflation: People are urged to 
borrow and spend, borrow and spend. 
"The Federal 'Reserve System's 
primary goal in life is to maintain 
stable markets, and it is not main-
taining stable markets. However, 
there is only so much the Fed can 
do." · 
Huge government deficits make 
the Fed's task extremely difficult, he 
said. "We've put on the books these 
entitlements programs. All you have 
to do is to qualify under a whole set 
of laws, and the government pays 
you. But who is going to pay the bill? 
It sounds too good to be true, and it is 
too good to be true." 
He believes the stock market is in 
the beginning of a major rally. One 
reason is that over the last couple of 
decades, the markets have moved in 
unison with national presidential 
elections. Two years before the elec-
tion, the Standard & Poors 400 bas 
risen on average 21.7 percent. One 
year before, it's been up 15 percent. 
The year after it's been up 3.6 per-
cent and the second year after an 
election, it has plunged 15.2 percent. 
Holt also believes the economy 
will be recovering in 1983. He can't 
predict that the recovery will last 
beyond 1984, because of the built-in 
problems, "but I'm not suggesting 
the expansion will necessarily stop 
after 1984, either," he said. 
ERNEST W. HAHN, chairman of 
the board of Ernest W. Hahn Inc., wa~ 
recently elected to-the boar? of trustees 
at the University ~f San Di~go. 
( 
( 
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Termination cuts both ways 
By Carl Larsen 
Tribune Financial Writer 
"It's something that's uncomfortable even to talk 
about," says Univetsity of San Diego professor Gary 
Whitney. 
He was speaking about firing people, and being fired. 
Termination is a confrontation that many supervisors 
put off, says Whitney, a professor of management at the 
USD School of Business. . 
And that's bad for both the employee and his boss, he 
told business executives at a recent breakfast seminar 
attended by representatives of some major local fif!D5. 
By delaying terminations, Whitney said, the annety 
level of the supervisor has been raised so that an explo-
sion is inevitable. 
· "When they.come face to face, the anxiety rises" even 
further, be said. "The employee gets defensive, then the 
manager gets defensive, and the yelling starts." '. 
By the time it's over, both manager and supervISOr 
are upset. 
Instead, the manager has a responsiblity to prepare 
for dismissals, Whitney said. 
. "It's going to be stressful, no question about it, but 
how can we take people through this and come out with 
positive action?" Whitney asked his audience. 
He said there are predictable reactions to being fired 
on the part of the employee, which boil down to "fight 
or flight." H the employee can't attack the superv~r 
verbally, he'll withdraw, Whitney said. 
He cited the example of an executive who was fired 
but who refused to tell his family. He then took the 
same train downtown each morning and returned at the 
usual time after spending his day, at the library. 'He 
continued that until the money ran out. 
Whitney, who also specialires in negotiatiQl!S, said 
there has been a great demand for information <lb. how 
to fire wbrkers, -perhaps as a result df today's hard-
pressed economy. 
But termination is a subject that even personnel 
handbooks gloss over. A search of medical literature for 
advice on how to convey stressful information also 
proved fruitless. -· - --
- -"Surely physicians must_ ~~l!_ver bad news," he said. 
"But the answer is no, they don't know how to do it. 
They blow it badly." Whitney advocates telling J~ple 
they're fired as soon as possible, to minimize the~-
up of stress on the supervisor. But the· date of disn · 1 
should be in the future, perhaps two weeks. 
"Let them know well ahead of time," he said. 
But "sometimes, you can't afford to have people stay 
around the property," he said. 
He told the story of a computer-tape libraria who, 
upoJ.! learning she had been fired, proceeded to e ase a 
company's computer tapes until her departure. 
At the same time, the person should suspect that his 
dismissal is imminent. 
1 
• 
''They have to have prior warning," he said, especially 
when someone is fired for cause. He said cou~ have 
held "spur of the moment" firings invalid whe there 
was not a documented pattern of misbehavior o the 
employee's part. 
In firing, the goals of supervisor, he said, are t mini-
mize stress on himself, have his message und rstood 
and to minimize negative reactions. 
Conflict can be minimized, Whitney said, throu~ em-
phasis of the supervisor's "power relationship" the 
employee. It's a time to act as the boss, he said using 
straightforward, brief messages. 
Dismissals are not a casual matter, Whitney e pha-
sized. They must be thought out and the dismissed em-
ployee's probable reaction should be weighed ~fore-
hand. • 
Also, the supervisor must weigh his own atijtude. 
Whitney said managers should ask themselves, \'/How 
well can I handle it?" before terminating someoo, .-
- Once the news is broken, he said the supervisor't:''bad 
guy" role most shift to a "good guy" response. 
Someone on the staff whom the· employee ts 
should be available to listen and to offer advice on1 what 
the fired employee's next move should be. An ex+ ana-
tion of possible benefits such as severance pay or tire-
meot funds should be made, Whitney advised. . 
''The 'good guy' gets the recipient going again to ard 
positive action." 
'This is the time to use your 
office. Wear your 
conservative suit - your 
pewer suit ... This is not 
the time to butter up the 
recipient - not the time to 
ask about the spouse and . 
kids.' 
- Gary Whitney 
How to let the ax fall 
University of San Diego Prof. Gary 
Whitney gives these tips on how to 
fire people and create a minimum of 
hard feelings between the victim, 
whom he calls the recipient, and the 
supervisor: . 
• Create anticipation. "T~e boss 
should summon an employee with a 
message such as 'fd like you to come 
to my office. I have some uncomfort-
able news for you,."' 
• Be clear. "Many people have 
walked out of a termination session 
not knowing they have been fired." 
• Use simple, short sentences and 
repeat the message several times. 
"You're putting a person into shock." 
• Don't respond to arguments. "This 
isn't the time to get in a yelling con-
test." 
• Have another supervisor with you. 
''They'll be more accepting." , 
• Don't pass the buck. "Use ' I' mes-
sages such as 'I have decided' or 
'This is my decision."' 
• Put it down in black and white. 
"It's highly valuable to have it writ-
ten out," listing reasons for the dis-
missal. 
Whitney says the pointers will 
make firing easier, "but it's never: 
going to be easy." 
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' .' I 
'Women and .Issues' SE3ries begins 
"Woman Wit : · 
Strategies and Sexism" 
will. be the topic of a· 
Women and · Issues 
seminar 
I 
series at the 
University-of San Diego 
Oct. 21 from 7:30 to 9 
i a.m. in the DeSales 
Hall Board Room. 
A continental 
breakfast, seminar and 
materials are included in 
,, . 
the $10 registration fee . 
For information call 
293-4585. 
• The interfaith 
seminar series is spon-
sored b¥ USD's Conti- . 
~uing Education in 
cooperation with the 
San Qiego County 
Ec~menical Conference 
and the National Con-
ference of Christians 
and Jews. 
The seminar, led by 
the Rev . Carole O. 
Keim, explor~s the pro-
cess whereby both the ·. 
sym_bolic language and , 
the actual structures of 
religious organiz~tions 
carry a profound impact. 
on tho_ughts and feel-
ings. 
The Rev. Keim points 
ou't, • ACurrently the 
symbols, stories, and 
language that are enhan-
cing to women conflict 
with the reality of con-
temporary religious in-
. stitutions." The mythic 
and practical dimen-
sions of change, as well 
as the pain and the pro-
mise, will be addressed 
·by the seminar leader. 
I • 
- The La Costan, Week ot September. 30 through October 6, 1982 
• Breakfast em1nars-
T heUniversityof 
San Diego's expanded 
"Update" Breakfast 
Seminars begin the 
ninth series at three 
locations Oct.1 from 
7:30 to 9 a.m. 
Registntion is $140 
for the entire ei~ht-
session program; $20 
for a single session. 
Each seminar in-
cludes a continental 
breakfast, presenta-
tion, and materials. 




sented two times each 
year to give business 
persons an op-
portunity to interact 
with each other and 





topic at.the Littl 
America Westg te 




sents a variety f 
techniquesfor e-
ll vering difficult 
news, such as "You 're 
Fired!" 
· The Stoneridge 
Country Club in 
Poway is the setting 
for"JobBurn-Out: 
Symptoms, Causes 




seminar includes a 
self-assessment quiz 
aimed at recognizing 
symptoms of burn-oui 
and provides methods 
·· ,OCT 4 1982 
forrecoveringfrom 




ing Dr. N. Ellen Cook 
presents "Theory Z ... 
A Practical Approach 
to Productive 
Management" at the . 
La Jolla Village Inn. 
Dr.Cookexplainsthe · 
differences between 
Japanese theories X, 
YandZ. Employee 
and employer roles, 
aswellasthere-
sponsibilities iajterent 
in these roles, are also 
discussed. 
The "Update" · 
series continues each 
Friday tnorning 
through Nov .19 and is 
sponsoredbyUSD's · 
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SEM.INAR: USO Breakfast Update: 
--- -SEMINAR: USO Breakfast Update: 
What to Ex;pect in the Coming 
EconoQ1y,and How to Deal With It 
DATE: O::t. 8 
TIME: 7:30-9 a.m. 
LOCATION: Little America Westgate 
Hotel 
FEE: $20 
SPONSOR: 'uso School o( Business 
Administration and Continuing 
E.ducation 
CONT ACT~.293-4585 
SEMINAR: USO Breakfast Update: 
Productivity and Praise: Does i Pat on 
the Back Really Help? 
DATE: Oct. 8 
TIME: 7:30-9:00 a.m. 
LOCATION: La Jolla Village Inn 
·: $20 . 
• JNSOR: USO Schnol of Business 
Administration and Continuing 
...Education 
CONT ACT:·293-4585 ,<; ,. ., 
Keeping Productivity- Up- - .: :.__ 
DA TE: -Oct. 15 ., 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. . 
LOCATION: Little America Westgate 
. PEE: $20 
SPONSOR: lJSD School of Business 
Administration and .C.ontinuing 
E.ducation · · 
CONT ACT: "293-4585 . 
SAN DIEGO NEWSLINE 
OCT 1 3 1382 
trr 
22 USD offers two UPDATE - breakfast seminars for men and women in business this 
morning. "Productivity and Praise: 
Does a Pat on the Back Really Help?" 
a lecture by Cynthia Pavett, will be the 
focus of the seminar to be held at Little 
America Westgate, downtown San 
Diego. "What to Expect In the Coming 
Economy and How to Deal With It, " a 
lecture by Charles Holt, wlll be the 
focus of the seminar held at the La 
Jolla VIiiage Inn. Both semfnars are 
from 7:30-9 a.m. $20. 293-4585. . 
SAN DIEGO NEWSLINE I 
OCT 6 1982 
~ ...:_~.W~~cii -and AicohoU.m" Js 
the subject of 2 p:ind discussion 21 the 
USO C:imino The:itre from 10 a.m. to 
noon. 292-5749. 
-"What to hpcc:t In-the ComJna 
Economy :ind How to Dc:i.l With It" 1s 
the subject • of 2 presentation by 
Charles Holt :it the USO Update BrC2k-
bst Scmlnu :it the Little America Wcst-
g:itt H91cl from 7:30-9 2.rn. 120. RSYP 
:it 293-4565. · ' • 
-"Productivity and. Pralac1 
Docs 2 Pat on the B:ick RC2lly HeJp?" Is j 
the, subject of 2 presentation by Cyn-
th.i;I P2V2tt :it the USO Upclate BrC2kf2St 
Seminar at the L:iJoll:i Vill:igc Inn from I 




Update Breakfast Seminars - USO School of 
Busi ness continues its fa ll series of breakfast semi-
nars fo r business professionals. The series is held 
at three locations: Westgate Hotel. downtown San 
Diego: Stoneridge Country Club. Rancho Ber-
nardo: and Torrey Pines Bu iness Park . Topics: 
Oct. I. " Productiv ity and Praise: Does a Pat on 
the Back Really Help? .. Oct. 8 . " Keeping Pro-
ducti vity Up." Oct. 15. " What 10 Expect in the 
Coming Economy and How to Deal With 11 :· Oct. 
22 . " Theory Z: A Practica l Approach 10 Produc-
tive Management." Oct. 29. " Sexual Harassment 
is Not a Laughing Maller ... Continues thru Nov. 
19 . Breakfast at 7:30. seminar 8-9 . For info. reg-
istration and locations. call 293-4585 . 
OCT 1 1 198l 
SAN DIEGO BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SEMINAR: USD Breakfast Update: 
Terminating Tactfully 
l 
DATE: Oct. 15 
TIME: 7:30 to•9 a .m.-




SPONSOR: USO School of Bus~ness 
Administratiog and Continuing 
E.ducation 
CONT ACT~ 293-4585 
SEMINAR: USO Breakfast Update: 
Job Qµm-Out - Symptoms, Causes 
and Cures 
DATE: Oct. ·15 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a.m. ~ 
LOCATION: La Jolla Village Inn 
FEE: S20 ,_ . 
SPONSOR: USD Sch6ol of' Business 
Administration and Continuing 
. E.ducation . - . - . . 
CONT A0°: 293-4~85 
NEWS CHIEFTAIN, October ZS, 1982 
'Upda~e~ breakf~t 
( Fncuses on economY_ 
The fifth series of to Deal With It" will be 
seminars in the University of presented by· Associate ~ 
San Diego's " Upda_te" fessor of Economics Charles 
breakfast programs will; be F. Holt, Ph.D. · 
held Oct. 29 from 7: 30 to 9 
a.m. at StoneRidge Cowttry He will discuss the state of 
Club in Poway. t~ economy and will 
· Each seminar includes a forecast - developments in-
continental breakfast, .fluencing inflation, 
presentation, and materials. wtemployment and interest 
For information and reser- rates. Strategies for coping 
vations call 293-4585. , • 'With future trend., in per-
. "~t -to Expect in the sonal and business situations 
Coming Economy and . How will be provided. 
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1SEMINAR: Sexual Harassment is Not 
a Laughing Mauer · 
DA TE: Oct. 29 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a .m. 
LOCATION: Little America Westgate 
FEE: $20 
SPONSOR: USD Schoo·! of Business . 
Administration and Continuing 
Education 
CO~T ACT: 293-4585 
SEMINAR: What to Expect in the 
Coming Economy and How to Deal 
With It · · 
, DATE: Oct. 29 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a .m. 




S~ONSOR: USD School of Business 
Administration and Continuing 
Education .... · 
CONTACT: 293-4585 · SEMINAR: USO Breakfast Update: 
-What to Expect in the Coming Econ- . 
@my and Ho-w to Deal ·With it · 
DATE: Oct. 22 · · 
) Itvf E: 7_;~<Lto. 9 a.m. . 
SAN DIEGO NEWSLINE 
OCT 2 7 1982 
. . 
SEMINAR: Keeping Productivity Up 
DATE; Oct. 29 · 
TIME: 7:30 to 9 a .m. 
LOCATION: La Jolla Village Inn 
FEE: $20' ·l , • . • . 
. 1NSOR: USD School of Business 
Aumi!1_istratio~ and Continuing 
-USD'• UPDATE Brukfa1t S.m- I 
lnars for men !Ind women In business 
will take place at two locations. At tJt. 
tie America Westgate In downtown 
San Dlego,-Johana Hunsaker will dis-
cuss "Sexual Harassment Is Not a 
Laughing Matter," and at the La Jolla 
LOCATION: La Jolla Village Inn~ 
FEE: $20 
SPONSOR: USO Scho~I of Business 
Ado:iinistration and Continuing 
Education · · -· . -
CON_T ACT: 293-4585 
F.ducation 
CONT ACT: 293-458'5 
. Village Inn, "Keeping Productivity Up" 
. will be discussed by Robert Johnsen. 
f Both seminars will be held from 7:30-9 




OCT 2 8 1982 
'Update! _breakfast 
•\ 
focuses on economy 
. The fifth -!eri~s of . to Deal With It" will be 
• seminars in the University of . presented by Associate ~ 
r San · Diego's "Updat~" fessor of Economics Charles 
breakfast programs~ be -F. Holt, Ph.D. 
held Oct. 29 from 7:30 to 9 
a.m. at StoneRidge Country 
Club in Poway. 
Each .seminar includes a 
( ttinental breakfast, 
< presentation, and materials. 
For information and reser-
vations, call 293-4585. 
"What to Expect in the 
Coming Economy and How 
· He will discuss the state of 
the economy and will 
forecast developments · in-
fl uencing ~ infla.tion, 
unemployment and interest 
rates. Strategies for coping 
with future trends in per-
sonal and business situations 
will be provided. 
i 
TIMES-ADVOCATE I~ 
OCi 1 9 1982 4' 
I 
- University of San Diego 1s sponsoring three UP-
DATE breakfasts at 7:80 a.m. Friday In Poway, 
downtown San Diego and La Jolla. Associate Profes-
sor Ellen Cook will discuss two different manage• 
ment styles and how to improve employee perform-
ance . .. What to Expect In the Coming Economy and 
How to 0..1 With It .. 1B the topic at the La Jolla 
VWage Inn. CharlN Hott. also an associate profes-
aor, will discuss the state of the economy and how 
tndividual:11 and businesses can cope w1Ul various 
1 t?,!ncis. Associate Professor Cynthia Pavett'a talk 1B 
entitled .. Productivity and PralH: Does a Pat on the 
Beck RNlty Help .. at the Little America Westgate In 
downtown San Diego. The seminars are from 7: 30 to 
i:80 a.m. and coat $20. 
( 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
OCT 2 1982 
RELIGION ROUND-UP 
Seminar oii .tuition tax credits planned at USD 
A seminar on °tuition tax credits will be held { . 
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Monday in Camino Hall 
at the University of San Diego by the San Diego 
County Ecumenical Conference and other 
groups. The speakers will. be the Rev. Dr., 
George Walker Smith, pastor of Christ United j 
Presbyterian Church and for 16 years a mem-
ber of the San Diego Unified School Board, and 
the Rev. Denni.s Clark, superintendent of 
schools for the San Diego Roman Catholic 
Diocese. _ __ _ 
B-2 THE TRIBUNE (2) San Diego, Monday, October 25, 1982 
LECTURE, DINNER-DANCE 
Third Age Alumni program Sunday 
Tbe Alumni of USD's Uni-
versity of the Third Age 
have a lecture and dinner-
dance program scheduled 
for Sunday. At the 2 · p.m. 
lecture, professor of politi-
cal science, John Chambers, 
will contrast Marxist revo-
lutionary theory in Eastern 
European politics . with the 
impact of Pope Leo Xlll's 
revolutionary encyclicai 
letter. Alumni of the senior-
oriented group can contact 
Sister Virginia McMonagle, 
Senior LiviID! 
ijMAQKMONDAyu 
at 291-&480, for information. 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
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I . • 
tecture Scheduled on .. 
French Space Program 
Dr. Roger Kaiser, a scientific'at- ·1 
tache from the French Embassy in 'I' 
Washington, will give a lecture on ' 
France's space program at 2 p.m. 
Saturday at the University of San 
Diego. 
A reception will be held from 1 
p.m. to 2 p.m. in the French Parlor 
of Founder's Hall, where the lec-
ture will be held · 
Alliance Francaise, Jl nonprofit 
association dedicated to the propo- , 
gation of French language and cul-
ture, is SJ>QnSOring the event. For 




OCT 1 1 1982 
I 
Poland is ·Topic 
RANCHO SANTA FE - The Na-
tional Association of Pro America, La 
Jolla \J.D,\t, will meet at 10:SO a.m. 
Wednesday, Oct. 13, at Whispering 
Palms Country Club. . 
J_osepb Darby, USD instructor of 
int emati~al law, will speak on 
"Poland at the Crossroads." 
For lun\ heon reservations or more 
informati~n, call 438-3215 or 942-0505. 
BLADE TRIBUNE 
OCT 1 4 1982 .. ..,,. .. .,. 
' . 
· USO Workshop · To , Focus On Prevention 
. .. 
I 
SAN DIEGO - "Let's At 
Least Do Something," an 
alcohol and drug prevention 
workshop for educators, 
helping professionals, and 
concerned community 
members, will be held at the 
University of San Diego 
Friday, Oct. 22, from 8:30 
a.m. to 6 p.m. in Salomon 
Lecture Hall, DeSales Hall. 
the USD School of Education· roles of educators, helping .adolescent alcohol and drug 
and Office of Student Affairs professionals and concerned issues. 
in cooperation with Opera- community members and Luncheon speaker Bob 
tion Cork and The California their interactions with Fredericks will discuss the 
State Department of schools. objectives of Operation 
Education. For information Cork, a national com-
and reservations call Gaye KeynotespeakerJamesF. municatfons program for 
Soroka, Special Projects Crowley is the president and alcohol education 
Coordinator, at 293-4591. founder of Community In- established in 1976 by Joan 
"Let's At Least Do tervention,Inc.anddrawson Kroc. 
Registration is $30 and in-
cludes the workshop, lun-
cheon and refreshments. The 
workshop is spo~ored b~ 
Something," is designed to 10 years experience as a California Department of 
provide methods to assist in teacher and administrator Education Consultant for 
the developinen~ of alcohol who has worked . pnr Health Programs Persida \ 
and drug prevention and in- fes~ionally in the field of Drakulich will speak on . 
tervention programs. The alcohol and drug program- "What's Happening in 
workshop focuses on the ming, rimarily addressing C!llif ornia." · 
SENTINEL 




"Women and Issues: 
An Interfaith Seminar 
Series" continues at the 
University of San Diego 
this Thursday, Oct. 7 
from 7:30to9a.m. in the 
DeSales Hall Board 
Room with the topic, 
"Mid-Life: The Unre-
searched Season of a 
Woman's Life." 
Advance registrati_on 
is encouraged for the 
seminar sponsored by 
USD's Continuing Educ-
ation in cooperation 
with 'the San Diego 
County Ecumenical 
Conference and the Nat-
ional Conference· of 
Christians and Jews: 
Registration is $10 and 
information and reser-
vations can be made by 
calling 293-4585. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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· Seminar set 
· for women 
"Woman Wit: Strategies 
and Sexism" is the topic of 
a seminar to be held from 
• 7:30 to 9 a.m. Thursday in 
• the DeSales Hall Board 
• Room at the University of 
• San Diego. 
The Rev. Carole G. Keim 
· will discuss how the sym-
• bols and stories that "are 
• enhancing to women con-
• fiict with the reality of con-
- temporary religious institu-
- tions." 
Cost is $10, including a 
continental breakfast. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 1 6 1982 
READER 
OCT 7 EJ]? 
"Alcoholism: Facts and fiction" 
wi II be among the topics covered in 
a panel discussion sponsored by the 
California Women's Commission 
and the San Diego Coalition on Al-
e.oho( Problems, Saturday, October 
9, 10 a.m. to noon, Camino 
Theatre, USD. 579-~ 666 or 
465-4411 . 
/'Woman Wit: Strategies an~ Sef 1' t!! ~~ ~~;O t~~~ 
of the Woman and Issues Semmar 
0 . ,e 1 Hall 
Thursday in the University of San Diego s De Sa es 
board room. . . h · symbolic lan-
The Rev. Carole Keim will_ ~lSCUSS ow_ fons effect 
guage and struct~res of r::::1 °~~:~~;t, seminar 
thinking a~d feehn~. A1 dcedo i
n the $l0 registration fee. 
and materials are me u 
Information may be obtained by calling 293-4585. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT B 1982 
Wine Class 
The University of San 
Diego's Wine Forum series 
will continue with "A Vin-
tage Experience Ill," an in-
tensive six-week session on 
popular California wines. 
Class instructor Dan Ber-
ger, wine columnist for six 
publications . including The 
San Diego Union, and San 
Diego Home & Garden 
Magazine, will compare 
foreign wines with their 
West Coast counterparts. 
The program begins Oct. 
13 and continues each 
Wednesday through Nov. 17, 
from 6·30-9 p.m. in USD's 
DeSales Hall board room. 
Individuals may enroll for 
all six classes ($90) or they 
may tak_e them individually 
($20); enrollment is limited 
to 40 persons with a mini-
mum age of 21. 
( 
E-2 THE TRIBUNE San Diego, F 
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~ZEt crow 
TRIBUNE SOCIETY EDITOR 
s 
J 
THE MUSICAL LINE "There's No Business Like ~ Show Business" could well apply to the multi-media presentation of fashions for fall · and ! 
winter yesterday at the San Diego Hilton Hotel The 
University of San Diego and Robinson's teaJl)ed up to 
present a capsule Broadway musical that brought 
wide applause from the 675 guests. · 
There was singing and dancing on a multi-level 
fashion ramp as well as song and dance and other 1 
Broadway bits projected on two large screens angled 
for viewing around the room. Right there was Gene 
Kelly "Singing In the Rain," Fred Astaire dancing up 
a storm and some other vintage film footage com-
plete with sound track. 
Theme of the day was "High Society" and the fash-
ions covered the scene from "City Classics" with a 
New York City backdrop to "'Pure Luxury" of mink, 
sable and lynx fur coats. The show opened with late-
day wear and wound up with "Gala Evening" - the 
latter ranging from taffeta$ to floating chiffons and 
included a number of sequined and beaded dresses. 
In addition to the fashion models, the show was 
interspersed with some Broadway-style routines by 
a troupe of male and female 'dancers, , vocalists on 
stage as well as the taped musical background, and a 
finale featuring photographs of some facets of cam-
pus life at USO on the big screens. 
' There were even photographs of committee mem-
bers starting with the day's chairman, Mrs. William 
H. Edwards Jr.,.and her co-chairman, Mrs. Kenneth 
B. Brown. This was the auxiliary's 26th annual fash-
ion show and proceeds wµl benefit the USO student 
aid fund .. 
Festivities began with social hour on the poolside 
terraces; the warm iiinshine with a hint of autumn in 
the air was so tempting the hostesses bad a bit of 
trouble getting the crowd inside the ballroom. They 
did prevail and guests cast admiring eyes at an ice 
sculpture of the man'~ top hat and more admiration 
-at the new Cornice· convertible Rolls--Royce parked 
in the foyer. The car was there courtesy of Roy 
Carver to add one more ... ~h Society" touch to 
proceedings. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Luncheon tables were covered in mesh lace Gloths 
and centered with a round mirror holding a. replica 
of a black top hat filled with white carnations and 
daisy chrysanthemums. Programs were white with a . 
black topper and a long-stemmed carnation sketched 
on the cover. Napkins were tied in silver ribbon and 




Mrs. Richard Reilly, ;auxiliary president, wel-
comed guests and thanked them for their support of 
the USO programs. Monsignor I. Brent Eagen, chap-
lain for the auxiliary, gave the invocation and among 
the blessings he asked was for the USO football team 
in its meeting ,with Occidental College on Sunday and 
on national TV (made possible by· the loss of NFL 
games because of the strike). 
Later Mrs. Edwards took the microphone to thank 
members of her committee, Robinson's for its partic-
ipation and the Hilton. Just happens that her husband 
is the general manager, so things were expected to 
go right, and they djd. Mr. Edwards mother, Mrs. 
Wiliam H. Edwards of Beverly Hills, brought a group 
of guests including Mrs. Paul Masterson, Mrs. Alvin 
Herd and Mrs. Carole Emmett. j 
I 
1 HEN THE NAME ROBINSON'S flashed on the I 
screen Mrs. E.J. Brunick felt .a pang of ~ 
nostalgia - her late father had worked for 
the firm for 50 years. The day was an auspicious one 
for Mrs. Brunick in another way. From the luncheon 
she was going to see her husband's. oft_i~e for the first 
time, and last. . · 
The occasion was a farewell ceremony for general 
manager "Bud" Brunick who retired from Pacific 
Telephone after 45 years. As a surprise for Mr. Brun-
ick, the couple's son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. Bill Brunick, came from Redlands 'for the cere-
mony and were joined by the Brunicks' son-in-law 
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Eric Thomason, who live 
here. And, yes, it really was Mrs': Brunick's first visit 
to her husband's office. 
The senior Mrs. Edwards {whose husband is presi-
dent of Hilton Hotels) was one of numerous guests 
taking patrons' tables for the event. Some others 
were the Mmes. Paul A. Vesco, George J. Soares, Lee , 
Bartell, Leo Roon, C.R. Harmon, Frank D. Alessio, C. 
Terry Brown, John McBride Thornton, John Alessio 
and M. Glenn Phalen. -
Organizations taking tables included Mercy Hospf-
tal Auxiliary, All Hallows Roman Catholic Church 
Women's Guild, College of the Third Age, Social Ser-
vice Auxiliary, Rancho Bernardo Friends of _USD, j 
Ladies of St. Theresa Parish, Ladies of the Immacu-
lata, USD Friends of Music and The Coronado Group, 
Home Federal Savings · and Loan, USD Philip Y. 
Hahn School of Nursing, Starlight and University of · 
San Dit:>c'r') Hirrt, ~.,..hopt • .. / . . ' · , ·· r .... 
The black an v. itc ,1emc was carried through in 
one of the show's dance routines - men in top hat 
and tails and "chorus girls': in mesh stockings, black 
tights with rhinestone trim nd carrying large white 
ostrich feather f,.1,s just like in a Ziegfeld Follies .. 
Oh, yes, tI ~ bl:-,c!~ ...r1 w· i e theme was followed in 
another segment of he ',. City Classics' - two models 
came on stage in v.· nter coats leading highly 
groomed French poodles, one white and one black. 
And it all ended with the music "You're the Tops," 
.. ~ery much like one of those Broadway musicals. 
• c.," .;t·· --
Mrs. John II. Parrish was adviser to the planning 
committee and Mrs. Jonathan C. Tibbitts Jr. headed 
the decorations committee. Others helping with the 
project were the Mmes. David M. Jacobson, Frank J. 
O'Connor, Rudolph Regalado, Leo J. White, James F. 
Mulvaney, Robert . Sexton, John A. Waters Jr., 
Edwin L. March and Edward T. Keating. 
Mrs. Waters was chairman of hostesses who car-
ried a cluster of bl::ick and white balloons as they 1 
welcomed guests at poolside. , 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
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' Beifit Featlval 
A · fes~val to benefit the Famine Relief Agency of 
, · Ame will be from 2 p.m. to 5,30 p.m. Sunday at · 
Hum rey's on Shelter Island. 
Th e~tiv~ will feature Curt Spanis' Big ~n<i and 
the ~eron-Hollis_ Gentry QuinteL Tickets are a\lail-
. -able at the USO bookstore box office. 
• 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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Mila U.S. Debut Impressive 
By KENNETH HERMAN .Mila ' brought an intensity 
Spanish pianist Leonora that was sometimes too 
Mila made her American close to the frenetic. Cou-
debut last night in recital at pied with her monochro-
USD's Camino Theater. matic touch, the effect was 
While the scope of the mildly enervating. 
repertory she chose was too A delicate, second move-
narrow to permit a thor- ment provided the sole 
ough evaluation of her ar- respite, for the scherzo and 
tistry, it can be safely finale had all the energy 
stated that she possesses a and failings of the first 
fluent, confident technique movement. 
and a considerable inter- The second half of the 
pretive sensitivity. program was devoted to 
Mila's opening selection Mila's own .,compositions, 
was her most persuasive essentially Romantic forms 
performance. To Robert cast in an eclectic, modern 
Schumann 's familiar: idiom. Her "Images of the 
"Scenes from Childhood" Court of Count Berenger IV 
she brought a refined, re, of Catalona," a partita of 13 
flective and clearly etched short segments,~as neither 
performance. Her firm as programmatic nor as 
touch sculpted transparent prosaic as the subtitles, e.g., 
te1(tures and well-defined "Lamentation of a Saracen" 
melodic ideas. Even the and "Children Play and Fall 
hackneyed "Traeumerei" Asleep." 
exhibited a deft, almost Like her interpretation of 
uching quality. the Schumann Sonata, ths 
e paired the "Scenes mood of "Images of the 
Childhood " with Court" was agitated, its di- · 
"'tnn's G Minor Sona- rection random. The ab-
i2, a rather formal st~act prelude to the set 
·a~ seldom probes J?lght have le~ into _a pris-
.._ace meaning. b~e, .n~c_lass1cal _ swte, but 
opening allegro Mila s 1d1om skirted the 
likes of Debussy, Bartok 
and, of course, Turina. 
A · more successful com-
position, her Nocturne, 
Opus 23, combined a mildly 
atonal harmonic texture 
with the typical structure 
and mood associated with 
the Nocturne. 
Two other compositions, 
both entitled "Rondo Brilli-
ante," were clearly cut 
from the same bolt of cloth. 
Each piece was so disjoint-
ed, that the fragments could 
have been rearranged in 
any order and would have 
made as much musical 
sense. 
Mila was sponsored by 
the Spanish Embassy in 
Washington and the Joint 
U.S.-Spain Committee of 
Educational and Cultural 
Affairs. Her North Ameri-
can tour, inaugurated by 
this San Diego perform-
ance, wjll no doubt be . a 
worthy cultural exchange, 
although one might have 
hoped for a wider sampling 
of current Spanish compos-
ers and repertory . 
Herman is a free lance 
writer on classical music .. 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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Half notes on the music/dance beat 
( .ANCE DRAMA: ·_ -
Martha Graham Dance Company hasn't performed in 
San Diego for six years, so Three's Company, local spon-
sor of the Oct. 26 Graham concert, ·is optimistic that the 
1,200 seats at ~e East County Performing Arts Center 
will sell out. 
The group is going by past performance. Alvin Ailey 
Repertory Ensemble last year sold out in ~ two-perform- · ' 
ance stint, and that was only Ailey's second company. 
AndrEa 
HEr11,ah 
Graham has often been compared to Picasso and Stra-
vinsky, in that her dance art extends into theater, fashion hearsal and changing rooms. It's expected the stage will 
and stage design. She b~ a monumental body of work - accommodate. ballet, opera, symphonic concerts, musical 
171 ballets - and next week's progra,m will span 40 years reviews and drama. 
of Graham choreography. It will also mark the West In addition there_ will be a mini-amphitheater built in a 
Coast premiere of "Acts ,of Light," a neo-classic piece semi-circular shell for open-air shows. Basically it will be 
which opened in New ,York last year. 'used for short programs of folkloric nature and have its 
KARAJAN COMEBACK: , l 
The Berlin Philharmonic, with its celebrated music 
director, Herbert Von Karajan, performs four nights at 
Ambassador Auditorium in Pasadena on next Wednesday, 
Oct. 28, 30 and 31. The four concerts mark the first Los 
Angeles visit in 26 years for Karajan and the philharmon-
ic; four concerts in New York's Carnegie Hall are the only 
other appearances on this American tour. · 
Programs will include Stravinsky, Strauss, Brahms, 
Beethoven and Mahler. 
\ 
,own light and sound equipment. 
· 8 r'"hUI\\D -r OWN 1 
~ many modes of clance will be explored in a six-part series 
I narrated· by prima ballerina Dame Margot Fonteyn on j 
"The Magic of Dance," at 9 p.m. Monday on KPBS Chan-
nel ~5. Tbe series opens with ~ tribute to what Fonteyn 
considers the_ most revolutionary development in 20th-
century dance - the emergence of the male superstar. 
The segmen! features Sammy Davis Jr., Fred Astaire and 
Rudolf Nureyev - with special focus on Nureyev, the 
man Fonteyn sees as most responsible for the, change .. . 
~e sue~ of last summer's Stravinsky Symposium 1 
m1ght have spurred the formation of the new Edvard 
Gri~g Society ~f San !)iego. The Grieg buffs are launching 1 
their first music festival next summer with the intention ! 
of becoming an annual event. Scheduled will be concerts 
lectures, banque~, receptions, symposiums, plays and 
fllms - all focusmg on the mlJl!iC and life of the Norwegi-
a~ composer .... San _ Diego Youlh Symphony hosts an 
• eight-member Chinese ensemble from the Shanghai Con-
servatory of Music on Nov. 12 and 13 at the Old Globe 
Theater. Featured: Wong Shao-Tung, 13-year-old prodigy, 
who_ performed as a soloist with the San Diego Youth 
Symphony when it toured China last summer . .. New 
York City Opera presents a sign-language-interpreted 
performance of Carlisle Floyd's "Susannah" during its 
annual fall visit to Los Angeles, Nov. 19 through Dec. 5 in 
the Music Center . .. Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal per-
forms ~t 8 P·!D-· Sunday in UCSD's f#ndeville Auditorium 
.. : Cellist Midlos Sadlo. of Czechoslovakia who appeared · 
with the San !)iego ,Symphoby 12 y~ ago, returns Ocl 
31 to perform Haydn's "Concerto in D major for Cello and 
Orchestra" at the University of San Diego. Sadlo wiU 
. r~main at. the university for two months, during which 
, tim~ ~e w~ coach students, teach graduate· courses and 
pa~c1pate m chamber music programs. 
OTHER SIDE OF THE BORDER: - ' 
Construction is nearly complete on the new Centro Cul-
tur~ FONAPAS in Tijuana, which sits on 8.7 acres. Offi. 
cials will be lnaugura~g the C9mplex today - the Histo-
ry Museum and Omnitheater are complete with the con-
cert hall -expected to open next March. , 
The center includes a 40,~sqilare-foot museum: a 
l,~seat concert hall, an 85-foot-high spherical theater 
with space-age projection equipment similar to that used 
in San Diego's-Reuben H. Fleet Museum. ' 
There will be multiple uses for the theater ' with re-. . ' 
-~ i 
SOUTHERN CROSS 
OCT 2 I 1982 
CZECH CELLIST - Mld/os Sadia w/11 perform Haydn's 
Concerto In D Ma/or for cello and orchestra In a concert 
If ·,sQ Oct. 31. The 8 p.m. performance w/11 be 
·C\. .Jucted by Henry K/1/ar. Tickets are $5, seniors and 
students $3. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 2 4 198~ 
USO ORCHESTRA - The University of San Diego Orchestra, con-
ducted by Henry Kolar, wtll perform Haydn's Concerto In D major 
for cello and orchestra at 8 p.m. next Sunday In the Camino The-
altr, USO. Cellist MldlOI Sadlo of Czechoslovakia wtll be the fea-
tured soloist. 
READER 
OCT 2 ? 196,t_ 
Cello_ Concert, featuring Czecilos-
1ovak1an cellist Midlos Sadlo per-
forming Haydn's Concerto in D 
Major, will be presented Sunday 
October JI, 8 p.rn ., .uso' 
291-6480 ic4296. . 
BLADE TRIBUNE 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 2? 198z 
Midlos Sadlo of Czechoslovakia 
will perform Haydn's Concerto in D 
major for cello and orchestra at . 8 
p.m. at the University of San Diego. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 3 1 1982 
OCT 2 s 1982 
• 
Cellist To Perform'· H~ydr1 Concerto 
, 4 ., • I _,. • • 
SAN DIEGO - World and orchestra in concert at purchased .at the door. renowned cellist Midlos· the University o'f San Diego. As a soloist, ·sadlo bas 
Sadlo of Czec~oslovakia, The .8 p.m. concert will be give~ conc~rts in Austria, who appeared with the San conducted by · Dr. Henry Belgium, the German ~ · Diego Symphony in 1970, . · · .mocratic Republic, Great returns to S~ Diego on Oct. K?lar. Tickets, _gen_eral ad- . Britaint Finland, France, 31 to perform Haydn's Con- mtSSlon $5 and semors and -Sweden, the Soviet 'Union, 
certo in u maJor ror ceuu students · .$3, may · be_ and the. United States. He 
· · made the first gramophone 
recording of Sbotakovicb's 
Piano Trio in cooperation 
with violinist D.avid 
Oistrakb and the composer, 
-and, with Oistrakb, recorded 
• . I I USO ORCHESTRA - The University of San Diego Orctlatra. oon-
ducted by Henry Kolar, will perform Haydn's Oonc:erto In D major 
for cello and orchestra at 8 p.m. today In the CMtlM ThNttr, USO. 
Cellist M~loa Sadlo of ~oslovakla wtll be lhl futured IOloilt. 
· Brahms' Double Concerto. 
. In 1955 Sadlo was awarded I 
the Czechoslovak , State 
· Prize and in 1964 the title of 
.''.~rtist of Merit." 
( 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
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Founden Gallery: University of · San Diego. Monday-Friday, 10 




LA JOLLA LIGHT 
OCT 7 1982 
USI> Founders Gallery -1 "Edward S. Curtis: The In-
dian Vel)us," a photographic 
study. of America's native 
civilizations, will be held 
tnrough Oct. 21. Room 266 
De Sales Hall, Alcala Park. s.o. 291~80. . 
The Galleries 
USD Founders Gallery- .. Edward S. Curtis: 
BLADE TRIBUNE 
OCT 7 1982 
The Indian Venus .. includes 50 gold-toned photo-graphs by pioneer Western photographer Edward Sheriff Curtis ( 1868-1952). thru Oct. 21. Week-days 12-5. Wed . ·til 9. Founders Hall , University of San Diego. 291-6480. 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
OCT 8 1982 
(SepC 21) THROUGH OCT. 21 - "THE INDIAN VENUS": Photographic study of.idea1:8 of beauty among North American Indians at.~e erid of the 19th century· on display noon to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,'until 9 p.m. Wednesday~, ~ounders Gall~ry: University of San Diego. Free v1ewmg. Information. 
291-MSO. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 1 O 1982 
,.... - . . -
1 Founder■ Gallery: University of 
San Diego. Monday-Friday, 10 I a.m. to 4 p.m.; Wednesdays to 9 
p.m. . . 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
.. 
' 
OCT 1 7 1982 
Founderl Gallery: University of 
San Diego. Monday-Friday, 10 
a.i:n. to 4 p.m.; Wednesdays _to 9 
p.m. 
OCT 1 9 1982 j 
THE TRIBUNE Leisure-31 
Oct. 2l _ A stained glass work-
shop, an ancient art form and rn~-ern techniques, offered by the Um-
' ' versity of San Diego. Class"runs from 
7 to 9:30 p.m. Instructor is Bill Hall. For more informat ion, call 293-4585. 
I 
-.. EDWARDS. CURTIS: THE INDIAN .VENUS" (Founders Gal• I Jery, Founders Hall, University of San Ije~o): Exhibit of 50 gold-toned photographs by western photographer Edward S. Curlis I (1868-1962). Hours are noon to 5 p.m. r.t,ndaya, 'ru~days, 1'hurs-days and Fridays, noori'to 9 p.m. Wednesilay1. Ex}uo1t runs through 0cL21. . . I. 
READER 
OCT 7 1982. 
"Edward S. Curtis: The Indian 
Venus," an exhibition drawn from 
Edward Curtis's photographic study 
of America's .native civilizati~ms, 
will be on view through October 
21, Founders _Gallery, _lJSD. 
, 291-6480. ' L.__._ _____ __ I 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
OCT 1 5 1982 
' ."EDWARDS. CURTIS: THE INDIA!!( VENUS" (Founders Gal-lery._Founden Hall. ~Diversity of San Diego), Ezhibit of 50 ,old-toned photographs by western photographer :Edward S. Curtis 0868-1962) . Hours are noon to 5 p.m. Monday■, Tueaday1, Tbun-day1 and Fridays, noon 'to 9 p.m. Wednesday1. Exhibit runa through Thursday. 
READER 
OCT 1 4 1982 
"Edward S. Curtis: The Indian I Venus:' an exhibition drawn from 
Edward Curtis's photographic study 
of America's native civilizations, 
will be on view through October 
21, Founders Gallery, USO. 
291-6480. 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 2 4 198l 
Founclen Gallery: University of San Diego. Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 
4 p.~.; Wed~•ys to 9 p.m. _ 
1 
_ \ 
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-USDBEATEN '• 
In front of national 
television cameras • 
(above), Occidental upset' 
the University of San 
Diego,.34-20. Page 7. . -. , 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
OCT 3 1~ 
I 
Sandlot To Neon: 
' USD, Oxy On TV I 
Because both are Division m teams, and because nei-ther is particularly well-known outside Southern Califor-nia, the annual contest between the University of -San Diego and Occidental seldom draws much ·attention be-' yond the campuses of the schools involved. Today, however, several million Western States 1 viewers are expected to join 1,500 fans at Occidel)tal's Patterson Field to watch the contest that CBS will televise from Los Angeles in lieu of its usual National Football League game. 
· Dick Stockton will provide the play-by-play, Hank 1 Stram the color as USO and Oxy make their first appear-ances on network television. The game starts at 11:45 a.m, and locally may be seen on Channel 8. • CBS approached the schools Monday when it became apparent the NFL players' strike would still be in effect 'I this weekend. Offered $15,000 each, as well as extraordi-nary ex_posure, San Diego and Occidental readily moved a 
I cont~t scheduled for last night to late this morning. "Obviously, we're excited," said USO coach Bill Wil-liams. "When you come to a school like ours, you don't figure you're going to get a whole heckuva- lot of atten-tion. To know you're going to play on network television ... well, it feels big time; rn tell you. We're seeing how the other half lives." . I USO, which advanced to' the NCAA's Division m playoffs a year ago is unbea\en and bas outscored three opponents by a combined 102-13. The Toreros have w9n 15 straight regular-season games; their only loss last year, to Sl Mary's, occurred in the first round of the Division m playoffs . . 
USO Quarterback Eric Sweet bas completed 35 of 67 passes for 615 yards and four touchdowns this season. Defensively, USO bas allowed opponents only 581 yards in _three games. The Toreros surrendered their first points , when Pomona scored a touchdown with four seconds to play in the third quarter last week. . Occidental, 1-2 after beating the University of San ' Francisco last week, is known for its aerial game. Oxy quarterbacks attempted 70 passes against USO in losing 38-13 a year ago. · ' 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
OCT 2 1982 
College Football 
The USO Toreros vs. the Occidental Tigers in a game 
televised live on Channel 8 tomorrow morning at 11:45. 
OCT 1 
rry Stewart / TV-R~dio ., I ' \ 
udde.nly, oxy Hits Big· Tirrie · 
I J I -
:_At ~cldental C.lle,e, the foo~ball team has only two. Gross. Filming starts in January
1 
airing in April. 
c efenB1ve starters who weigh more than 200 pounds, 1 The shows will feature sports debates, such as, who ls 
one of them ls only 201. better, Garvey or Carew? Or who was better O.J or 
.:fhe defensive coordinator is also the school's sports Blj0wn1 After hearing argur{ients by teamm~tes ~d 
irdermatlon director. . . , J coach~-some of the biggest names in sports-and ~There ·are no recruiting scandals. No ticket scalping. watch,ing film clips, a jury of sportswriters and sports-
No'scholarships, either. ' casters will vote · 
J!andy ,B~um, ~ starting linebacker as .a fre,hman Steinbrenner ls a fan of.Gl'088' "The Way It Was" and 
t e years .ago, decided he would rather film the games some of his other work. That's the main reason he I season. Now he'sa cheerleader. agreed to host Gross' new show. · · · _ 
--Occidental's fourth game of the season, at home "His main concern was whether he would do a good 
~ inst the University of San Diego, normally would job," Gross said. "I think he•n be fantastic." 
w no more attention than any of Its other games. Steinbrenner: "For once I'll be in the eye of a· con-
llut CBS is televising It Sunday and giving It the full troversy without being the ~ontroversy." · . 
""ektment-five cameras, an NFL production crew and •na•eut Neta 
~ announce!-1'. Suddenly Occidental is big time. If the Dodgen 11>mehow make It to the playoffs, Via 8'1111, 'will . 
~ ell, not qwte. The CBS people this week asked fpr be on KABC alonr with Jent Donett and Rou Porter, Scully will ayer profiles, known as blos, complete slats and depth work only the World Serles for ~ Radio, which II aJao coverlll( .harts. "No problem," coach/SID Gary Etcheverry .told the playoffa. If the Dodgen are In the World Serles, KABC will pick nem The only problem was he didn't have bios depth up'the ~ feed with Scully and Spark, A.acleno■ · · .. The Angela • ' will 111e announcen W Stan and Re■ Fairly and broadcast the harts and com~lete slats. gamee on KMPC during both the playoflt and World Serles If they _Etcheverry handed out questionnaires to the players are In them • • . KNX will broadcast only playoff games that dQn't ..he other evening and told them he needed them filled · Involve the Ansell or Dodaera but will broadcut the Series no 
ut and returned the next morning. Now he hopes the matter who i. In It • • • Dodaera got a 23.3 Nlelaen rating Wednes-
people will be able to rea" them No time to print day• nlghl AD(ela got an lmprealve 31.2, thelr-lllgheat ever ... - . .,. • • ·, Let• hope that college games on ~ and ABC won't UIUally be up bios. · . aired head to head u they are Saturcl-,. ABC bu the more attrac-And what about game data? "They're used to getting · tive game with San Joee State and Cal at noon. ~ 11 llrlni New · S'tats after every quarter" Etcheverry said. "We're Mexico and Air Force -at 12.45 p.m. ••• TBS hu added Saturday If we gel slats by Mo~day morning." night'• Braves-Padrel pme to tta lchedule. The game will be 
Joined In progrea followlrlJ the 5 p.m. TCU-Arkanau football . , * 1ame. At tta conclUllon, It will be replayed In lta entirety . 
· "~• Scully, If lie were still doing footbaW for CBS, 
1 
• 
wouldn't have been too pleased .had jie been stuck at a' 
·rislon m game on a day when the Dodgers conceiv-
bly could be deciding their postseason fate •. "l think-I 
oold put a gun to my head," he said. · 
But Dick Stockton and Hank Str~. assigned 'to the• 
-USO game, aren't complaining. :~This will be a throwback to ·~rts !l8 they were be-
fore TV and big money," Stockton said. "It's a rarity and I'm excited about it. : 
"It's going to be a test, withou(questlon tougher than, 
oi_ng an NFL game, where everything is served up on a i 
silver platter. This represents a challenge any broad-1 
caster should dive into full force." 
Stram: "I think it's going to be fun. I'm looking for-
W4l'l'd to it. It'll be a nice change of pace." 
:Stockton and Stram are in San Diego today to watch 
USb practice. They'll watch 0xy p~a'ctice Sat~y. · 
..: ·- \. . •' 
, CBS la tele:vl1ln1' Division ill games Sunday instead 
of _Division I games because of a power play by Ted 
Tll!ner's cable network, TBS. 
· How is it that powerful CBS and ABC as well as the 
NCAA had to accede to the wishes of Turner's relative-
.J,y small network? . , 
':fom Hansen, NCAA TV program director, said that 
when Turner's network purchased the rights to do a 
sup1>lementary series, paying . $17.6 million for two 
;tears, those rights were based on the fact th~l ABC and 
~ were each limited to 14 telecasts in each market 
area per season. 
~ "Our legal counsel advised us tliat to increase that 
· limitation affected TBS' rights and that the network 
should be consulted and had to approve," Hansen said. 
:CBS Sports President Neal Pilson said, '1t's very 
frustrating for us." _ · 
But why is CBS televising Division m football? "We, 
believe Uie American public wants to see live foolball-
aild it is the only football available to us," Pilson said. · ' 
.Last Sunday's Canadian telecasts on NBC got slightly 
better ·rating than the replay of last January's Super. 
,· Bowl on CBS. · 
· :CBS is using its NFL people on the DiviBion m tele-casts because most are under contracts that pay them ~~Y.waT- ' ' ' 
. ~ 'le . 
, '.)Jew TV penonallty: -What next for George Steln-
b(enn~t? He's going :to host a. n~w TV .ahow. · 
·It's all signed and sealed. He'has agreed to host a syn-
dlclted show "The Great American Sports Debate," a~ 
:creation of ~Emmy Award-~ producer Gerry_ 
l -
I 
r ; _.io_._.An.Q....:;.ete.e __ ._._ .. __ oc_r_,_198% _________________ /_ 
I 
A Win on National TV 
/ 
· Litt18:0xy G8ts I. 
to Perforrri in a 
Big Way, 34-:2·0 
• I 
By JERRY CROWE, Times Staff Writer 
J • 
Patterson Field on the campus of Occidental College 
was transformed Sunday into a giant television studio. 
CBS unveiled a new show-NCAA Division Ill foot- · 
ball-that isn't likely to crack the network's fall lineup 
unless the NFL players remain on strilte forever, but 
was highly entertaining nonetheless. • 
Occidental and the University of San Diego, teams 
that normally play before family !ind friend$-and per-
haps a handful of fans who get bored and wandei:- over 
from the library-treated it for what it most likely was: 
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 1 • ' ·. 
Although it probably will get killed in the local 
Nielsen ratings-it was bucking the Dodgers-Giants 
and Braves-Padres games-the game was televised re-
,( ionally and_picked up by 60% of the nation in the sec-
Jnd half. 
Oxy's Tigers made the most of their opportunity, r"• RICK-OO~ I LoeAngele,Tlmel 
scoring twice in the fourth quarter to break a 20-20 tie Microphones in hand, CBS commentators Dick 
and upset the previously unbeated Toreros, 34-20. Stockton (left) and Hank Stram are ready for start 
It was evident several hours earlier that this wasn't of nationally televised Division 111 game between 
going to be a typical small-college football game. An- 1 Occidental and University of San Diego at Oxy's 
riouncer Hank Stram, a former NFI coach;arrived at the ratterson Field. Occidental won the game, 34-20. 
EM le Roc;k camJ!US in a limo~ne. . . . .. _, t • · ! -, · ~ . · · . 
Asked about his U11usual.assignme9t, Stram saJ~ ~t. s , perhaps last-chance to ap~ on television. , 
the same glll!'e with smaller and slower people._It,,s nt<:C .. !· Several hand-painted signs lined the o\d.stadiumand 
to feat~ th1S level of football because of wha~ 1t repre- · the CJ'QWd of about 1,500, highly partisan toward 0xy ,, 
I. se~ts. It_ rep~esent college {~tball in its purest orm. , was boisterous enough to sound much larger. 
, It will give people aro~nd the country a chance to i "The spirit of the school really cameo~(," said sopho-
see pure energy expressed." · · A , N · · "Th · bann 
Str~m was talking about the players, but the energy -:~:e.•• rmen aJartam. ere are ers every-
leve~ m the stands !"BY have been as high as it was on · One sign proclaimed that ,ill doesn't m,tter whether 
the field. . · I · t l t t'l TV " Spurred on by a four-piece bluegrass band made up of y~u wm or ose-Jus ~ ong as Y?U ge on na . 
former Oxy students, the Tiger faithful was rockin' and -That s~med to be the mood. • - . 
rollin' all afternoon. Even Rock-N-Rollen, the guy with , ~mbers _of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity pai!'ted 
the rainbow-colored hair was there. . • their faces m the Oxy colors, orange and black. We 
"We were wondering all week ifhe was going''to be 
1
j ~igh~ hav~ gon~ overboard;" said.senior Kerry_ Brown, 
here," Coach Dale Widolff said. "We were wondering all bu~.1t you re going to do thlS, you ve got to do 1t all the 
kindsofweird things." . , , •,_ ~ay. . . . 
. It had been that kind of a week at Oxy. ·Dunng the telecast, several students_ wander.ed mto a 
. "The campus has been rather electric the last few ~•ass~m at ':he east ~nd of the stadium to_ watch on 
days," said Dr. Richard C. Gilman, Oxy president. Gil- t:elev~ion, as if they ,still needed -~ ~ convmced that 
man was one of several peqple with paw prints painted the game actually was on TV. _ 
0!1 their cheeks Sunday, a surprise gift from. an aggres- 1 "I'm impre&Sed," said Sophomore .Stace, James. 
s1ve studenl , . · , "We're really on.~• ·. • . 
"This has_beee the most'exciting thing on campus~ . Th_at the game was closely contested throughout and . 
➔uite some time. . pro\"lqed an . unexpected result was almost an· after-
The Oxy student body was ready for its _first-and ' thoughL •. · · · 
- ( 
Tor'eros, TV: both worry about ratings 
,' • ' ' / I 
''It doesn't matter whether you win or Jose - Stram to Patterson Field to air the proceedings. once on a &i-yard screen ·pass play. His nine-
just as long as you get on national TV" . "People want to see football," CBS program . yard run opened the scoring and bis 25-yarder I 
( 
- a banner hanging yesterday director Peter Bleckner said, when asked why midway through the fourth quarter put Occi-
at Occldental's Pattenon Field the network chose to air Torero-Tiger-level dental ahead to stay 27-20 . . 
fOotball instead of, say, Marx Brothers or Leave T t 'dA f th. ki d { d USO h d 
Bill O'Brian , It To Beaver reruns. "I played Division III foot- 0 ge an i 1:a O e n ° ay a • · o · w · l I be th t one needs to look only at two Torero team , 
Tribune Staff Writer ball . (at hio ~ eyan~ and remem . r a statisticsi Turnovers (5 - 2 fumbles, 3 intercep- · 
LOS ANGEW - When the Big Schedule- our games were Just as important as Ohio,,State tions)· and penalties-against (9 for 114 yards). I 
, Maker in the Sky first penciled in "the Universi- an~ Michigan. T~at's how these guys f~l.. Stiil both Stockton and Stram were im-
ty of San Diego at Occidental College, Oct. 2" on We know we_ r~, not going to ge~ r~ch 10 the pressed with the sophistication of both teams. 
the college football agenda, it is unlikely He ratings from th18• Stockton was saym~ as be They said so on the air. And they said so after 
attached any special significance to it. stood in a sh~ky, makeshift announc~rs booth the game "It was better than the St Louis-New 
Oh t th 1 h ts fri ' ds that was hurriedly constructed on Friday. "We · .d Se t 12 ,, st· kt .d .- ' 0 e P ayers, coac eS, par~~ • en . • hope people, take it in the spirit in which it is ~rleans ga~~ 1 di on ,,P · • oc on sai · 
and the small core of fans/alumni involved, it gt , , th t . · thl t· t·t· ,, It was excitmi;t football . . 
would be a big deal. But to the masses, basical- . ven, - a. is, as an a e ic compe i ion. 
ly it would be just anothe~ NCAA Division. UI competition it was. More competition than But don't try to sell Torero Coach Bill Wil-1 
game. Just a bunch of relatively small, relative- USO backers would have liked. The Toreros liams, quarterback Eric Sweet or-linebacker 
ly unskilled, relatively amateur, relatively came onto the Oxy campus with a 3-0 ·record Ray Stuberg on the theory that giving it the old , 
smart guys playiryg their hearts out. Three or and a full head of steam. They hoped to show college try in exciting fashion on the tube is the 
!our paragraphs in the newspaper, or maybe the TV audience, the 1,000 or so people on hand big thing and that the outcome doesn't matter. 
Just some numbers. on the Scoreboard page. and the NCAA pollsters that .they deserved a · "From . a spectator's standpoint, it wa, a 
That, of course, was before the ~FL players Division III national ranking. super game up 1lllltil the last few minutes; but 1 
and o~ers and one of the three Big -~hedule- What they did was' get out-executed by a from a coaching standpoint it was not a super 
Makers m New York- CBS-TV - got involved. smaller less talented more fired-up Occidental game," said Williams, who. afterwards person- , 
Bas~d. ~n the fact that rights to all Division I team. ' . ' ally apologized to CBS' Bleckner for: the 
and Dms1on II games were the legal property ,-Leading the way for Oxy in the 34-20 win was Toreros' performance. "Don't make a big thing 
of other n~tworks and on the arguable noti~n Vance Mueller, a 6-0, 190-pound freshman run- of it. I'm not really down on our guys. I have a 
. t~at Americans must have live football at thell' ning back from Jackson, Calif. Mueller amassed · lot of respect for them and I'm sure they'll 
d1Sposal on aut~mn Sundays, CBS swit<:hed the 159 yards total offense _ 102 passing on five ·bounce back, but we did not execute well today 
d~te of USO s game. to yesterday .and receptions and 57 rushing on five carries. He 




CoatiJJued From Page C..J 
\ 
I "The way I fe_el right D?W from losing, it_wouldn~t have 
made a bit of difference if we bad played m front of one 
person or on national TV," a despondent Sweet said as be 
and others from the USO contingent of players, coaches, 
cheerleaders and officials attempted to digest what bad 
just transpired. . 
gotten beat," said Oxy offensive lineman Charlie Gillan. ' 
''Everybody was jacl~ed up. TV is what caused us to play 
good. This is the first time we've played a whole game 
from start to finish this year. • . 
"It was probably the most satisfying atbl~tic event rve 
ever been involved with. We couldn'.t have played any 
better. I'm in a catatonic stupor, probably because if I 
wasn't I'd have a heart attack when I realized what we've 
iust done." r;J . . 
''Dejected, that's how I feel," Stuberg said. "I really felt NOTES - USD's next game is at home Saturday at 7:30 
that we weren't going to lose a game this year, but noth- jun. .against .Whittier College. The Toreros will be going 
ing seemed to click for wi." for their 13th straight win at home ... Sweet's passing 
I To USO, yesterday was a Broadway debut that bombed. stats yesterday: 19 for ·30, 288 yards, three interceptions 
But to Occidental, the television exposure and the win .. . USD's Jerome McAlpin rushed for 100 yards on 21 
we;e a breath of fresh air, perhaps a new lease on life to a carries .. . Occidental is now 2-2 ... Perhaps the key play 
program that bad been sagging of late and, in fact, of -yesterday's game, momentum-wise at least, was Oxy 
seemed to be losing support among faculty and students tackle David Kutrosky's block of a USO PAT atti!mpt 
alike. after a Sweet-to-Michael Rish 10-yard TD pass bad tied 
"I can honestly say if it wasn't on TV, we would have the game at 20-20. 
----------------- · I 
'I'm in a catatonic stupor' 







OCT 6 l..i " 
On network televisiori, Toreros 
The University of San Diego blew its big chance 
Sunday. 
The Toreros, playing for the first and quite 
possibly last time on a national television network, 
were upset by an inspired Occidental squad 34-.20. 
The Tigers, big underdogs goirig into the contest 
with previously undefeated USD, took {ldvantage of 
five Torero twnovers to pull out the win. 
f, , 
',lbe game at Occidental was shown along the 
Pacific Coast ·by CBS as part o( a plan to replace 
regularly scheduled NFL games with NCAA 
Division m contests. · · · · 
USD, which saw its record fall to 3-1 , retUI'QS to 
the more supportive confines of Alcala Park 
Saturday night for a 7:30 contest with visiting 
Whittier College. ' · 
upset by feisty Occidental 
For awhile Sunday, it looked like the Toreros in the eodzone for an 11-yard strike that knotted the 
would get blown out. Occidental took a 14-0 lead in • score at 20 with 11: 57 to play . 
. the second quarter before USD got on the But Occidental was not to be denied. The Tigers 
scoreboard with a 68-yard drive that .ended when · went ahead to stay on the next series, when Vance 
Jimmy S~th s~ored on a tw.o-yard plunge. Mueller went 25 yards for a touchdown. They 
, Sweet went 16 yards in the third quarter to tie the clinched the win with 3: 18 to play on a l&-yard 
score at 14. After Occidental went back on top 2(H4, connection between quarterback Don Osborn and 
Torero quarterback Eric Sweet found Michael Rish receiver Joo Finstuen. 
TIMES-ADVOCATE 
OCT 4 1982 
USD's national TV 
' bid foiled b_y Tiger$ 
EAGLE ROCK, Calif, (AP) - Occidental College, 
a small liberal arts school In the suburbs of Loa 4n. . 
geles, got its first cha!)ce at national televlllon Sun-
day and made the moat of It. 
With its ur:idergraduate-domlnated roster, the 2-2 
team, slipped a _M-20 victory past -San Diego, ranked 
115th. nationally among Divlllon m achoola. 
"Some of the media made light of us being on na-
tional television," 8&ld first-year Occidental coach 
Dale Widoltt. "We wanted to show people that we 
co1:1ld play pretty good football here even though 
we're small." . 
"Maybe I would have said the same things If I had 
been on the other,slde of the fence, but I and our 
players aren't, and we were very fired up emotional-
. ly for this game." _ 1 • 
The ':Vin was spearheaded by Tiger freshman run- -
nlng back Vance Mueller, who scored three times tn 
· the ganie; Including the wiJlniJ!g touchdown with 
10:23 lett In the nme to break a 20-20 tie. · ► ••• 
- "The playeri read and heard. some of the things 
that were being 8&ld about us being on national tele-
1 vis_ion," 'Mueller u.ld. ' 'We were emotiol)ally ..up lor 
the game ·because of that, but we al8o played under 
control. I don't think we could have won without 
~ _being under con~l." ' 
I Occidental started the game with a H-0 leaa on a 
nine-yard pass from quarterback Daniel Osborn to 
.running back Mueller and a 38-yard pass from 
backul? quarterback .Jeff Monteroso again to Muell• 
er. · 
San Diego; which came Into the game 8-0, tinally 
sco~d on a two-yard run by fullback Jimmy Smith 
with 2: 21 left 1n the first half. . 
San Diego scored again on Its opening drive of the 
, second half._ . · 
Quarterback Erle Sweet rolled left and cut back; 
breaking two tac-kles on a 16-yard run to the end zone. 
• Rob~rt ~zzi's conversion tied the score at H•H with 
· 11 :02 remaining in the third quarter. 
That set ·up Occidental wide ' receiver· Jon Fin• 
stuen·'s il-yard tiebreaklng touchdown pass to fresh• 
man 'CralJ 'Roth ,to make the s~ore 20-H with $:08 
remaining in the third. · · . 
A two-point. conversion attempt failed but sopho-
more David Kotrosky, blocked the attempt after an• 
other S_an Diego touchdo~ - a 10-yard pass from 
: Sweet wide receiver Michael Rish leaving the score 
tied at 20-20. · · 
NEWSLINE 
. . ( . 
shouts ·and nn1nmi1-s 
THE CAMPAIGNS ROLL ON and the claims artd counter-claims intensify. . Last week it was the Brown campaign 
releasing a new series of commercials on 
the nuclear freeze issue, commercials sug-
ge,sting that a vote for Pete Wilson Is a vote 
for nuclear annihilation. 
The Wilson camp,. with some justifica-
tion, responded heatedly that the commer-
cials were a smear. Otto Bos, the press 
spokesmatr for Wilson, said It was nothing 
other than "character assassination." 
Bos lamented the low level to which the 
Senate campaign had fallen and made an ap-
' peal that · some element of decency be 
restored to the elective process. 
Jerry Brown, meanwhile, stood his 
. ground. He said the commercials were not a 
sme:µ, simply a statement on the differ--
ences between his stand on nuclear freeze 
and Wilson's. 
In the press stories about the commer-
cials, a comparison was drawn between the 
Brown spots and a campaign commercial 
used by Lyndon Johnson against Barry 
Goldwater in 1964, a commercial that 
became quite famous-. It depicted · a small 
girl holding a flower that suddenly became 
-a mushroom cloud. The lesson was clear 
and not easily missed. Some thought It a 
significant factor in Joh~n•s landslide 
win. - ' 
1 will now reveai a dirty little secret from 
my past. I take it out of the closet for all to· 
judge: I voted for Barry Goldwater. 
I voted for Barry Goldwater because I 
was outraged by the Johnson mushroom 
cloud commercial. I'm· greatly qffended by 
any- campaign commercial that distorts the 
truth, that misrepresents,_ that misleads. 
•I y;ill not vote for a·candidate who plays . 
- fast and loose with the truth. 
I will not support a candidate who 
destroys the reputation of others for no 
purpose other than his/her election. 
If you will allow that . I'm reasonably 
sophisticated, that I've had a modicunr of 
, political experience, that I do undcrst2nd 
the purpose of a political campaign is to 
win, you may agree that even that primary 
· purpose must not be compromised by con-
scious, willful allegations of half-truths or 
falsehoods: 
. . 
No public office is so important that I 
justifies the destruction of one human be!~(/ 
so that another might be ~levat<=d higher or/ 
the political ladder. , - . 
The nuclear Issue is an issue. of transcen 
dent .importance. It may be the single mos• 
important Issue of our time. It may be the 
one Issue that means, in the end, the differ 
cnce between life or death. . 
Jerry Brown's position Is my position 
But having said that docs not mean tha . 
those who hold contrary views favor the 
extinction of the species any more than die 
- st. Francis of Assisi. 
What the Brown commercial sec:;ks to ex 1 · 
plolt ls people's fears. It -seeks to gair 
through cleverness . what cannot be 
achieved through 'an open and hones 
discussion of the lssµc - or so the Browr 
people must think. 
Well, I reject that. I do not ~licve the 
great unwashed arc as simple-minded, a: 
unlettered, as ignorant of Issues as they arc. 
thought to be by those who run political 
campaigns. . ' , 
The democratic process Is. not served bJ, 
trying to reach people on the lowest level 
Democracy is not enhanced by those whj 
would seek a political gain at the truth' 1 
expense. .· . -
We've had in "this state an unforwnat , 
history of vast sums of money bei.n~ spe : 
. to alter the essential truth of an isauc, . 
confuse anp cloud people's min~. all wt~ 
the sole intent-Of winning through obfusca, 
tionj distortion what the manipulator:1 
believe would · be lost through a truthful . 
presentation. 
Nothing angers me more . than thi: 
degrading and ultimately dehumanizinJ 
mind-set. It roils the political process, lend 
ing credence to those liries of Jaincs Russel ' 
Lowell's: · 
Truth forever on tbe scaffold, 
-wrong forever on tbe throne. 
Jerry· Brown can defeat Pete Wilson ol 
merit. He does not need to yield to th, 
• temptation to tamper with the truth. 
••• . . 
LARRY REMER WAS AT ·IT AG9 
last week, this ti_me with a lead NEWSLIN 
story concerning mayoral aide Bob Whit 
- - - -
and his city-issued credit card. · 
The story about White and his credit card 
made for fascinating reading. I'm certain it 
was the on~ story in NEWSLINE that every-_ 
one read. , 
It had all the poteQtial of the uncovering 
of a major scandal - a powerful political 
figure and a credit card Issued at taxpayers' 
expense. - · 
J3ut in the end, when Rcmer's story had 
been carefully read, it failed to meet its 
perceived objective. · It detailed White's 
rather liberal use of his city-backed credit · 
card, but it fell far short of demoristating or 
proving wrongful use. 
True, it showed that White enjoys expen-
sive restaurants, but that hardly makes hi:m 
unique. 
Now, I have no brief to make in White's 
behalf. I consider him an able city hall aide 
who has well served Pete Wilson, but he ls 
not a person for whom I feel excessive 
warmth - a sense that grows out of what I 
view as White's cxclu~ionary policies -as 
principal mayoral aide. _ -
But I'm bound here to defend White 
from what l judge .to have been a story that 
· was designed, by its placement, ph.oto and 
headline, to lead people -into ,believing that 
Bob White ·had seriously- compromised his 
public charge. 
He did not - and the Implication that he 
did was a journalistic misuse. 
The Issue Is not whether.the story should 
have been written, but tha( it should have 
been written with a different tone. It did 
not need innuendo to make it interesting. It 
could have called lnto question the practice 
of the city Issuing credit cards to council 
members and staff wJthout besmirching 
White: 
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the powerful Milwaukee team. 
The additional drama in Baltimore Sun-
day conccrne~ the retirement" of manager 
Earl Weaver, whose controverslal 15-year 
reign ·had nonetheless produced more than 
90 wins in 12 of those seasons. · 
What was very special about the Orioles/ 
Brewers game was the prolonged show of 
affection by the Baltimore fans for Weaver 
at game's end. Despite losing ·by a 10-2 
score the Oriole fans began a "We want 
Earl" chant that lasted for more th:in five 
minutes. 
the demonstration brought a teary-ey~ 
Weaver back on the field, whtre he· was 
embraced all around. 
Some may find- such m.omcnts too 
schmaltzy, but I enjoy them as a wonderful 
interlude in an otherwise all too .sterile ex-
istence. 
While the Milwaukee team goes into the 
American League playQffS against Califor-
nia, Earl Weaver will go back to his gardon 
and his prized tomatoes. 
He- will be gone, but not forgotten, his 
pl.ace among the great baseball managers 
assured. 
l ••• 
ISSUES AND ANSWERS over ABC-TV 
-su~day ~ delightful. Hosted by ABC's 
Wl)ite House correspondent, Sam Donald-
. sot\, ·it featured Benjamin Bradlce, editor of 
the ..111.asllJngton Post; Many Nolan of the 
- BrufrJn Globe, and columnist Gc~>rge Will. 
... 
"Brad.fee, Nolan and Will are three of the 
more thoughtfµl and wit~ people in Amcri-
caq journalism - a fact 'easily underscored 
on the .show. . 
While tt won't happen, a permanent pair-
ing of the three would insure high ratings. 
••• 
. pNE OF THE WEEKEND'S NICEST 
• • • , m 1 ~cnts occurred with Sunday's telecast 
THE BASEBALL SEASON ENDED by.CBS of the University of San Dicgo/Occi-
Sunday with Atlanta and Milwa~e'e claim- · de tal football game from Eagle Rock in Lo-S 
lng division titles. · · Angeles. , -
It was a_ glorious season with close f-iCCS · . For purists of . the sport the USD/Oxy 
in three of the four major league-d.lvisions. , g;tD1e reaffirmed the attraction of the col-
Perhaps the greatest drama was lo Balli- lege game. It demonstrated that for college 
inore where the Orioles went into Sunpay's football to be enjoyable it need not have 
flnalt tied .with Milwaukee, an achievement milllon-dollar budgets, sold-o~t. stadiums, 
brought about by three wins Jo a -tow over or. network television contracts. 
the Brewets, a highly unlikely feat against 4 1aurel to CBS. 
i 
r 











forerQS lose· long 
·. home win streak: . . . , 
to Whittier Poets ·.-
I , . 
By JIM EVANS 
Sentinel Corre1ponde1tt 
It's often said that someday all good things must 
come to an end. Saturday night at A1cala Park, the 
USO Toreros painfully discovered just how ae~-,r-
ate that expression can be. · ·1 . . 'Led,by the timely play of quarterback Joey J r· 
'dan and a tenacious second half defense, Whittier 
College snapped the Torero's lengthy home game '. 
winning streak at 13 with a gutsy 18-14 victory. , 
, I 
USO, which had not dropped a conte.st on its own 
turf $lee 1980, suffered its second consecutive loss 
of the year and saw a once-bright season sudd~nly 
tum sour as their record fell to 3-2. Meanwhile, the 
Poets captured their second straight game io even 
their mark at 2-2. · · · 
' One of the problems that has plagued USD during 
the· last two outings has been its propensity for 
committing the costly turnover. Against the Poets, 
the locals were once again in a generous mood. 
· . After USO, s initial drive of the first quarter was 
thwarted by an ~terception, quarterback Eric 
Sweet added to the frustration by fumbling a snap 
· from center with 8: 58 remaining in the first stanza. · 
Whittier. down lineman . Alan Timonen gladly ~im~y Smith picks .up yardage for USO Saturday against Whitti~r. 
· corralled the loose ball and the Poets were advan- 1 • 
tageo\Jsly positien~ at the .Torero 19. • · I Sweet, swept around right end and then ran through -• But the Poets, perhaps sensing that a score was 
. Fortunately for Terero fans, , the USD defeqse•· .a tackler at the goal line. imperative to their chancesi came storming back. 
rose to the occasion by shutting down a couple of . · With momentum now clearly on tlieir side, ' the Beginning from their OWJl 25, a well-executed end-
inside running·attempts and Whittiefwa1 forced to Toreros added to their advantage late in the second around by wideoutErich Nall netted 12 yards. 
settle for Mitch Olson's 32+yard field goal., • . period. Starting from the Whittier 47, USO halfback Then, Jordan displayed bis versatility by . 
. . .Perhaps in an effort to make amends for the ear- Jerome McAlpin got the home team going with a scrambling to his right and throwing on the run. 
· lier miscues, Torero Coach Bill Williams' offense nifty 13-yard run. · Flanker Chris Ware made a marvelous effort by 
finally begah to g~t untrack~. After Phil Spencer Two plays later, a well-protected Sweet drilled going high in the air and snaring t.he 31-yard pass. 
had neatly advanced.the ensuing kickoff_to theVSO tight e9d Mitch <;r~ene on a crossing pattern. The · 'lbe advan_ce was made· even more substantial l 
30, the Toreros started to methodically marcli the sturdY. freshman receiver, who in recent weeks has when a overrealous USO defender was assessed 15 . • I balldownfield. ; · 1 become an integral part of the USO offensive . yards for.roughing the passer . 
.- .Paced by the accurate arm of Sweet .and a trio of scheme, demonstrated sun>rising speed by dashing On the following play, Jordan faded back and 1 
· drive-sustaining receptions by ' Jim Reilly, Bill · · to the right sideline and outracing the Poet secon- again lofted a pass towards the fluid Ware. Having 
· Vinovich and Michael Rish, USO made the 13-play, dary to the endzone. · run a deep-out pattern, Ware wrested the pigskin 
~yard trek appear deceptively easy. Bob lmzi's conversion was good and with 3:31 away from the Torero comerback and landed just 1 Senior halfback Billy Hamilton produced .the left in the first half, the Toreros were on top 14-3 and inside the farside cone in the endzone. 1be artistic 
three-yard touchdown when he took a pitch from ~mingly in total control. (Continued 00 page C-3) , I · 
( 
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Gotcha: USD's Bill Hamilton is knocked , Ezra Burdlx as the Toreros hosted the Poets 
out of bounds by Whittier defensive back last night. Story H-2. 
I Poets upset'f oreros 
(Continued fr0111 page c-21 . errant Torero throws, including Spencer's halfback 
~ hookup cut the USD margin to 14-9 and soon option•attempt. The home club's last gasp for vie-
the Poets made it 14-11 on a two-point con- , tory occurred during the game's dying.seconds. 
. sion run by Jordan. Turnovers and penalties proved fatal to the USO 
After intermission, the game's complexion effort. In all, the Toreros played giveaway on five 
c\langed and settled into a tight defensive struggle. occasions against Whittier and now have relin-
'lbe lone score of the second half came with 14.33 quished the ball eight times over the past two week-
remaining in the contest when Jordan tallied on an ends. In addition, the locals were whistled for nine 
eight-yard keeper while skirting left end. Jordan's penalties amounting to 136 yards and most of these 
burst was the capper of the game-winning 52-yar·d infranctions helped sustain Poet scoring drives. 
drive and made the final count 18-14. 'lbe Toreros will try to rebound this coming 
USO never seriously threatened in the final 30 Saturday night when they head north to visit La 
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:;Aztecs, Toreros eye improvement· 
~-as basketball.practice operts Friday 
I ' 
. . . 
: San Diego Stat,:! an~ the ~oive~ity of San Diego both
1 
Washington ~ill not~ playing this season. Washington, a . , open basketball practice Friday with hopes of Improving . standout the past three seasons at Patrick Henry High, is last season's records. . .. Ineligible because of academic problems. ' f. Aztec coach David " Smokey" Gaines will have four USO coach Jim Brovelli has seven returning players starters back from last year's team, which compiled a plus elg~t newcomers this season. The. To'reros will be »9 record and earned a ~rth in the National Invitation att~mptmg to im~rove their 11-15 mark a_nd sixth-place Tournament. SDSU was also In competition for the finish last season m the West Coast Athletic Conference. t· Western Athletic Conference title up until the final week . USO ball a definite local Oavor with three San Diego :. of the year. County athletes returning thi~ season. Forward Anthony • SDSJJ also looks a lot stronger on the bench. A good Reuss, a graduate of Christian High, and guards Jon · recruiting year plus the demise of the University of San Freeman (Bonita Vista) and Don Capener (Torrey Pin~s) \ Francisco's , program should make the Aztecs a much are the local players. Other returnees are guards Rich ' . deeper squad. · • Davis, Randy ~rickley a_~d John Prunty plus forward 1 , Robby Roberts . In addition to power forward Michael Cage, center Leonard Allen, small forward Eddy Gordon and Keith Another East County athlete will be playing his first Smith, all starters a year ago, Gaines will welcome back season for USO this fall. Mike Whitmarsh, who.played at forward Eddie Morris, the tea,n's spark off the bench the Monte Vista High and Gros~~ont College, will be vying 1 ' past two ~sons. for one _forward spot. His brother Rusty, who graduated 
N incl d I f All Am I 
· rds. In last sprmg, was a three-year starter. at guard for USO. ewcomers u e a pa r o - er ca gua · . , . Terry Carr and Anthony Watson. Fallbrook's Dominic Other recruits include center Mario Coronado and five Johnson 'Is also 81JlOng the freshman recruits. Forward , JC transfers. David Reed, a transfer from Elgin Junior College in 
Illinois, and John Martens, a transfer f~m USF, should 
also see a lot of playing ~ime this year. ' 
The only bad note for the Aztecs Is that forward Billy 
SDS:U opens i ts season ,Friday, Nov 26, hosting San · 
Francisco Sta~ at Peterson Gym. USO's first game is 
Monday, Nov. 22, when the team entertains the Univer-sity of Alberta-Canada. · · 
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·, Winless Pomona Next' 
~ For Faltering T oreros 
Roman Gabriel will be 
back in San Diego for a 
football game this aftet-
. noon. 
The former quarterback 
'of the Los Angeles- Rams 
won't be playing; he11 be 
coaching Cal Poly of Porn~ 
na ·when the "Broncos face 
the University of San Diego 
today at 1:30 in USD Stadi-
um. . 
This is Gabriel's third 
season in Pomona and it has 
· not been the man's most 
memorable year in football. 
Cal Poly opened with a 
31-10 1~ to Puget Sound, 
. then b(>wed to Sacramento 
State 40-14. Things have 
gotten no ·better since. The 
Broncos ar:e win}ess. in 
seven starts this season. At-, 
tendance is down, apathy on -
campus is up and the school 
. is rumored to be consider-
. ing dropping football 
But the visiton are not 
, Jilely to receive any sym-
pathy from USD. 
· The Toreros have lost 
four straight themselves, 
and slipped to a record of 3-._ . ,, 
~ USD, which scored 31, 40 
A tough year for Q/d 
pro/Roman Gabriel at 
Cal PC?IY Pomona. ' 
against La Verne two weeks 
ago and nine last week at 
Azusa-Pacific. 
' 
and 31 points in winning its 
fint three games, has sud-
denly lost the ability to score. The Toreros ,could 
The San Diegans are led 
by quarterb_ack Eric Sweet, 
who has ~ for 1,509 
yards in seven games. Un, SAN DIEGO UNION 
fortunately, he has alst 
~ ifranage just 14 ~nt-s thrown 14 interceptions. 
OCT 2 3 198Z 
T oreros Travel To Azusa-Pacific 
I AZUSA - When you're hot, y~u're hot, bad; we're just making key mistak~ at the and when you're not ... weli you feel the, worst possibl_e W!1es." - . way the U~versity of San Diego has felt Azusa-Pacific IS 3-2, largely because it this week. · .has played extraordinary defense. The 
Cougars are permitting just 48.5 yards a 
game on tlie gro~d. This positions Azusa. 
Pacific fourth on the NAIA's national 
statistic sheet. 
USD opened the football season with 
three one-sided victories. Since then, how-
ever, the Toreros have lost three in a row, 
and Coach Bill Williams realizes momen-
tum will not be one of their biggest assets 
when the San Diegans meet Azusa-Pacific 
here today at 1:30. 
"We need a victory badly," Williams 
said. ''The longer you go without winning, 
the harder it is to win, and we need to snap 
out of this thing. We're not playing all that 
Chances are, then, USD will be tempted 
to _pass today, and Williams must hope the 
Toreros will do less passing toward oppos-
ing comerbacks. Quarterback Eric Sweet 
has completed 53 percent of his passes this 
season for 1,399 yards and seven touch-
downs, but 14 of his spirals have been inter-
cepted. .. 
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USO Suffers 
· 4th Straight 
Lo
0
ss 15-9 · 
Special ID TIit Son Die90 UniOn 
AZUSA - Dave Wesilake 
intercepted a University of 
San Diego pass and dashed 
67 yards for a third-quarter 
touchdown that sparked 
Azusa-Pacific to a 15-9 vic-
tory over the Toreros here · 
yesterday. 
It was the fourth 1~ m a 
row for USD, now 3-4, while 
Azusa improved to 4-2. I 
Westlake's touchdown 
"and an extra-point 'kick by 
-Dave Johnson, who also 
:-booted two first-half' field 
; goals, gave Azusa a 13-3 
~ lead going into the fourth 
quarter, but USD responded 
·· with the only offensively 
· produced touchdown of the 
game.- .. 
Chris Kemple, who hit SIX 
• of eight passes for 71 yards, 
· moved the Toreros 41 yards 
in two plays, the second a 
10-yard ,scoring pass to Bill 
Vinovich, but the Toreros 
came up short on a tw~ 
. point CODV!!rsion. try ~t 
would have cut the margm 
to 13-11. _ 
By the time USD got the 
· ball back only 3:07 re-
mained on the clock; and 
the Toreros' hopes for vie~ 
ry were doused when Kem-
ple, trying to pass on third 
and 20 from the USO 12-
yard line, was sacked in the 
end zone for a safety that 
~ provided Azusa with its 
final margin. 
• All but 27 of , USD's 208 
• · yards of total offense was 
r- produced by the passing of 
~ K~mple and Eric Sweet, 
~ who completed 14 of 21 for 
• 11-0 yards. Azusa intercept-
:: ed three of their throws, 
however. . 
' Azusa, by contrast, 
~ rushed for 225 yards, includ-
• ing 105 by fullback Bob Jen-
kinsj'\, and the home team 
add~ 90 yards passing for a _ 
• total offense of 315 yards. 
( 
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< Whittier Rallies; . -:. 
USD Loses 18-14·~ 
Quarterback Joey Jordan scored on an 8-yard keeJ>e?; 
with 14:33 to play last night to give the Whittier Colleg~ 
. Poets an 18-14 victory over University of San Diego at 
Alcala Park. . 
The Toreros, who had won 14 straight home games 
going back to 1980, mounted a 62-yar~ drive in 1:1te. closinJm 
minute of the game but ran out of time at Whittier's 20'· 
yard line. The loss was the second straight for USO, whicl'l~ 
now has a 3-2 record. 1 J 
The game was marred by 23 penalties. Whittier (2-2)"J 
was whistled 14 times for 110 yards; USO was penalized!., 
times for 136 yards. . · -
Jordan, who completed 11 of 23 passes for 129 of Whit!.~! 
tier's 198 total yards, had a hand in all but four of hit1 
team's points as the Poets came back from a H-3 half-◄ . 
time deficil He completed a 26-yard touchdown pass to·· 
Chris Ware and 'ran for two extra ~ints in the ~ , 
period, when USO's lead shrank to 1~11. '; 
. .,,.. 
. Kicking specialist -Mitch Olson, who averaged U.fu 
yards on six punts, gave the yisjtors an early lead with a 
32-yard field goal that followed a USO fumble, whi~ 
( ittier recovered at the Torero 20 with 8:58 left in first 
yc:riod. - -
USO gained the lead with 2:09 remaining in the period, 
when Bill Hamilton capped a 13-play, 70-yard drive with 
a 3-yard scoring sprinl" Torero quarterback Eric SweetH, 
1 was 3-for-5 during the drive, hitting Jim Reilly (25 yards#6 
Bill- Vinovich (21) and Michael Rish (17) with first down 
' passes. . . ., .• 
I Sweet, who passed for 239 yards (16-for-32) but waf 
intercepted three times, gave USO a 14-3 advantage thr~ , 
1 minutes before the half, when he connected with Mitclt. 
Greene on a 28-yard TD pass that cl.imJ:ed a three-plaJ.;.. 








The USO Toreros play host to the Whittler 
Poets this Saturday night (Oct. 9) at 7:30. 
The nimble Toreros -opened their season 
with an explosive 44-0 romp over Claire-
mont-McKenna (Pomona-Pitzer) . The Tore-
ros have a field goal kicker the likes of Rolf 
Benirschke. In that opening tilt, Robert Lozzi 
booted three-pointers from 37, 41, 24 and 41 
yards, while quarterback Eric Sweet was 
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USO-Whittier Game 
Here Sat. at 7:30 · 
1?1e University of S.D. -suf-
fered its first defeat of the 
season when upset by the Oc-
cidental Tigers 34-20. With the 
game being televised national-
Iv by CBS-TV, Occidental was 
the team that Ca[ne up with 
the b i. g plays as their TD 
scores. were of 9, 61, "58, 25 
and 1.13 yards respectively. 
''.You've got to give Oxv cred-
it as they played . a v~ry in-
spired footbal_l game. 
"I was happy for our· play-
ers to have an opportunity to 
play on TV. I thought both 
teams represented small col-
lege football in grand style," 
reflected Coach Bill W~ams . . 
This week USD hosts the 
Whittier Poets (1-2). Grune-
time is 7;30 p.m. 
Whittier beat Azuca-Pacific 
last week 34,20 and lead the 
USD series 6-3. 
Williruns said the Poets "can 
fool you.· They. have excellent 
quarterbacks and wide -receiv-
ers: And their offensive line ls 
..impressive." · 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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TOREROS' SWEET SETS MARK - The 
University of San Diego Toreros travel to 
Azusa Pacific College next Saturday after-
noon, smarting from a 20-14 loss to LaVerne 
College at LaVerne Saturday. The Toreros 
lost their third straight game despite Torero 
quarterback Eric Sweet's se~ting _a school 
record with 23 pass completions m 46 at-
tempts for 257 yards. USO is now 3-3 on the 
season. 
Down 6-3 at half, the Toreros came back to 
tie it at 6-6 in the fourth quarter on the sec-
ond of Bob Lozzi's field goals, but then LaV-
erne's Greg Hopkins stunned the Toreros with 
a 54-yard toss to Maurice Harper for a 13-6 
lead. The Toreros scored again, Sweet throw-
ing to Jerome McAlpin from five yards out, 
and after a successful two-point pass play 
1 conversion, took the lead 14-13, but LaVerne 
1 won the game on a one-yard plunge by Clar-
II 
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( '!ERNE - The University of Sao Diego, 
, whu.:n has lost its last two games, plays La 
, Ven;ie's unbeaten Leopards at 1:30 p.m, today in 
a small college football game. 
Thomas gained 106 yards in 21 carries. "I don1i honestly think we've Jost to any oppo-
In addition, La Verne's defense has allowed oent all year," USD coach Bill Williams said. 
187 yards a game. The U!Opards have held the "We've simply beaten ourselves with penalties 
La .Verne (4-0) 'appears to be reaching full 
stride. In its 34-7 victory over Redlands last 
week, quarterback Greg Hopkins completed 17 
of 26 passes for 260 yards and 3 touchdowns. 
1 Maurice Hopkins caught touchdown passes 0£82 
i and ,1 yards and returned a kickoff 89 yards for 
, another score, and running back Clarence 
SAN DIEGO UNION 
opposition to 1.9 yards per rush. and turnovers." 
USD began the season with three one-sided • 
victories, theft lost to Occidental, in a regionally 
televised road game, and to Whittier, 'at home 
last week. •: 
The Toreros outgaioed Whittier 364 yards to 
198, but tumecl the ball over six tilnes ana were 
penalized ninl! times for 126 yards. 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
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Sunday, October 17, 1982 
._ - - _; ~ .-.- I . ~ • 
·- ·1.a Verne ID, San Dle10 H-Clarence Xhomas carr~ 
31 times fo~ 131 yards and tw~ touchdowns, including; USD Falls 20-14 
. ' 
F_or 3rd Straight 
( ~ VERNE - University of San Diego quarterback 
l:ric Sweet set a school record with 23 pass completions 
yesterday but 1. still wasn't enough as unbeaten La Verne 
College handed the Toreros their third straight loss 20-14. 
. Sweet equaled the school record of 46 attempts .se't by 
~imself and Stev~ !,,oomis last year and his 23 comple-
tions b~oke ~mJS best of 21 in 1981. He passed for 257 
yards, mcludmg a 5-yard touchdown to Jerome McAipin 
but suffered three interceptions. _ ' 
Bob ~zzi. field goals of 25 and 36 yards enabled the 
~oreros to be the game early in the fourth quarter set-
ting off a scoring spree by both teams in a game' that 
through three quarters was anything but explosive. 
. La Verne (5-0) stunned USD with a 54-yard Greg Hop-
kins-to-Maurice Harper pass to regain the lead lU. It 
was one of five Harper receptions worth 144 yards. 
· USD, n~w 3-3, countered with Sweet's touchdown. pass 
~ ~cAipm and the Torer~ gambled, successfully con-
14-
rting_a pass, Sweet to Phil Spencer to jump back on top 
13 w1~ 6:07 remaining. ' 
The wmners marched 80 yards in nine plays to 0 . ahead, Clarence Th~mas collecting his second touchdo:O 
of the afternoon, this one a I-yard plunge with 3:F left. 
the game.winner with 3:17 left at La Verne. . 1 
A pass interference call put the ball at the one-y&{'d 
line to set up Thomas' winning score. La Verne is 5~() .. 
USD3-3. - _ _ 
1 
• • • •• "•t 'J 
LEMON GROVE 
REVIEW 
OCT 1 4 1982 
6\reftss ©fl ft, 
/ L~ Ve'~n·e G~tl~g~ 
13 was the unlucky number 
for .USD's football team: 
Whittiei: ended the Torero's 
13-straig!it wi_nning streak 18-
1'4 · during the weekend. USD 
was hurt by penalties turn-
overs, intercepttons .ana tum: 
fl!es. "W.~ ~i <'>i.rrselves," said 
Coach Bill Wllliams 
!]iis· w~Jc the Toferos' fi-av-
et ta Li: veme· eom , · to rry 
1 ii; ~eftc1 theit wf~i ways 
from••· rJst ear w11en l'.J'SD 
fit~ rrp' a zt15 victory. 
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J!SD Hoop 
Games en 7:lO 
The 1982 -~ -untversity of 
San. pfog~ ~ .ketbaJ.! -s~~e.dule 
haS'. -~ •updalel to •,mvm-
mbdate the loss of 2 U. of San 
~eisco games.. .· 
The · .season opens Monday, 
'N@vem.ber 22. HGme games 
wW. be played irl the USD 
gym.· . 
M.Qn'aa,y, November' 22 - U 
of -Albe;:t,&, U&D ·&Jim. 7:.30 
P,tn,:. .. . • 
Saturday, · N-ovem~r Z1- -
US Ail' _.~ Aca.demN,. USD 
Gym, 7:~ p.m. 
Monday, '. November- 29 -
Northern Ariz .. >U., BSD. G~ 
7:3() p.m.. 
Wednesd,zy, December 1 -
U,.C; Ir$e at~. 7;30.p.m. 
SundaY-1 :December ~ ~ St. 
Thomas College, lJSD · _G¥.tn, 
7:00 p.m,. . 
, Monday, ~Doane 
~ffi.e,. USO G~ 'l:30 ~m. 
.. Toursc;laY,, .l)ecambei-_ 9--S.D. 
Aztres, SDSU Gym 7:30 P>m. 
. 'Saturm.1-~; ~ - 18, -
~g_ -l]eallh ~. C-1 State 
LB;, 7,:~ ~ · · 
'Tuesq~. • · ~mb9? 21 -
Te-µs ·Tech :-u. - uso Gym, ~r;~.; , .. .. 
7 :30 P·ffl· •. .: 
,'J11U~, ~Jn1-: 2,l -
San; Jm,e -Stale- U~, SJSU Gym, 
8:05 P.p.1- . . . · 
· Tu~r- W~WtY. • L>e-
cember 28-29 - .Bl.e Blue Clas· 
sfc Utah State; · l:.ft.ah. Stale, 
T~~s Chf-il;ltlan· COllege, I.da-
lio state, · USD·} 'Time fu be 
aiuiounded. ! .. 
i983 schedule to, ~ announ-
ced ]Jlteri .. 
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Toreros 
put on a 
new face 
The University of ·San 
Diego basketball program 
bas seen gradual improve-
ment since it turned to the 
NCAA Division I level three 
years ago. But if such an 
improvement is to continue 
this season for Coach Jim 
Brovelll, · it will have to be 
accomplished with an inex-
perienced ballclub. 
While the Toreros opened 
_ practice for their 1982-83 
season today, Brovelli will 
immediately be looking to 
replace four of bis five 
starters from last year's 
team which finished 11-15 
for sixth place in the West 
Coast Athletic Conference. 
Returning at point guard 
are Rich Davis and John 
Prunty, who shared the 
starting assignment last 
year, along with former 
Bonita Vista High star Jon 
Freeman. The big guard po- . 
sition will be manned by ei-
ther Randy Brickley or Don 
Capener, a couple of 6-foot-
6 juniors with good outside 
shooting ability. Returning 
at forward .are sophomore 
.\nthony Reuss and senior 
Robby Roberts. The 6-7 
Reuss is a former All-Coun-
ty first-team performer 
from Christian High. 
To help fill the void ten 
by graduation, Brovelll has 
brought in two freshmen 
and five junior· college 
transfers. The freshmen, 6-9 
center/forward Mario 
Coronado and 6-9 forward 
Mike Davis, may weU be 
forced into action if needed. 
The list of JC transfers 
includes 6-8 forward Dave 
Mciver (Cypress College), 6-
7 forward Bryan Setencich 
(Fresno City College), 6-9 
forward Scott Williams (San 
Joaquin Delta College), 6-5 
guard Bill Penfold (Glen-
dale College), and 6-5 for-
ward Mike Whitmarsh 




NOVEMBER - n, n. University !If 
Alberta lCllnadll~ fl, vs. Air Force. 29, vs. 
Nonhem Arl%0GI. 
DECEMBER - 1st, at UC-lrville. S n. 
St Thomas College (Ninne9ota~ & - n. 
Doane College (Nebraska~ I, at Su Diqo 
State. 18. at Long Beach Stale. ll, n. 
Texas Ted1. 2l. at Su Jost State._ 21-29, 
Big Blue Classic (Ulll State, TCU, ldUo 1• 
SUte. USO~ 
JANUARY - 4. vs. Oklabomll Cllris-
tlan. I, at Nevadll-Reno. IS. n. Dmver. ll. 
vs. St. Mary's. 21. vs. Suta Clara. ~ n. 
Loyola-Marymounl 29, n. Pepperdine. 
FEBRUARY - Srd, at ~L I, II 
Portland. ll vs. Portland. 19. vs. ~L 
~ . at Pepperdine. 26, II LoyolrMarym-
ounL 
MARCH - 4, at Santi 0ua. S. at St. 
Mary:s. 
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'It seems to be wide open 
at every position. We have 
a lot of guys who seem to 
be pretty even in terms of 
ability. I don't know how 
we'll be on game day, but 
we're going to have some 
great practices.' 
. Jim Brovelli 
Toreros Shooting 
For .500 Season 
Pepperdine University has four starters returning from 
(
, the basketball team that last year went undefeated in the 
/est Coast Athletic Conference. 
The University of San Diego ... 
Well, the University of San Diego does not, but basket-
ball coach Jim Brbvelli insists the Toreros will begin 
preseason practice as scheduled today in Alcala Par_k. 
"Obviously," Brovelli said, "we're not the team1o beat 
in the conference. We're getting closer, though. Every 
year, we close a little ground, and we're hoping to do that 
again this year. lf we can, we will consider it a good 
year." · · . . 
Since joining the WCAC three years ago, USO has 
shown steady if not spectacular irnprovemenl 
Eighth in 1980, the Toreros moved to seventh in '81 and 
sixth last season. Their records went from 6-19 to 10-16 to 
11-15. Now, USO has its sights set on a .500 year, and it 
seems a reasonable goal. 
True, four of the team's five starters last year were 
seniors. Guard Rieb Davis is the only first-stringer re-
turning. But reserve guards John Prunty and Jon Free-
man, forwards Robby Roberts and Anthony Reuss and 
swingman Don Capener all figure to prove useful this 
winter. The Toreros should also benefit from their best 
recruiting year ever. 
From Fr_esno City College, the Toreros got Bryan 
Setencicb, a 6-foot-7 forward who last season averaged 
13.4 points and 7.5 rebounds a game. 
From San Joaquin Delta College they lured Scott Wil-
liams, a 6-9 center-forward. Bill Penfold, a 6-5 guard, 
comes to USO from Glendale College. Dave Mciver, who 
·s 6-8, played at Cypress College last winter. 
At Grossmont the San Diegans found Mike Whitmarsh, • 
a 6-5 forward who last year averaged 18.5 points and 7.4 
rebounds a game. Whitmarsh finished second in the vot-
ing for South Coast Conference player of the year. 
"It's going to be tough to evaluate our team for a while, 
because we have seven new players and it will take 
awhile to _get everyone into what we're doing," Brovelli 
, said.. "It seems to be wide ooen at everv oosition. We have 
&:.tlf:;111,U &U .I.P'U'Vt •H~ .a va '-"& v.., •••~ • - •- -- . 
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sixth last season. Their records went from 6-19 to 10-16 to 
11-15. Now, USO has its sights set on a .500 year, and it 
seems a reasonable goal. . 
True, four of the team's five starters last year were 
seniors. Guard Rich Davis is the only first-stringer re-
turning. But reserve guards John Prunty and Jon Free-
man, forwards Robby Roberts and Anthony Reuss and 
swingman Don Capener all figure to prove useful this 
winter. The Toreros should also benefit from their best 
recruiting year ever. 
From Fr_esno City College, the Toreros got Bryan 
Setencich, a 6-foot-7 fo~ard who last season averaged 
13.4 points and 7.5 rebounds a game. 
From San Joaquin Delta College they lured Scott Wil-
liams, a 6-9 center-forward. Bill Penfold, a 6-5 guard, 
comes to USO from Glendale College. Dave Mciver, who 
is 6-8, played at Cypress College last winter. 
At Grossmont the San Diegans found Mike Whitmarsh, , 
a 6-5 forward who last year averaged 18.5 points and 7.4 
rebounds a game. Whitmarsh finished second in the vot-
ing for South Coast Conference player of the year. 
"It's going to be tough to evaluate our team for a while, 
because we have seven new players and it will take 
awhile to get everyone into what we're doing," Brovelli 
, said. "It seems to be wide open at every position. We have 
a lot of guys who seem to be pretty even in terms of 
ability: I don't know bow we'll be on game day, but we're 
going to have some great practices." 
Predictably, the Toreros are without a legitimate cen-
ter. "We're used to that," Brovelli said. They may also 
have problems on the boards. "We're going to have to 
scrap for anything we can get inside," the coach con-
fessed. 
But USO has a number of excellent shooters - Ca-
pener, for example, can be deadly from the outside; fresh-
man Mario Coronado bolds the Arizona state record for 
field goal percentage at .685 - and the Toreros will be 
quicker this winter. 
"In the past, our lack of speed has made it difficult to 
get many transition baskets," Brovelli said. "Hopefully, 
we'll get a few this year." \ 
USO will open the 1982-83 season Nov. 27 when it plays 
1 
liost to Air Force. 
- Bill Finley _ 
.... 
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1982-83 -TORERO 
BASKETBALL SLATE 
Nov. 22 - Unlwrsity d A11e!1a; 11 - Ar 
F<rct; 29 - Nor1hern Arizona. 
Dec. 2 - al UC-m,e; S - st. Thomas Col-
lege; 6 - DoClle College; 9 - Scl1 Diego Slut!; 
11 - al Long Beach Slale; 21 - Texas T edl, 
8:05 pm.; 29-29 - al Big Blue Oasslc (USO 
Texas ClrisfiCI!, Idaho~ Ulml ~i ' 
Jcll. • - OldallOITIO ~ 1- al Nevo-
cb-Reis 13 - Denwr; 21 :-.._ st'. Nay's; 22 -
Sonia ucro; 21 - Loyola .._ _ _.. 29 -l'ellPerclne. .... , .. _ .. , 
Feb. 3 - al Gonzaga; S - al Ptr1kn1; 11 -
PCJ1lcrld; 19 - Gonzooo; 2S - al f'ellperclne· 
26 - al lovola Mavmcuit. ' 
Ma-. 4 - al Sonia Ciera; S - al st. Merv's. 
AlhomegcmesnlllaYecl•AlallaPmt, 




OCT 2 4 1982· 
Toreros b°egiri baskCtball practices 
usi> bead coach Jim 
Brovelli had eight new . 
players along with sev-
en returnees last week 
at the opening of prac-
tice for the 1982-83 
season. 
This year.. will repres-
ent a true test for the 
Toreros, who lose four 
starters and seven sen-
iors. still, Brovelli feels 
his team is right on tar-
get with his five-year 
plan for success. 
USD has seen steady 
improvement in each of on. 
the three years that the Guard-forward Don 
Toreros have been [at ,· Capener , returns along 
the NCAA, Division I with redshirt Randy 
level. 'lbe Toreros fin- Brickley, hoping to fill 
ished at 11-5 last year 1 · the void at the big guard 
The strength in the re- · position. 
turnees is probably lat · USD returns two for-
point guard, where sen- wards, inclu'ding senior 
ior Rich Davis and jun- Robby Roberts and 
ior John Pruqty re~ sophomore Anthony · 
after sharing duties last Reuss. 
year. They will be hard- Brovelli says that this 
pressed by ·sophomore year's freshmen may 
Jon Freeman, who saw represent · the best re-
limited action last seas- cruiting year since the 
Toreros· entered the 
Division I ranks three 
years ago. USD brought 
in two freshmen and 
five junior college 
transfers. 
'lbe freshmen, 6-foot-9 
center-forward Mario 
Coronado and 6-foot-9 
forward Mike Davis 
may get a great deal of 
playing time. . 
All five JC transfers 
are ~ to give 
strong ~mpetition for 
starting spots: 
SAN DIEGO UNION EVENING TRIBUNE 
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USO SCHEDULE 
31 Redkllds 0 
.i, Cknmonl-Mudd 0 
31 Pomono-l'itzer 13 
20 al Occidental ~ 
14 Whittier 18 
14 at Lawrne 20 
9 at Azuso-Pocific . 15 
Oct. ~(.al Poly Pomona 
Nov. 5-Southem (.al N 
Nov. 13-St. Nay's 
... 
•Meanwhile Rachid El Bekraoui and Tim 
Roberts each
1 
scored a goal as the U.S. In-
ternational University Gulls blanked USD 
2--0 yesterday on the Toreros' field. And. at 
Point Loma College, the Crusadel'l! downed 
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T oreros Rebound 24-7 
The football bounced in the University of 
San Diego's direction yesterday, usually 
out of the bands of a Cal Poly,,-~omona 
player, and the Toreros ended a string of 
four straight losses with a 24-7 triumph on 
the USO turf. 
The visiting Broncos, winl~ in eight 
games, lost seven of eight fumbles, includ-
ing three ~ecoveries by USD's Chip Jarvis, 
one of which came on the opening kickoff 
to quickly establish the pattern of the af-
ternoon. 
passed 21 yards to Mike Rish in the third 
quarter. Jim Smith raced 12 yards for a 
fourth-period TD as the Toreros went 59 
· yards in 10 plays. Pomona's only score 
came on a 12-yard toss from Mark Jur<r 
vich to Jeff Losey in the third quarter. 
Sweet connected on 14 of 25 passes for 
127 yards and the one TD. Rish had three 
receptions for 35 yards. Smith rushed fo 48 
yards. 
Jarvis policed up the ball on the Cal Poly 
28 and six plays later Bill Hamilton drove 
... over from a yard out. The 7-0 edge stood up 
the remainder of the half with USO then 
, adding 17 points in the final two periods. 
Bob Lozzi booted a 26-yard field goal set 
For Coach Roman Gabriel's Bronc~ 
Jurovich was 14-for-27 with one intercep'. 
tion for 247 yards and the ·touchdown. Joe 
Prokop had four catches for 147 yards. 
The victory evened USD's season record 
,at 4-4. . 
USO rushed for 151 yards and added 122 
passing. The Toreros held Pomona to 55 
yards on the ground, but Jurovich's paMing 
gave the Broncos 302 yards in total offense. • u
p when Greg Stein recovered a CP fumble 
at the enemy '4-yard line and Eric Sweet 
,The Son Dleoo union/Blll Romer; 
USD's BIiiy Hamilton outruns Pomona's Chuck Felando Into the 
end zone for the Toreros' first touchdown en rou~e to victory. . 
EVENING TRIBUNE 
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USD LOSES ANOTHER - University of San Diego 
receipted for its fourth-straight loss Saturday - falling to 
Azusa:Pacific 15-9 on the winners' field. A 67-yard return 
of an mtercepted paM by Dave Westlake provided what 
proved to be the winning points. After that score which I 
gave Azusa-Pacific a 13-3 lead, USO rallied for a tw<r 
play, 41-yard touchdown strike, culminated on a 10-yard 
pass from Chris Kemple to Bill Vinovic;b. A tw<rpoint 
conversion try was negated however and Azusa-Pacific 
capped the scoring with a last-minute safety. 




.IJSD fashion show schedu"led 
T he 26th Annual 
USD Auxil-
iary Fashion Show is themed 
"High Society," according to this 
year's Chairman. Mrs. William 
H. (Patty) Edwards, Jr. It is to be 
held on September 3.0th at the San 
Diego Hilton with the social hour 
at 11 a.m. to 12 noon, poolside, 
immediately followed by the lunch-
eon and fashion presentations by 
Robinson's. 
The USD Auxiliary Fashion 
presentation-luncheon is an an-
nual sell-out and "High Society" 
the theme, this year, will feature 
high "fashion for Fall 1982 pre-
sented by Robinson's. 
Proceeds from this annual event 
are directed to assist the expan-
sive financial aid program afforded 
to USD students. Individual tick-
ets are priced at twenty-five dollars · 
($25.) ancl table reservations of 
ten ( 10) persons per table, are now 
available. For more information, 
contact the University of San 
Mrs. Pactl Edwardtl 
Diego at 291-6480, exL 4271. 
"The Auxiliary, long time vol- of the sout
hern community," states from the early da
ys of the Univer-
unteer fund raising group of the 1982-8
3 President, Mrs. Richard sity of San Dieg
o, many of our 
University of San Diego, is com- J.- (Car
ol) Reilly, " Many of the group have rem
ained active since I 
posed of women from all sectors membe
rs are charter organizers 1956," said R
eilly. 
